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ABSTRACT 
Two basic models of human pattern recognition have been 
advanced: feature analysis and hypothesis testing. These can 
only be discriminated by looking at behaviour before recognition. 
This is studied here by having the subject scan with a pen that 
writes only where the (invisible) picture is black. Although a 
computer simulation shows that it is possible and efficient, 
subjects scanning capital letters and simple shapes with this 
technique rarely use hypothesis testing. 
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How do we see things? Men have always speculated on this 
problem, and have solved many parts of it; physical optics, the 
optics of the eye, the chemistry of photoreception, the 
physiology of the eye and of the visual pathway are understood 
in outline. These processes explain how the object gives rise 
to patterns of light rays, and how these are transduced and 
transmitted to the brain, but does not explain the central 
mechanism of perception. 
This central mechanism can be studied by investigating its 
behaviour - psychology, by studying the structure and function 
of its components - physiology, and by constructing analagous 
machines - artificial intelligence. 
Some of the early ideas of how we see were complicated and 
unsatisfactory; they included suggestions that objects threw out 
small copies of themselves (Empedocles), or that particles were 
thrown out from the eyes, spraying the surrounding objects (Plato). 
Since then it has been accepted that light is reflected from 
objects, is collected and focussed by a lens on to the retina, 
and is there converted into neural excitation. Physics 
encompasses knowledge of light and lenses, ophthalmology studies 
the shape and optical properties of the eye and physiology 
studies the mechanisms of the retina. These systems are not fully 
explained, but the basic workings are known. This knowledge does 
not provide us with an adequate explanation of how we see, because 
the problem of pattern recognition remains unsolved. 
2. 
The meaning of pattern recognition must be clarified. 
Pattern recognition is the conversion of a spatially-ordered 
image and stored, meaningfully-ordered representation to 
knowledge, or in machine terms, a statement about the world, 
Figure I.I. 
The knowledge that results from recognition of an object, 
eg, a tiger, is of the form "That is a tiger". To know this 
the perceiver must already know about tigers, that is, have an 
internal representation of tiger, a pattern. This pattern and an 
image of the tiger must be connected to give knowledge "That is 
a tiger". This connection is pattern recognition. A pattern 
also related to information about the learnt properties of the 
object it specifies, and these learnt properties can be called 
up when the pattern has been connected with the object perceived. 
Thus it is not the visual properties of a tiger that are 
frightening, nor the concept of a tiger in abstract, but the 
prediction about the future based on the knowledge of tigers in 
general and of the presence of this particular one. 
Pattern recognition is thus the conversion from a spatially 
ordered image to a statement. Lenses, cameras and retinas convert 
a picture from one form of spatial order to another. The 
defining feature of a spatially ordered image is that it is the 
spatial relations of the elements which convey the information in 
it. 
Consider the representations of the dog, "Fido". A pencil 
of light rays emanating from him, a photograph of him, a retinal 
image of him and a neural pattern excited by a retinal image of 
him are all spatial images, where the spatial relations of the 
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images are preserved. 
A pattern is a concept. Although this must have some 
physical embodiment, its relevant relations with other elements 
are ones of meaning, not of space. The pattern for Fido, his 
mental representation, relates to knowledge that he is a dog 
(class membership), a resident of my house (relation to observer), 
and likes liver (particular knowledge of that individual). This 
pattern for him must also include a representation of his 
appearance, although the form of this is unknown. Where, in a 
computer, in a brain or as words, these items are in spatial 
relation to each other, makes no difference to their import. 
They must, however, be linked properly to the master concept, 
"Fido", by, for instance, an index. My recognition system 
connects the image of the animal on the rug and the pattern for 
Fido, and thus gains access to learnt knowledge about him: I 
see Fido on the rug and know he will like the liver I brought him. 
J J Gibson (1966) points out that many properties of objects 
are represented directly in the optic array. This accords with 
common observation; a large object approaching very fast is 
frightening, whatever it is. Its size, speed and time to 
contact are all potentially available information in the optic 
array (Lee, 1974). This, at first sight, appears to deny the 
utility of recognition. 
However, some properties of the world, for example edibility, 
are not represented directly in the optic array, but must be 
learnt. To gain access to this stored information the object 
must be recognised. Also, the processes transforming invariants 
in the optic array to mental representations of the properties of 
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the world are complex, and may usefully be regarded as 
recognition processes. The Gibsonian view may entail simpler 
pattern recognition processes, but does not eliminate the 
necessity for recognition as a conversion from a spatially 
ordered image to a meaningful statement about the world. 
One reason why pattern recognition has not been successfully 
tackled in the past is that there existed no machines which could 
emulate the process. This implies that there was no expertise 
with such machines, and no language in which the solution could 
be couched, without an infinite recursion, where a homunculus 
looked at the input. The computer, hopefully, provides an 
adequate language and technology, to replace the homunculus with 
a machine whose workings are understood, but does not offer an 
immediate solution. 
Gestalt psychology (Kohler, 1963) attempted to solve the 
problem of recognition, but suffered from lack of a machine to 
embody analagous processes. It emphasised wholes rather than 
parts, and suggested that images were represented as electric 
fields in the brain. This has been contradicted by the 
physiological evidence, but, more important, it is not a 
solution to the problem of recognition, because these fields 
are still spatially ordered. The translation to a meaningful 
statement has not been explained. 
Two basic theories of pattern recognition have been advanced 
- feature analysis and hypothesis testing (Figure 1.2). The 
hypothesis testing theory argues that a hypothesis is made about 
the object - a pattern is selected, and that the pictorial 
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they match the object is recognised, and the pattern is the 
mental representation of the object. The source of the hypothesis 
is not specified, which is a major weakness of the theory, but can 
be based on prediction or the failure of previous hypotheses. It 
cannot be based on the properties of the image without another 
layer of recognition, because the image is spatially ordered and 
the hypothesis meaningfully ordered. This hypothesis testing 
model has been advanced by Richard Gregory (1966; 1970; 1973). 
The basic proposal of feature analysis is that there exist 
feature detectors, which register the existence of some feature 
in the image (a feature might be a bright point, a line, a sharply 
curved object, a hand-shape or a person-shape). Higher level 
features are combinations of lower level ones. The difficulty 
with this approach is that it appears to require 'Mona Lisa' 
detectors, in many sizes, orientations and positions, ie, that a 
person can recognise the Mona Lisa implies, in this theory, a 
detector specialised in recognising this picture, and one for 
each of the many things, however rare, the person could recognise. 
A further difficulty is that the detector must recognise the 
object in a wide range of sizes, positions and orientations. 
This appears to imply that there is a multiplicity of detectors 
for each recognisable image, which could tax the capacity of 
even a human brain. 
These two theories predict very similar states of mind after 
the image has been recognised. The behaviour of the system before 
final recognition is the only source of information able to 
differentiate between the two. The feature analytic system only 
responds to information presented to it, and some other mechanism 
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must guide the search with no help from partial recognition. 
The hypothesis testing system searches for information in a 
manner dependent on what has been found; it will guide the search 
according to a current hypothesis which must be compatible with 
what is already known. 
This study aims to find out whether the hypothesis testing 
model is used for recognition, and if so to investigate its 
operation. It will, therefore, require techniques designed to 
show that the subject bases his recognition tactics on what he 
has already found. 
The philosophy underlying this study holds that two-dimensional 
static picture recognition for humans is a sub-category of all 
recognition, and is learnt as part of this more general ability. 
If the picture recognising mechanism is known, then recognition 
of the real world will be found to be an extension of this. 
Objects in the real world move and impinge on all the senses, 
and patterns can be matched to information from all senses and 
their combinations,, ie, heat, crackle and bright light equal fire. 
This study will concentrate on static visual two-dimensional 
images. This choice is one of convenience and interest, not 
necessity. Although this is a drastic abstraction from the real 
world, static pattern recognition is a normal ability of people, 
relevant to their management of everyday life. The Kodak 
company still makes profits on film to produce static pictures, 
which suggests that people find them useful. As such a human 
capability, static pattern recognition seems worth investigating 
in its own right. 
If picture perception is a subsection of general recognition, 
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then all people, even uninstructed ones such as primitive 
tribesmen or babies, should be able to recognise pictures. The 
evidence here is mixed. 
Pictures and script tend to be artefacts of civilisation, 
and civilised people have little difficulty in recognising objects 
in pictures. They are rarely deceived into thinking that the 
picture is the real object: the rule-proving exception is trompe- 
l'oeil wall painting. 
Deregowski et al (1972) found that members of a remote 
Ethiopian tribe had difficulty in recognising line drawings, and 
review similar reports from other remote populations. It could 
be argued that this shows that recognition of pictures is a 
learnt ability, analagous to the recognition of printed English, 
not a general ability. The evidence seems weak, complicated by 
other factors, such as the language difficulties of the tribesmen 
(did they have a word for picture?), the difficulties of translation 
(What question were they answering?) and the bad quality of the 
drawings. 
Hochberg and Brooks (1962) raised their son with as little 
exposure to pictures as is possible in urban New England. He had 
no training in the meaning of pictures. At 19 months he was 
shown line drawings, then photographs of familiar things, and 
responded with the names of 13 or 17 (depending on the judge) out 
of 20 objects shown. This suggests that explicit instruction in 
the use of pictures is not necessary, and that picture recognition 
is a general ability. 
This evidence is not enough to shake a belief that static 
pattern recognition is a subsection of general recognition, as 
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well as worth studying in its own right. 
Three approaches to pattern recognition are proceeding in 
parallel; artificial intelligence, physiology and psychology. 
Artificial intelligence attempts to create pattern recognising 
machines of increasing power and generality. The tool is the 
computer, programmed to simulate each potential machine. This is 
certainly the way to test understanding of a proposed process; if 
it can be programmed then it is likely that the programmer understood 
the process. 
The three problems which have received most attention are 
the analysis of line drawings, photograph interpretation and 
letter recognition. 
Line drawings, particularly those with only straight lines, 
are easily represented in the machine, and pose an interesting, 
soluble but limited intellectual problem, that of working from a 
line drawing of stacks of blocks to the concept of the three 
dimensional objects, Figure 1.3. 
Early programs to do this, such as Guzman (1968), worked 
ad hoc. Later work showed that the assumptions of this model 
corresponded to facts of projective geometry, and generalised 
them to more complex scenes (Winston, 1972). This model provided 
the universe in which Winston's (1970) program operated and 
demonstrated its capacity to manipulate relationships. It 
inferred from a number of examples that an arch is a block 
supported by two others with a hole underneath; this implies the 
creation and manipulation of hierarchical relational descriptions. 
All of these attempts assumed perfect input, particularly 
that all relevant lines were there. Programs to produce these 
is recognised as 
BLOCK ABOVE BLOCK 
Figure 1.3 
Line drawing of the type recognised byuuzman's program. 
Figure 1.4 
Picture of a grassy hump in a field. There is no boundary 
at the near edge because there is no texture change. 
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lines from TV pictures of real blocks, or to turn photographs 
into cartoons, have been unsuccessful (Sakai, Nagao, Fujibayashi, 
1970; Murphy, 1969), but are now working adequately (Winston, 1972). 
The improvements in scene analysis and line finding involve a 
change in the program from a simple hierarchical feature analysing 
system to a heterarchical system with the ability to hypothesise. 
Kennedy (1974) working on the use of lines in cartoons or line 
drawings for human consumption, whether in instruction manuals or 
Punch cartoons, argues that lines represent discontinuities in 
the movement properties of the environment, as often as 
discontinuities in the surface texture or shadowing. These 
movement discontinuities are not available to most line finding 
programs, which means that they must use semantic information 
to differentiate a block edge from its shadow. The information 
in a cartoon is not a simple translation of the information in 
a picture, Figure 1.4. 
Photograph interpretation is particularly motivated by 
defence demands. Consider the overworked Russian inspecting 
satellite photographs of the Los Angeles freeways for tanks, or 
his American counterpart inspecting square megametres of taiga. 
If basic analysis could be deputed to a machine, results would 
be produced faster, more accurately and with fewer personnel 
problems. Several contractors to the US Defense Department are 
working on this problem, but specialised techniques, such as 
holography, seem the most effective, and these are unhelpful to 
the understanding of human recognition. 
In 1973 (Greenwood) the quality of satellite photographs 
was such that a tank and a truck were just differentiable by 
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a human. The picture quality has improved since then. This 
illustrates conveniently one point in real applications, that 
one can sharpen either the receiver or the transmitter, and 
that improving the transmitter is usually easier. Thus the 
methods necessary to get better photographs from satellites, 
while complex and expensive, (diffraction limited lenses 3 feet 
in diameter.) are extensions of known techniques, better methods 
of interpretation are not. The point is clearer with letter 
recognition where one can either make the type to be recognised 
crisper, more standardised and better positioned, or make a 
recognition machine to accept imperfections. Commercial Optical 
Character Recognition equipment for computer input requires good 
print. One major potential user, the Post Office, cannot change 
the quality of the print it gets, and thus has had to consider 
better recognition techniques. 
The normal technique of OCR is stencil matching, the simplest 
case of feature analysis. The stencil is represented electronically, 
and the comparison of this and a letter imaged on to a retina of 
photocells is very fast. This means that the system can cope with 
small mislocations of the letter by jiggling the stencil around, 
and still find that the limit on the speed of the whole is the 
rate at which paper can be moved. The system is not easily 
adaptable to non-standard typestyles or bad printing. (BCS, 1967) 
A number of more advanced techniques are discussed and 
compared by Ullman and Kidd (1969). These are again designed to 
recognise characters on fast moving paper, and may be characterised 
as the seeking of sub-stencils (features) and their combinations. 
This enables the system to recognise moderately bad printing, but 
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not different sizes and positions. 
Systems for the recognition of handwritten characters are 
more complex. For separate characters and clean lines a system 
of feature detectors such as that of Uhr and Vossler (1961) is 
adequate. Characters, as written, even block capitals, are 
neither well separated nor composed of good lines, and more 
complex programs are necessary. For cursive script it appears 
that knowledge of the linguistic context is necessary to provide 
hypotheses which the machine can test against the script,(Bornat 
& Brady, 1974). It should also be possible to adapt the machine 
to the style of writing being read. This has been found in other 
cases; Selfridge and Neisser (1963) found that Morse code could 
only be analysed by a detector with varying characteristics, 
because a dot in this word could be longer than a dash some 
minutes later, even in clearly readable Morse code. 
In all these fields, mechanical pattern recognisers do not 
yet have the tolerance, ability to generalise or the reliability 
of humans. Machine recognition systems can be fast, efficient 
and very restricted, using feature analysis, or slow and more 
general using hypothesis testing. It is possible that the human 
combination of speed and generality is due to unknown, more 
sophisticated processes, such as hypothesis testing, rather than 
blockbusting by a myriad of cells working as detectors for all 
recognisable combinations of features. 
The difficulty of creating artificial pattern recognition 
systems shows that pattern recognition in humans is not a trivial 
operation, even if people experience no difficulty in doing it. 
The second major approach to pattern recognition is through 
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physiology. Living systems do recognise patterns, and one can 
hope to find how it is done by observation of their internal 
workings. The technology needed for this is not yet developed. 
Neurons, the operational elements in the brain, are small cells 
with processes ev 10 m diameter. They can have 10,000 inputs 
and outputs. They exist in a tangled mass in a brain that pulses 
gently. 
The normal tool for investigating these cells is the 
microelectrode, whose tip is about the same size as a nerve 
fibre. The procedure is to advance this into the nervous tissue 
of a restrained animal until it is within a cell, and then find 
what stimuli affect that cell. The power of the technique was 
demonstrated by Lettvin et al (1959), who showed that the frog's 
retina contained cells that responded to general illumination, 
large shadows (hawks?), small moving objects (bugs?). These 
correspond neatly to important aspects of the behaviour of frogs, 
who catch flying insects by flicking out their tongues, and have 
a response to predators of jumping to the darkest place visible. 
Hubel and Wiesel (1962) found cells in the visual cortex of 
cats which responded maximally to lines, each cell having a 
preferred orientation and length. Other workers have extended 
these studies, and found cells responsive to movement, stereopsis 
and complex features (Blakemore, 1973). The line detecting cells 
appear to be a simple aggregate of on-centre, off-surround cells, 
themselves aggregates of basic photodetecting rods, and known to 
be widespread over the retina. This fits neatly with a hierarchical 
feature analysing model of pattern recognition, where recognition 
is achieved by noting the co-occurrence of features, which may 
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themselves be co-occurrences of lower level features. This 
scheme is open to the objections noted above - Mona Lisa 
detectors and a combinatorial explosion. One pointer showing 
that this scheme is nevertheless a possibility is the monkey 
hand detector cell found by Gross et al (1972). No-one has shown 
a mechanism which would rotate, shift or magnify patterns, which 
is the machine builders method of reducing the number of detectors 
needed. 
While the electrophysiological work neatly fits the 
requirements of a hierarchical feature analysing system, it does 
not specify it. As will be shown, the hypothesis testing model 
can be formulated in a way that tests the hypothesis, not against 
the raw input, but against a collection of deductions from it. 
Thus it would seem easier to test a sub-hypothesis (is there a 
line there?) against the output from a specialised detector (of 
lines), rather than against the output of many elementary detectors 
(of brightness). 
A problem with the physiological approach is that it is much 
easier to find the details of the embodiment of a known operation 
than the workings of a system where both the function and the 
embodiment are not known. As a gedanken experiment consider 
analysing a machine from a sheet showing the connections between 
integrated circuits and the logical truth tables at the pins of 
each element. This is theoretically enough to specify the function 
of the machine, but is unlikely to be enough to understand it in 
practice. The problem is much worse if the truth tables are wrong 
or inadequate. It does become easier if it is known to be a 
disc controller, because some parts of its functioning are then 
known. This is a fair analogy to electrophysiology; the functions 
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of a neuron are imperfectly known, and their connections are 
largely unknown. This interacts with a technological hazard, 
that current methods of investigation only allow a few electrodes 
at a time, and those not specifiably related. Thus it would be 
useful to look at the input and output of one neuron, but this 
facility is not available, except by accident. If information is 
conveyed inside the brain encoded as a pattern in parallel neurons, 
this could not be found from microelectrode studies. 
The intrinsic limitations of the physiological approach, that 
it does not often differentiate between theories, and that deriving 
function from form is nearly impossible in practice, mean that a 
psychological approach, investigating the performance of intact 
animals, is very helpful before applying physiological techniques 
to show that a known mechanism has a determinable substrate. 
In the psychological study of pattern recognition, feature 
analysis is the more obvious mechanism, and hypothesis-testing, 
a more complex theory, must be shown to fit the facts better if 
it is to be accepted. Two cases, in particular, are much more 
readily explicable by hypothesis testing than by feature analysis; 
cognitive contours and the hollow face. In Figure 1.5a feature 
analysis suggests one would see only what is there. However, 
subjects report a white triangle obscuring a figure, which must 
be a self-generated hypothetical construction. This triangle is 
matched with a brighter test patch than the white background of 
the same paper. A similar cognitive contour is powerful enough 
to show a Poggendorf illusion, Figure 1.5b (Gregory, 1973). 
A hollow head, made like the inside of a mask so that the 






shape when seen from more than three feet away. The set of 
optical motions which would normally indicate depth by movement 
parallax are taken to indicate head turning. This is a powerful 
effect, and better explicable by hypothesis formation and testing. 
To differentiate between feature analytic and hypothesis 
testing methods of pattern recognition, some response must be 
found before the subject recognises the object, because after 
recognition the predictions of the two systems are indistinguishable. 
Before looking at studies of scanning which are designed to answer 
this question, we will dispose of one potential confusion. 
Many studies about scanning by humans are classified under 
"Visual Search". The term is used for a technique, that of timing 
a subject searching a field for a nominated item. The technique 
has been used to investigate a variety of problems of perception. 
The time to find an item, as well as being a real practical 
problem in many fields, such as those of finding aircraft discussed 
by Morris and Hbrne (1960), can be processed to give information 
about the likelihood of any point being seen, given its prominence 
and position with respect to the fixation point, using as data 
the scan parameters. 
In this way Bloomfield (1970) used the term "Visual Search" 
for the task of finding one target in a field with other elements, 
a task which introduces elements of pattern recognition. Bloomfield 
asked his subjects to find one different sized round dot among 
many, and from the search time deduced the area which was inspected 
at each fixation (of assumed duration). He found that as target 
dots and background dots approached each other in size, the area 
within which the difference could be detected at on fixation 
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reduced. This is compatible with a retina on which those parts 
of the image far from the fovea are effectively out of focus. 
This could alternatively be a result of similar search areas 
at each fixation, but longer fixation times. 
Another connotation of visual search is that used by 
Neisser (1967), who asked subjects to scan lists of letters, 
looking for target letters, or the absence of target letters, 
among others. From this investigation he showed that inspection 
time did not increase with the number of letters which could be 
targets, and thus ruled out sequential template (stencil) matching 
as a mechanism for letter recognition. 
In these conditions the subject searches for the one 
different element. Bloomfield's subjects only had to remember 
what part of the field they had scanned; Neisser's subjects 
even had the order of search dictated by the form of the display, 
words on a page. The subject in these studies is using 
information gained so far to guide his scanning, but only so as 
to cover the field evenly. The visual search problem is best 
solved by a fast acting feature detector specialised only for 
targets. However, hypothesis testing can only manifest itself 
where the subject guides his scanning by information about an 
item which is not yet adequate for recognition of that item. 
In these visual search cases information about one particular 
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element is either absent or adequate for recognition; that is, 
there is never partial recognition on which further information 
gathering might be based. 
The most obvious way of looking at scanning and partial 
recognition is to study eye movements. Human eyes move to 
observe different parts of the visual field, because the foveal 
region of the retina, where acuity is best, is small, about 2 
degrees across. The eyes are normally fixated, and move between 
these fixations in saccades or jumps. By looking at the 
pattern of eye movements one can hope to find what processes 
are operating to choose one place for the next fixation, rather 
than another. The problem has been expressed as "to look you 
have to see; and to see you have to look," meaning that you 
have to have some way of choosing the place to look without 
knowing what is there. 
The possibilities for rules determining this behaviour are: 
1. look where an elementary peripheral detector signals 
something of interest: this is most obvious where a 
motion seen peripherally elicits a saccade to fixate 
on it, but can happen with static elements such as 
sharp corners. 
2. look somewhere determined by a general program. This 
would be a good strategy while searching a blank sky 
for an aircraft which could only be seen foveally. 
A suitable program would be to move in a regular space- 
filling scan. 
3. look to where a feature of interest is expected on the basis 
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of what is already known - hypothesis testing. A simple 
variant of this suggests that one should move along lines 
of which part has been foveated. Others suggest that if a 
foot has been recognised there will be a head six foot 
lengths above it. If this process is driving eye movements 
it should be possible to work back from the scan to the 
concepts the subject had at each stage. 
Eye movement studies agree that subjects concentrate on 
some parts of pictures, and scan sparsely over the rest. They 
concentrate on important parts of the picture, such as faces, 
which tend also to be parts with the richest detail (Yarbus, 1967). 
This is as predicted by a hypothesis testing formulation; there 
may be as many peripherally perceptible details in wallpaper as 
in a face, so peripheral driving would spread the fixations over 
both. Howe's (1965) work with random polyhedra as targets for 
eye movements studies shows that subjects appear to fixate 
preferentially on sharp corners, although this cannot be 
statistically validated. This is what would be expected if the 
subject fixated on peripherally perceived details. Howe also 
found that subjects scanning for a small low-contrast spot in 
an otherwise blank rectangular field used regular scan patterns, 
apparently perturbed versions of the well organised scans shown 
in Figure 1.6. Noton and Stark (1971) found that similar eye 
movement scans were used on different inspections of the same 
stimuli. They used large cartoons of low contrast, and the scan 
paths they publish vary greatly in detail. Peripherally driven 
eye movements would be expected to repeat the same path each 
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a path modified by the experience of the subject. The evidence 
is not good enough to separate these possibilities. These 
studies suggest that all three mechanisms are available to drive 
eye movements; the regular scan as a fall-back mechanism in a 
blank field, the peripherally-driven scan operating when the 
field is uninteresting, and the hypothesis driven scan when the 
image is familiar and interesting. These are suggestions, not 
proven. 
The difficulty is in knowing how much has been taken in at 
each fixation, particularly from the periphery, and thus how 
much is already known. If the periphery of the retina is 
operative, it is virtually impossible to determine whether a 
given scanpath was driven by a peripheral mechanism or by 
hypothesis testing. 
To complicate the interpretation of eye movements still 
further, Hackman and Guilford (1936) found a low correlation 
between eye movements and subjects reports of what was attended 
to. Mackworth (1965; Mackworth and Schissler, 1966) has shown 
that a subject may fixate a target without seeing it, implying 
that the information gained by a fixation is a function not only 
of the retina, but also of the subjects state of mind. 
In view of our lack of knowledge of what is attended to and 
processed at each fixation, it seems unlikely that much information 
can be gained about the recognition system by eye movement studies. 
This does not indicate that eye movement patterns may not be 
useful as indicators of cognitive functioning in some circumstances. 
Tikhomirov and Posnyanskaya (1966) used eye movement patterns 
to elucidate the thought processes of chess players. They found 
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movements which suggested that the player was looking at squares 
on the board to which he might move a piece, and at pieces which 
were in a position to attack that square. It is a popular cliche 
that "people's eyes give away their thoughts", and this suggests 
one mechanism by which they do so. Good chess players do not 
look at vulnerable positions. 
These difficulties lead to attempts to use scans without 
peripheral operation which would only allow hypothesis-testing 
and regular scans to operate. This implies that the scanning 
element must be externally limited to exclude the periphery. It 
introduces the difficulty of artificiality into the situation, 
but makes clear the amount of information already exposed. 
Hochberg (1966) worked with the Judas Eye, a hole in a board 
which was moved in front of the pattern, revealing the pattern 
only through the hole. He used it to study perceptual memory, 
not scanning. The problem is that the picture available to the 
subject is only what is seen through the hole, now. He has to 
store the results from previous holes internally. We know that 
people store the results of eye movements to build up an internal 
picture of the world, but the ability to store the results of an 
external scan seems a dubious extension of this. This could be 
avoided by using eye movements to drive the Judas Eye, so that 
the 'hole' of the Judas Eye is always where the fovea is 
pointing. The technology of this is difficult. 
A similar task is that of tracing outlines or solid objects 
with a finger. Blind people solve a task of this sort when they 
read raised lettering or maps by touch. The difficulties of 
this task are described by Leonard (1970). The task has also been 
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investigated by Sokolov (1970), who found that a hexagon can be 
confused with a pentagon. This suggests that the mechanism of 
touch cannot readily differentiate angles of 108' from those of 
120'. No start point is recognised on return to it, so a corner 
counting strategy is unworkable. The poverty of this mode of 
touch with full haptic perception (Gibson, 1966) is comparable 
with the relationship of the Judas Eye technique to normal vision, 
and as we have seen, it suffers the same problems. 
The problem found with the Judas Eye is that the subject 
cannot remember what he has seen. This introduces one other form 
of scanning experiment, the one with which we shall be concerned. 
Here the scan leaves a trace, which can be inspected by the 
normal processes of sight. This means that the scan element 
can be well-determined, obviating any difficulties with 
peripheral perception. This enables one to determine whether the 
subject will use a programmed predictive scan, or will use one 
which varies with the part revealed so far, which would be 
characteristic of a hypothesis testing program. Because there is 
no peripheral information, the scan cannot be driven by it. 
Two methods of doing this have been used; tile turning and 
moving pens. Tile turning (Gardner, 1961 - Eleusis) where the 
subject has a plate of grey tiles in front of him, and has to 
guess the picture after turning over the fewest tiles to reveal 
a black or white face, is a slow process, and encourages the 
subject to think rationally about the task. 
This technique has been used to assess the amount of 
information in a picture by Attneave (1954), who asked his 
subjects to predict each tile before they turned it. Here a 
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hypothesis testing mode was implied by the situation, and not 
invalidated by the results. The difficulty with the technique 
for our purpose is that to differentiate a rule-governed scan 
from a hypothesis testing scan, the rule governing the scan must 
be perceptible to the experimenter. A tile turning strategy of 
'Turn any randomly selected tile' is rule-governed, but its 
results may not differ perceptibly from those of a hypothesis 
testing operation. 
Most human pattern recognition is sub-conscious, requiring 
no active thought. In order to investigate this it would be well 
to have a process which allows subjects to act in a flow, rather 
than in discrete and spoken chunks. Moving pens admirably fulfil 
this. 
In the moving pen technique of scanning research, the subject 
moves a pen which writes where the target picture is black, and 
either does not write or writes some different colour where the 
target picture is white. An example of this is "Magic Picture" 
childrens books, where some parts of a page are waxed so that a 
pencil does not write there. However one scribbles across the 
page, the pen only writes in the intended places, and the 
picture becomes clear. 
The only experiment which has been done using this sort of 
technique is that of Podd'yakov (1970). He used treated paper 
and a chemical indicator, which left a trace on blank paper as 
well as a different trace on the target, thus entailing the 
difficulties of treated paper methods. His targets were outline 
drawings, and the subject's task was to trace along the lines. 
His report of the behaviour of subjects is that they scan at 
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random to find some part of the figure, and change strategy on 
meeting a part. The two strategies used are to scan outwards 
in a fan-shaped path from the line segment already exposed or to 
scan at right angles to the apparent direction of the segment. 
He found that fan-type movements were much slower in continuing 
the line, although they were employed by 85% of his subjects. 
He relates this behaviour to the micromovements of the eye 
when scanning. This analogy seems strained considering the 
vastly different amounts of information in the two cases. 
Podd'yakov alternatively speculates that this behaviour is that 
which would be expected of a predictive system working with 
cognitive concepts, as opposed to a simple edge following device 
at an automatic level. 
In the terms of the present argument, the fan type movements 
are what would be expected of a hypothesis testing line follower, 
and only of that, 'guess the direction, then test it by moving in 
that direction'. The transverse scans might be feature analytic, 
and they are efficient. That fan type movements are prevalent, 
though slower, is an indication of the universality of the 
hypothesis testing mode. 
This chapter has argued that pattern recognition is a major 
unsolved problem of perception, and that it is potentially soluble. 
Two models of pattern recognition have been advanced - hypothesis 
testing and feature analysis. These can be discriminated by 
observing the behaviour of the subject before recognition, 
conveniently by observing his scanning. A peripherally driven 
scan is indiscriminable from a hypothesis-testing scan, so 
peripheral information must be suppressed. Moving pens are the 
most promising way of doing this. 
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Chapter 2 
CONSIDERATIONS FOR THIS STUDY 
The previous chapter argued that it is only possible to 
discover whether a subject is using feature analysis or hypothesis 
testing mechanisms of recognition by investigating his behaviour 
before recognition. This requires the observation of scanning 
behaviour. Eye movements, the natural form of scanning, are 
difficult to interpret, as the previous chapter showed. Externally 
determined scan systems cannot rely on the subject to remember 
the image as he does for eye movements, but must store the result 
of the scanning and present all of it to the subject. This can 
conveniently be done for a single-celled eye scanning a black and 
white picture by having a pen which writes only where the hidden 
image is black. 
Having set the study in context, this chapter will consider 
in more detail the essential concepts involved. 
MODELS OF PATTERN RECOGNITION 
Hypothesis Testing 
The hypothesis testing model of pattern recognition asserts 
that the system makes an original hypothesis about the object and 
then checks whether the image is in agreement with the hypothesis. 
The hypothesis is the selection of a pattern which is not 
only used to be checked against reality, but is also the result 
of recognition; the percept. Hypotheses that are grossly wrong 
will be rejected quickly and the hypothesis pattern and percept 
will change. Those that are correct will stand being checked 
-until the world or the focus of attention changes. 
A problem of the model is that the source of the original 
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hypothesis is not specified. However, in a well-known world 
where the present circumstances are known, the original guess 
based on experience is likely to be accurate, eg, the butcher 
is easily recognised in his shop. In contrast, things or people 
in unusual environments are more difficult to recognise because 
the context leads to a wrong initial guess and several further 
inaccurate hypotheses will probably be made before recognition, 
eg, the butcher on holiday in Italy is less easily recognised. 
Thus a potential criticism of the model, the origin of the 
hypothesis, becomes a strength of the argument in explaining why 
recognition of the unexpected is more difficult. 
The application of the model to some of the problems of 
perception is discussed below. 
Recognition of most things visible is a necessary condition 
of any recognition model, and therefore does not provide a test 
of which model best fits reality. However, theories do differ in 
how adequate an explanation they provide of wrong or partial 
recognition. 
One of the cases of false perception most difficult to explain 
by other theories of pattern recognition is the concave mask of a 
face, which is seen as a normal convex shape until the viewer is 
quite close to it (say 3 ft). The information for reversed depth 
from movement parallax is interpreted as movement of the mask. 
It appears to turn to face the viewer. The normal hypothesis, that 
it is a face which is convex, and that it can move to face the 
observer is strong enough to allow this illusion. 
Hypothesis testing allows the non-visual evidence for the 
hypothesis, that is the experience of the faces being convex, to 
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outweigh the visual evidence for concavity. 
A further prediction of this model is that details of the 
object will become clearer as soon as one recognises the object, 
ie, brings the right hypothesis to mind. This is certainly 
common experience. 
The theory gives a coherent account of alternating perceptions, 
such as those of the Necker Cube. Having one hypothesis "Cube this 
way out", the system keeps looking for corroboration of this in 
the image. It finds perspective cues which do not wholly agree - 
tries an alternate hypothesis "Cube that way out", and repeats, 
because the perspective cues never wholly fit either hypothesis. 
Note that this last example has been of a 2-D drawing. The 
hypothesis testing model of perception is much more relevant here, 
where the information available from the image is less, and thus 
the amount of interpretation has to be greater, than in the 3-D 
case. 
Feature Analysis 
The alternative feature analysis model of pattern recognition 
asserts that detectors detect the features of the image, and then 
combinations of features and positions imply a certain pattern. A 
feature is something that can be detected by a simple detector, eg, 
the line detectors found in cats and monkeys. Other examples are 
bright points on the picture and their combinations, the curvature 
of black-white boundaries, loops and intersections, combinations 
of spatial frequencies, or, for letters, a template of each letter. 
The term feature analysis has also been used in the specialised 
sense of a pattern recognition system where the features are 
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detected and combined to give the result, but no information about 
their position is used. Gibson (1969) has postulated a model of 
this form for letter recognition. However, this is a restricted 
sense, and the words feature analysis are used in this study of 
models where feature detectors report the presence or absence of 
a feature at a position. 
As for hypothesis testing, the feature analysis model must 
explain cases of wrong or partial recognition. 
In real circumstances, detectors cannot report features as 
definitely present or absent, but only probably so. The pattern 
recognised is that with the highest combined probability even if 
its constituent features are ambiguous. The result will elicit 
the details from the stored representation that it calls up, and 
thus the perception of an indistinct object will be clear when 
it has been recognised. 
The highest combined probability gives the result of 
recognition, but below some minimum probability the result is 
taken to be indistinct. This minimum combined probability would 
be greater for an unlikely result than for a likely one, so that 
things in unexpected places take more information to be recognised. 
If one considers the Necker Cube, it provides two sets of 
features, both true with high probability. The observer then 
sees one or the other, rather than an amalgam of both. The model 
needs other additions to explain the alternation. 
Feature analysis and hypothesis testing agree in predicting 
that most things will be correctly recognised. Hypothesis testing 
appears to provide a better explanation of many illusions, but 
feature analysis can be extended to explain many of them, so that 
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it is difficult to differentiate the theories on the grounds of 
wrong recognition. Only hypothesis testing provides an explanation 
of the concave face illusion, but this single case cannot be taken 
as evidence for all recognition. 
However, the two theories do predict different behaviour to 
gather information before recognition. The feature analytic model, 
having no cognisance of what is out there, must rely on some 
external search operator. The hypothesis testing model will 
search in a way that tests the current hypothesis. 
The output from a feature analytic system viewing a picture 
which is not adequate for recognition is that something is there, 
but not recognisable. The hypothesis testing system reports that 
it is a widget, but not properly checked. Thus further scanning 
can be directed by the hypothesis testing system to parts of the 
image which carry most information about widgets, but the feature 
analysing system must rely on some information other than the 
result of recognition to guide the scan. This can either be 
peripherally driven or a regular scan, as was argued for eye 
movements. The single-celled eye allows no peripheral driving, 
and so only a regular scan can result from a feature analysis 
system. 
The hypothesis testing process is thus essentially cyclic, 
"guess then check, then change, guess and recheck". It allows 
the guess to be combined from simple concepts, and be modified, 
to build up a more complex percept, such as "A blue Mini 
carrying a brass bedstead". It embodies continuous refinement 
of the guess, and concentrates this refinement on the areas where 
the guess diverges from the observed reality. 
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The feature analysis process is essentially parallel, 
with all feature detectors and combination detectors working 
continuously and simultaneously. 
Internal Representation and Hypothesis Testq 
The concept of hypothesis testing is independent of the 
internal representation of the object, ie, the pictorial 
representation within the pattern - for Fido, the representation 
of his appearance. The basic notion of hypothesis testing is that 
the subject acts to acquire information, and changes his acts on 
the basis of the information he has. This is to be contrasted 
with feature analysis, where the subject acquires enough 
information to decide, before changing his acts to take account 
of what he knows. 
Consider three possible representations of letters; feature 
sets, relational structures and fourier transformed feature lists; 
and what they imply for the behaviour of the subject in this 
situation. 
Feature sets in the non-relational form, assert, for example, 
that an "E" has 3 horizontal bars, a vertical bar, and no loops. 
There must be at least enough relation information to assert that 
these are connected; non-connected bits are part of another letter. 
Hypothesis testing demands that after detectors have found ,a 
number of features which are true of the present image, a matching 
of sets will reveal those letters that are compatible with the 
information gained so far, and also the information needed to 
separate the possibilities. Thus the existence of 3 horizontal 
bars and one vertical is compatible only with "E" or "B". The 
information needed to discriminate is the existence of a loop 
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or line ends - a loop implies a "B", a line end implies an "E". 
If the matching of sets is arranged to report only successful 
recognition or failure, then it can only support feature analysis. 
Relational descriptions of letters hold letters as collections 
of facts like 1"0" is a loop with no sharp corners on the left'; 
"'Q" is like an "O" but has a bar through the bottom right'. This 
reveals one obvious way in which inadequate information can help 
guide the search for fuller information: having triggered a "same" 
part of the description, (the loop of an "0"), look where the 
"different" ought to be I, (the bottom right for the tail). 
Once again, variants can be conceived which do not produce 
any useful guidance when fed with inadequate information. The 
description of relational descriptions given here is simplistic; 
letters do not seem complex enough to warrant such a powerful method, 
whose special merit is that new information is assimilated easily, 
and that complex bodies of information do not occupy huge amounts 
of storage. 
A diagram of the relation of internal representations and 
recognition models is shown in Figure 2.1. 
Fourier transformed representations of letters are discussed 
here as representatives of whole picture transformations. In a 
Fourier transform of a picture, the intensity of one component, 
the product of an orthogonal pair of spatial frequencies, is 
represented as one point in the Fourier plane. Thus a property 
of the whole picture is mapped to a point, and a property at a 
point is mapped to the whole plane. Imperfect knowledge of the 
image converts to an imperfect Fourier transform. Letters can 
be stored as representations of Fourier transforms of their shapes. 
Feature 















Bars above Bars 
Figure 2.1 
A Pattern Recognition model can be considered to occupy 
some point in this space, with dimensions;- 
1) Number of features noted in each exemplar 
2) Relationality - how much relative positions matter 
These two dimensions depend on the internal representation. 
3) Feature analysis - hypothesis testing. This is a dichotomy 
-rather than a continuum, and is independaht of the internal 
representation. 
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The problem of recognition remains, because a Fourier 
transform is still spatially organised. Either pattern recognition 
model can be applied to it. If this recognition process is 
hypothesis testing, then the guidance it gives for further 
acquisition of information will be in terms of spatial frequencies, 
not positions. The meaning of this for normal search behaviour 
is unclear. It seems likely that the search behaviour would be 
an area-covering scan, and scanning would not differentiate 
the two models. It seems probable, however, that the spatial 
frequency analysers found in people (Davidson, 1968) are used for 
surface texture perception, not for shape analysis. 
Experimental Considerations 
An activity has a cost, which may be in money, as in some 
card guessing games, or in effort. The concept implies that 
people will attempt to attain their goals with minimum expenditure, 
by economising on costly activities. Applying this concept to 
recognition, two costs may be distinguished - the cost of acquiring 
the information, which may be taken as the time and effort needed 
to search for it, and the cost of thought, that is, the time and 
effort involved in processing the information. 
In a recognition task which can be done by either hypothesis 
testing or feature analysis, hypothesis testing will use the least 
information, because it can use all the information available to 
it to choose the most effective place to seek more information. 
If the cost of information is greater than the cost of thought, 
then hypothesis testing should be preferred. 
Correspondingly feature analysis will be used where 
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information is adequate, revealed at the same time and thus 
cheap relative to processing, because feature analysis uses more 
information and less processing than hypothesis testing. 
Generating a new pattern involves a capital cost - low for 
hypothesis testing, only another store entry, and high for feature 
analysis, another set of detectors. Feature analysis is therefore 
best adapted to recognising common objects, since it involves a 
high cost to set up a pattern, but a low cost to continue to use 
it. Hypothesis testing is better adapted to rare situations, 
since it involves a lower cost to set up a pattern, but a higher 
cost to use it. 
A recognition system using both models of recognition could 
have the best of both. Hypothesis testing is probably better 
adapted to recognising the novel or unusual, feature analysis to 
recognising easily. If one novel input comes to be needed to be 
recognised often, as with letters in learning to read, then a 
feature analysis machine for it can usefully be built. Feature 
analysis can be conceived as applying the decisions of hypothesis 
testing in parallel - that feature analysis embodies in hardware 
the decisions hypothesis testing takes with software. Making the 
distinction between the two models in this form emphasises the 
futility of trying to decide between them after recognition or 
mis-recognition. The discussion of relative costs of information 
and processing suggests that an experiment, such as this one, 
intended to reveal hypothesis testing if it is available, should 
use expensive information. 
Hypothesis testing would also be preferred if the test was 
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to match items, not to identify them - that is to say that they 
are the same or different from a known exemplar, rather than to 
say what they are. A matching task means that there is no 
problem of finding an initial hypothesis. 
Thus a task where a subject scans, and thus acquires more 
information at a cost to himself, and one where he matches a 
target, is likely to be solved using a hypothesis testing mode of 
pattern recognition, if it is available. 
A task which embodies this requirement is scanning with a 
detector that reports only black or white at one point at a time - 
a single-celled eye. It incorporates scanning, allowing decisions 
made before recognition to be observed, and makes the information 
from scanning expensive because it is slow and a nuisance to 
collect. 
Equipment 
The ideal embodiment of the task would be a pen which wrote 
only where the hidden image was black. This can be done, as in 
childrens "Magic Picture" books, by treating some parts of the 
paper with wax so that the pen does not write there or writes a 
different colour. This method allows natural movement of a simple 
pen, but leaves a trace on the paper which may be visible to the 
subject. It also gives information about the slope at which a 
scan line crosses a picture edge. 
The embodiment chosen for this task had a pen moved around 
the paper by an external joystick, with its writing controlled by 
a flying spot scanner. 
The experiment is to be set up to show whether subjects can 
use a hypothesis testing method of recognition, under the most 
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favourable conditions for it. If this experiment shows that 
hypothesis testing can be used, then studies should be undertaken 
to show when it is used: these are pointless if it is not used. 
Targets for recognition 
The choice of targets for recognition is between having 
unknown patterns, such as the Edmondson shapes (Figure 4.2 ), 
or well-known targets such as letters. The unknown targets can 
be designed to various forms of scan, but have the disadvantage 
that to be matched they have to be shown to the subject, probably 
on a sheet. Thus the subject has a task of searching a list of 
specimens as well as that of producing an adequate delineation 
with minimal scanning: this biases him towards scanning more and 
thinking less, because the cost of recognition has been raised 
by the effort of searching a list. 
Known targets, such as letters, can be compared with an 
internal representation: this, by reducing the cost of recognition, 
biases the subject to thinking more and scanning less. One 
counterindication to the use of letters is that the internal 
representation of letters is presumably well adapted to recognising 
the normal simultaneous presentation of a letter, and may not be 
easily adaptable to controlling a sequential input, as in the 
present experiment. A new pattern may avoid this by being 
internally represented in a less specialised way, and thus elicit 
hypothesis testing more easily. 
One difficulty with the task is that the lines on the paper 
are not the lines of the letter, Figure 2.2. The lines on the 
paper-scan lines - begin and end on the edges of the lines of the 












is used, there is not much problem; the question of whether the 
scan lines are compatible with the hypothesised letter is not 
different in principle, nor more difficult than deciding shapes 
from fractions of themselves. 
If feature analysis is used, the problem is more complex. 
There is no apparent algorithm which will outline the shape of 
the letter, given the scan lines, unless the scan lines are closer 
than the width of a letter bar. In this case joining nearest ends 
of scan lines will outline the letter. Thus it might be expected, 
on these grounds, that a feature analysis system will be most 
efficiently informed by a uniform line scan of this spacing. 
Corners in the scan lines will cause some degradation, as leaving 
ambiguous the difference between a corner and an end, and also 
introducing a confusion in their own right. 
Summary 
This experiment is designed to differentiate, between two 
forms of pattern recognition, designated feature analysis and 
hypothesis testing. 
A subject using feature analysis needs an image to recognise. 
If the image is not recognised, then nothing is known about it. 
In particular, if the image is not recognised he cannot work out 
what knowledge would help him to recognise it. This is true of, 
eg, a straight-through Perceptron type recogniser, which produces 
only the information that nothing is recognised. The critical 
part of this system is that the subject cannot control his intake 
of information on the basis of what he already knows, when this 
is inadequate for full recognition. 
A subject using hypothesis testing has an idea of what is 
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being recognised, and acts to prove or disprove this. Thus he 
is able to use this internal hypothesis to guide his information 
uptake, and will change his hypothesis when incoming information 
proves it invalid. 
The use of feature analysis or hypothesis testing will be 
affected by the relative costs of information and processing, 
and by the rarity and probability of the object. It will not be 
affected by the form of the internal representation of the object. 
The use of hypothesis testing can best be investigated by 
having the subject scan a letter with a single point, a situation 





The equipment needed for this study was a moving pen which 
wrote only where the hidden image was black. This was done with 
an X-Y plotter, whose position was controlled by a joystick or 
a scan generator, and whose writing was controlled by a flying 
spot scanner inspecting a transparency. The layout is shown in 
Figures 3.1 and 3.2, and a typical output is shown in Figure 3.3. 
Flying Spot Scanner 
The flying spot scanner shown in Figure 3.4 was based on a 
Telequipment Type S51T single beam oscilloscope. The timebase 
was switched out; the X-component of the scan was applied to the 
X-deflection amplifier and the Y-component drove the Y-amplifier. 
The field size was defined by standard positions of the oscilloscope 
gain controls, and by clamped external potentiometers, to be a 
square. Its position was centred on the screen using the 
oscilloscope position controls. 
Transparencies were placed directly on the tube face. A 
photocell was supported 25 cms from the tube face, together with 
its first stage of amplification. This distance was the shortest 
at which a black object in the centre of the screen could be 
discriminated from a clear object at the edge of the screen. 
Early trials used a simple DC coupled photocell to detect 
the oscilloscope spot. This necessitated a light-proof box 
round the scanner and a very bright spot. The resulting spot 
width reduced the resolution of the scanner and damaged the tube 
phosphor when it was left stationary; the box was inconvenient 
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shifting or curling in the heat. 
In order to operate the scanner in the open with a small 
spot, a phase sensitive detector was built. The electronic 
circuit diagram is shown in Figure 3.5. The spot brightness was 
modulated at 50KHz nominal, 43.4KHz measured, and the output from 
the photocell was synchronously rectified, thus preserving only 
the component at that frequency. The frequency was chosen as the 
highest frequency at which the oscilloscope, photocell and amplifier 
produced a useful response. 
The system had a response delay of 0.7 milliseconds; it was 
unaffected by normal room lighting, but had to be shielded from 
strong direct sunlight. It detected lines narrower than 1mm over 
an area 11 x 8 cms. The overall performance is perhaps best 
demonstrated by Figure 3.6, which is the output on the plotter 
for a target of 1mm lines on a 10mm rectangular grid. The 
obvious rhombus distortion is due to interaction between the 
oscilloscope amplifiers. It has been ignored thoughout the 
experiments since its effect on letters is only to change them 
from an upright to an italic typeface, for example 
Paper Tape Punch and Analog to Digital Converter 
The 8-hole paper tape punch, Teletype Corporation type BRPE, 
and its drive electronics were available from a previous 
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TTL logic inputs. The punch, being very noisy, was mounted on 
a vibration damper outside the experimental room. 
An A-D converter, whose electronic circuit diagram is shown 
in Figure 3.7 was built using TTL logic. A sampling cycle is 
initiated every 0.1 seconds nominal (0.0997 seconds measured) by 
an astable multivibrator. Thereafter, within the cycle, timing 
is dependent on the punch, which produces a signal when it is 
ready to accept a new input. On successive punch cycles the X 
and Y levels are compared with a staircase waveform, whose 
generating counter is stopped at equality. The number in this 
counter is taken to be the digitisation of the level. 8 bits 
resolution was used (1 part in 256). The brightness was punched 
at the third cycle on track 5, leaving the other tracks blank. 
This allowed the analysis programs to check that they were 
maintaining synchrony with the punch, since every third number, 
the one which represented brightness, could only be 0 or 16. 
Controls were arranged for the experimenter to stop the tape 
or to punch blank tape. 
Joystick 
A simple joystick was built using two standard plastic 
potentiometers. This device felt quite pleasant to use as the 
potentiometers were filled with viscous grease, and more 
sophistication was felt to be unnecessary. The joystick was 
always placed conveniently for the preferred hand of the subject. 
The potentiometers had to be replaced on occasion as they wore 
out, but otherwise gave no trouble. The electronics are 
straightforward: two operational amplifiers were used to convert 




point of operation was adjusted by shifting the potentiometers 
on their mountings. The amplifier gains were arranged to give 
pen movements of approximately the same amplitude as movements 
of the joystick. 
The circuit diagram of the electronics is shown in Figure 
3.8. 
Line Scan Generator 
The circuit diagram of the electronics is shown in Figure 
3.9 and the output in Figure 3.10. 
This scan generator produced a slow version of the scan 
used in a television set, or in reading. One integrator- 
comparator loop, arranged to have different rates of rise and 
fall, was coupled to another integrator-comparator loop, so that 
the second was augmented during the flyback of the first. The 
flyback of the second loop started when an upper trigger point 
was reached, and interrupted that of the first loop. The rates 
were arranged to give a good writing speed on the X-Y plotter. 
During either flyback the pen was inhibited from writing. 
The resulting signals were output as the TV(X) scan, and 
also inverted and interchanged to form the TV(Y) scan. This 
last was arranged to proceed contrary to the natural ordering 
so that the plotter bridge might not obscure the line it had 
just drawn. 
The gain control was adjusted to give six lines per frame. 
Square Spiral Scan Generator 
The electronic circuit diagram is shown in Figure 3.11 and 













































Television scan patterns 
Figure 3.11 






Square ;Jpiral Scan Pattern 
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Two integrators, each with two comparators, and some logic 
circuits, were arranged so that first the Y integrator went down 
until it was equal to the comparison level, and then the X 
integrator went down until it too hit the lower limit. The Y 
integrator was then made to go up, followed by the X integrator. 
Thus the pen driven by the pair of integrators had been made to 
go in a square path. At the top right hand corner, where both X 
and Y were at the maximum, the trigger level, set by a master 
integrator-comparator loop, was incremented or decremented for 
a time set by a collector-coupled monostable. The master 
integrator-comparator loop, which set the trigger level for the 
rest, switched from expansion to contraction or conversely at a 
point, varied slightly by an input from the line scan generator, 
so that the next cycle should not go through exactly the same 
points. 
The gains were arranged to give about 1cm separation between 
adjacent lines. 
Diagonal Generator 
This was realised using two integrator-comparator loops 
working independently. The effect is that of a frictionless 
billiard ball launched at 450 to the sides of a square, perfectly 
elastic table. 
The electronic circuit is given in Figure 3.13 and the scan 
generator in Figure 3.14. 
Round Spiral Scan Generator 
The electronic circuit is given in Figure 3.15 and the 
output in Figure 3.16. 
The circuit is based on a loop of two integrators and an 
i0 %F r 30-i' 
IM 
7lll. 
Repeated for the "Y" channel 
Figure 3.13 

























Round Spiral :;can Pattern 
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inverter, forming a slow sinusoidal oscillator with two outputs 
in quadrature. The basis of the circuit is described by Korn and 
Korn (1964). The loop is arranged to have a constant gain in 
amplitude, and a loss of twice that value is controlled by a 
biassed comparator of high hysteresis working from the peak value 
of the oscillator. 
This method of achieving this scan pattern has the 
disadvantage that the pen moves at constant angular velocity. 
Any speed setting thus gives a range of speeds from excessively 
slow at the centre to excessively fast at the periphery. The 
fast speed entails bad definition. 
The rate of increase of radius was adjusted to give about 
1cm separation between adjacent lines. 
Switchboard 
The outputs from the various scan generators and from the 
joystick were brought together at a switchboard, allowing the 
experimenter to select one of them for a trial. The selected 
output was passed through a limiting amplifier, constraining the 
pen to move within a square. Without this the subject tended to 
explore the mask of the oscilloscope screen, which operated the 
pen in the same way as a black target on a clear background. 
The electronic circuit diagram is shown in Figure 3.17. 
X-Y Plotter 
The subject's view of the plotter is shown in Figure 3.18. 
The X-Y plotter used was a Bryans 20170, equipped with a 
fibre tipped pen which gave more reliable writing, a slightly 
bolder line and needed less attention than the original capillary 

































































































The pen recorder amplifier sensitivities were pre-set to 
give a size of picture, 9cm square, shown in Figure 3.3. The unit, 
apart from routine cleaning, operated reliably and consistently. 
A transistorised switch was arranged for the remote pen lift. 
A set of controls was arranged that turned on the plotter, started 
a timer, and started the paper-tape punch in one operation, (Figure 
3.19). Another operation turned off the plotter, stopped the 
timer, and stopped the paper-tape punch after running out a foot 
of blank tape. This was worthwhile because these operations had 
to be done for each trial. 
The Analysis System 
The analysis of the tapes produced during the experiment was 
performed by a set of computer programs, written in POP-2 
programming language (Burstall et al 1968). The analysis was 
produced in two runs. The first run converted the data on the 
tapes into a line-printer picture of each trial, and calculated 
some basic descriptive statistics for each trial. These were: 
1. Distance moved. The sum of the distances between 
successive sample points. This was the total distance 
through which the pen moved during that trial, measured in 
arbitrary units defined by the A-D converter. The arbitrary 
units corresponded to 0.7 mm on the scope face and 0.9 mm 
on the plotter. The letters used in the paradigmatic 
experiment were 35 arbitrary units high. This was the 
quantity the subject was asked to minimise. 
2. Writing distance. The sum of the distances between 
successive sample points if both were black. This was 






















measured in the same arbitrary units as the distance moved. 
3. Time. The number of sample points taken, which 
is the duration of the trial in units of 0.1 seconds. 
4. Crossings. The number of times one sample point 
differed in brightness from its predecessor, which was the 
number of times the path changed from black to white or 
white to black. 
The second run was designed to find a set of descriptive 
statistics for each of the letters in the frame individually. 
First, a transparent overlay was put on to each of the line 
printer pictures resulting from the first run, and shuffled to 
find the displacement of the frame from the assumed position. 
This was necessary, as each target had been put on to the 
oscilloscope face by hand, without registration marks, so that 
each would be in a slightly different position. The information 
about this displacement, about the letters in each frame, and 
about the target letter, along with enough information to identify 
the frame, were punched on to paper-tape. This tape, and the 
data types, were processed during a second run to produce the 
same set of statistics for the area surrounding each letter. 
A set of statistical routines converted this information 




Experiment 1. To Test the Effect of 
Different Pictures 
Introduction 
The pictures used for these experiments have several 
constraints on them. The first is that the detail in the 
picture must be bigger than the resolution of the scanner, about 
1 mm. Finer detail will now show up reliably. This rules out 
line drawings. They must also be small enough to fit on the 
scanner. (75 mm sq.) 
Among the other possibilities those tested are: 
1. Road signs, which, although they contain some fine detail, 
are designed to be recognisable without it. 
2. Specially drawn shapes, designed to be different, but 
constructed of blocks of black. L am grateful to William 
Edmondson for these. 
3. Letters whose bars are larger than the resolution of the 
scanner. 
The experiment was designed to establish the advantages and 
disadvantages of each type of material. 
Informal trials had suggested that an uninstructed subject 
tended to move the pen as fast as possible. However, the aims 
of the investigation required that the subject moved slowly, and 
with consideration. Two possible instructions to the subject, in 
order to achieve this, were a minimum distance condition, in which 
the subject was asked to move the pen as little as possible, and 
a minimum crossings condition, in which the subject was asked to 
minimise the number of times the pen crossed an edge in the 
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picture. This last was intended to encourage the subject to 
move the pen within the figure. Informal trials had also 
suggested that single letters were easy to recognise, and that 
recognition was little disturbed by putting the letters against 
a background, or by distorting them. 
Apparatus 
The X-Y plotter, joystick, diagonal scan generator and 
flying spot scanner were used. Since the A-D converter and 
punch were not yet available for measuring the distance moved 
during the trial, a second flying spot scanner with a mask of 
random dots was coupled to the system. The edge crossings were 
counted, giving a measure of distance moved, which had no 
preferred direction of motion. This method introduces a 
stochastic error of the order of the square root of the number 
of counts. 
The targets used are shown in Figures 4.1, 4.2, 4.3. 
Subiects 
The eleven subjects tested were fellow students in the age 
range 18-25. Seven were male, four female. They were aware of 
the general purpose of the experiment, ie, an investigation of 
pattern recognition processes. 
Procedure 
The subject was asked to identify the letter or shape 
presented. He was given lists showing the road signs and 
Edmondson figures. Some trials were controlled by joystick 












Layout in frame 
Figure 4.3 
Letters used as targets 
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Twenty trials were presented in the order: 
No of trials Patterns Scan Subject asked to 
minimise 
5 Letters Joystick distance 
3 Letters Machine diagonal 
3 Letters Joystick crossings 
3 Road signs Joystick distance 
3 Shapes Joystick distance 
3 Shapes Joystick crossings 
Results 
The results are shown in Table 4.1. They are reported as 
Median and Interquartile intervals because there is a numerically 
small tail of very large results. The means and standard 
deviations were more affected by these extremes than seemed 
warranted, and the standard deviations were often larger than 
the mean, which, for quantities which are necessarily positive, 
indicates that statistics implying normal distributions are not 
appropriate. It was felt that reporting the median and 
interquartile intervals was a more veridical representation of 
the data. 
Most subjects could recognise the stimuli after they had 
understood what was being asked of them. Several subjects 
required an explanation from several viewpoints before they 
understood. The most effective explanation of the general 
task, and the one that was afterwards adopted, was as follows: 
1. Show the subject a very densely mechanically scanned image 
which he could easily recognise; 
2. Explain how that was drawn; 
3. Substitute another transparency in the scanner, and allow 
Distance to Recognition ( Arbitrary Units) 
Median 25% 75 
Manual Scans 
Letters 
Minimum distance 107 71 152 
Minimum crossings 118 85 194 
Road Signs 
Minimum distance 172 130 260 
Edaoadson Shapes 
Minimum distance 99 73 197 
Minimum crossings 135 80 265 
Diagonal machine Scan 
Letters 134 109 251 
Table 4.1 
Results of first pilot experiment 
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the subject to experiment. 
Neither of the transparencies shown in this way was presented to 
that subject again. 
The road signs were unsatisfactory as targets because many 
of their discriminating features were too fine to be resolved by 
the apparatus. Many subjects found it difficult to distinguish 
surround from interior and, rather than ignore the surround, filled 
it in completely before going on to the centre. Also the rhomboid 
distortion introduced by the scanner made recognition difficult. 
The Edmondson shapes were more satisfactory targets. Because 
of their diversity more early recognitions were possible than was 
the case for road signs. The letters were also easily recognised, 
but no more efficiently than the patterns. 
Many subjects at first treated the task as if they had been 
asked to recognise the target in the minimum time possible. These 
subjects were verbally restrained, since the pen, being rate 
limited, did not follow the subjects' movements accurately. Also, 
another error was introduced: since the pen took a finite time 
(25 msec) to fall from its raised position to the paper, crossings 
of the same edge at high speed in different directions indicated 
the edge to be in different places. At slow speeds this effect 
was negligible. 
Under joystick control the difference between trials under 
the minimum distance instructions and those under minimum 
crossing instructions is in the expected direction, ie, those 
under minimum distance instructions are shorter, but the 
difference is small and not statistically significant. ? > 5% 
(median test). Most subjects appeared to treat both sets of 
instructions similarly. 
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The diagonal machine scan produced distances to recognition 
that were in general longer than those for manual scans under 
either type of instruction but this was not significant (median 
test): however, it prompted further investigation. 
Discussion 
The similarity of the distance to recognition of letters and 
of Edmondson patterns was unexpected. Subjects scanning an 
Edmondson shape had to compare this with a list in front,of them 
encouraging them to scan the whole pattern, and then stop and 
match it to the samples provided; whereas letters are very 
familiar and subjects scanning a letter may be presumed to have 
an internal representation to which they can easily refer. 
This finding is compatible both with the results of the later 
experiment with shapes and the more general theory advanced from 
the evidence of all the experiments. We shall therefore refer to 
it again in the summary of the experiments. 
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Experiment 2. To Test the Effect of 
Different Scans 
Introduction 
Machine scanned trials had been introduced in the previous 
experiment because preliminary trials had shown that the subject 
scanning manually moved the pen so fast that the outlines became 
blurred. This could be avoided by using a regular, slow scan, 
produced by its own generator. The diagonal scans were apparently 
less efficient than normal. Several other machine scans were 
made to determine whether this inefficiency was due to uniform 
scanning or to the effects of diagonal lines. These scans were 
arranged to be analogues of the eye movement patterns found by 
Howe (1965), and are illustrated in Figures 3.10, 3.12, 3.14, 3.16. 
Procedure 
Twelve students, six male and six female, served as subjects 
in this experiment; their age range was 18-25. The subjects 
were told that it was an experiment in pattern recognition. The 
transparencies used were the single letters and the Edmondson 
shapes shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.3. The subject's task was to 
recognise the letter or to find in a list the Edmondson shape 
present. 
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The order of presentation was: 
Order A 
Number of frames 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 
Scan type 0 _ III a L' a 5= 111 oc de 
Transparency type L L L L L L S S S S S S 
Order B 
Number of frames 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 
Scan type O( III - Lam' ) Ck 111 =-ffj S 
Transparency type L L L L L L S S S S S S 
6 subjects used Order Al 6 Order B. 
L = Letter 
S Edmonson Shape 
Round spiral machine scan 
= Square spiral machine scan 
TV(X) machine scan 
II) = TV(Y) machine scan 
a = diagonal machine scan 
= manual scan 
In the previous experiment the subjects had responded in 
the same way to the instructions given to minimise distance 
travelled or crossings. In this and subsequent experiments 
subjects were asked to minimise the total distance moved before 
recognition. The distance was measured in the same way as in 
the previous experiment. 
Results 
The results are shown in Table 4.2. The new scans, with 
the exception of the round spiral are more efficient than the 
diagonal scan. The best, the TV(X) is very similar to the manual 
Scan Distance to Recognition ( Arbitrary Units) 
Median 25M 75% 
Letters 
81 52 125 
Ill 75 55 128 
100 72 138 
94 78 160 
145 114 207 
135 77 221 
Edmondson Shapes 
104 70 176 
11 105 78 129 
128 67 162 
111 73 142 
OC 130 100 212 
16 115 95 220 
Table 4.2 
Results of Second Pilot Experiment 
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scan. The only significant difference is that between the TV(X) 
and the diagonal machine scans. 
Discussion 
A surprising aspect of the results is their small spread. 
The difference between scans is similar to the range within one 
scan. This scatter within each scan is only partly due to 
individual differences between subjects. Some subjects found the 
task very difficult, and their results constituted a high tail. 
However, for most subjects the results spread over most of the 
range, rather than being concentrated at one value. Thus the 
variability is due to the task itself, and the measurement in it, 
rather than to differences between subjects. 
The inefficiency of the diagonal scan relative to other 
machine scans is unexpected, as the scan path covers the plane 
as uniformly as that of TV scans. It may be that subjects are 
biassed to accept information in rectilinear form, not diagonal. 
Loomis (1974) found that subjects could recognise letters presented 
tactilely more easily when they were scanned with a vertical slit 
than a diagonal, which suggests the same bias in his subjects. 
General Discussion 
The introduction argued that scanning is a useful way of 
investigating recognition. These experiments showed that the 
apparatus and technique elicited scanning which could be studied 
in this way. Subjects were able to understand the task after the 
explanation had been improved, could readily use the controls and 
equipment, and found the task moderately, but not impossibly, 
difficult. 
Of the three sets of patterns investigated, road signs gave 
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difficulty, while Edmondsonshapes and letters gave similar results. 
It was decided to concentrate on letters, because these were 
well-known. 
The results of using the machine scans showed little difference 
between manual and = , M , 0 scans. 0 was apparently less 
efficient and Q< significantly so. The three rectilinear scans 
were used as comparison scans in the next experiment, as being 
the most efficient of the uniform scans. Though the subject could 
be restrained from working at high speed by an instruction to 
minimise some quantity, whether this quantity was distance or 
crossings made no apparent difference to his scanning behaviour. 
In subsequent experiments the subject was asked to minimise 
distance. 
As the expected error in measured distance moved was similar 
in the pilot experiments to the differences caused by different 
types of scan, it was felt that a more accurate measuring system 
was required. 
The subjects scanning rarely appeared to be the most efficient 
that could be thought of and usually covered the whole letter. The 
subject often appeared to continue scanning a letter after giving 
some indication that he knew what it was. 
Some subjects used hypothesis testing, both by the 
experimenter's observation and their own report. 
These findings are compatible with the results of later 
experiments, and will be explained then. 
The pilot experiments validated the technique; the paradigm 
experiment explores the task it was designed for, testing feature 
analysis and hypothesis testing models of recognition. 
S4, 
Chapter 5 
THE PARADIGM EXPERIMENT 
Introduction 
This experiment was designed with a task best solved by 
hypothesis testing, ie, if subjects can use hypothesis testing, 
they should do so here. If the subject solves the task some other 
way, we are led to deduce that hypothesis testing is not available 
to him. 
As has been explained in Chapter 2, hypothesis testing will 
be best elicited by a situation where a subject has to scan a 
display to find a known target. If the scan is permanent, then, 
it can be assessed later for the characteristics of feature 
analysis and hypothesis testing. 
In the pilot experiment, the subject had been asked to 
recognise both letters and shapes. It was observed that some 
difficulty was caused in the recognition of the shapes because 
of the need to search the sheet showing all the shapes before 
deciding which one matched the delineation so far revealed. 
Because of the considerations, explained in Chapter 2, that 
the recognition of shapes is ambiguous without a specimen sheet, 
and that searching a specimen sheet for shapes confuses the 
subject and the interpretation of results, letters were used as 
patterns for this experiment. 
The task is to find a target letter, which is held constant 
throughout the experiment, among other letters. This allows a 
subject time and experience to produce a specialised scan 
technique for that letter only (as is done for the hypothesis 
testing simulation). 
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As a comparison, machine scans, which scan the whole field 
in straight lines, and thus produce the easiest delineations to 
feature analyse, are used on 3/5 of the trials. The scans used 
are E & I!I , for simple uniformity, and 0 , for uniformity 
including corners. The diagonal and circular machine scans were 
omitted to keep the number of trials down. 
The logic of this study demands a matching task, rather than 
an identification task, as was explained above. A plurality of 
letters in each frame allows the subject to report the letter 
most like, or least unlike the target, by comparing the partial 
delineations available. However, as there are more letters in 
each frame, the possibilities of confusion grow. We have already 
seen that one of the difficulties is that of relating the scan 
segments. As the density of letters increases, scan segments from 
two letters become more likely to be confused. 
Because the implications are unclear, the experiment was set 
up with sets from 1 to 5 letters in each frame. 
Apparatus 
The A-D converter and the analysis system described in 
Chapter 3 were used in this and subsequent experiments. 
Targets 
For the third experiment, two series each of 25 transparencies 
were made. These are shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. These were 
in batches of 5, each with the same number of letters per frame. 
Each batch had a target letter which was included in every frame, 
and other letters, to make up the required number, were selected 
by random numbers. The letters selected, including the target 






















































E Z ZAE 
J 
C O ON 
Q E 
KO it DDE i 
T1E P H E 
Figure 5.2 
Target letter normally "" 
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positions in the frame. 
The single letter batches, for which this procedure was 
in-applicable, were generated by taking two target letters and 
three randomly chosen other letters, and putting one in each 
frame in a randomly chosen position. 
The choice of target letters, also made by random number 
selection, was "E" and "B". These were unfortunate choices, 
in that they are both visually and aurally similar. When scanned 
from top to bottom, both produce three short strokes and three 
"clonks" of the pen lift mechanism, which is a recognisable 
signature for these letters, and only these letters. 
The transparencies were made by sticking 25mm 'Letrasign' 
letters, in Helvetica Medium typestyle, sans seriph, to clear 
acetate film. 
Procedure 
Trials were arranged in batches of five, all trials in a 
batch with the same target letter and number of letters per 
frame. Subjects were informed about the number of letters in 
the frame and of the target letter whose position they were 
asked to report. When only one letter per frame was presented 
the subject was asked to report whether or not it was the target 
letter. 
Within each batch of five trials the scans, 
1 , L6 were randomly ordered by card shuffling. The order of 
presentation of targets was also randomly ordered by shuffling. 
On manual (LO ) scans the subject was asked to move the pen 
through the minimum distance possible. 
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Distribution of assessed Feature Analysis-Hypothesis Testing 
Figure 5.4 
Total Distance against assessed Featare Analysis-1Iyp thesis Testing 
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year psychology students, seven male and three female, age 
range 18-23, were tested using the targets shown in Figure 5.1. 
Nine subjects, students from several faculties, all male, age 
range 19-25, were tested using the targets shown in Figure 5.2. 
Subjects were paid 5/- for one session of about an hour. 
Trials were terminated when the subject reported, or after 
5 minutes. The experimental session was terminated at the end 
of the batch of 5 trials, after an hour. 
Results 
This experiment was designed to find whether subjects used 
a continuous correction (hypothesis-testing) mode of scanning. 
The delineations of target letters made in the experiment were 
judged, by the experimenter, on a seven point scale, for the 
degree to which they showed the characteristics of hypothesis 
testing (small movements, oddly distributed over the letter) or 
of feature analysis (uniform scans over the whole letter). The 
results are shown graphically in Figure 5.3, and indicate that 
there was a spectrum of behaviours, most being neither pure 
feature analysis nor pure hypothesis testing. These are 
judgements made of single trials, not averages over subjects; 
therefore the intermediate values are not due to a subject 
oscillating between distinct strategies on different trials. 
The most common cause of an intermediate rating, 3-4-5, was that 
the subject concentrated different area-covering scans on 
different parts of a letter. One common occurrence, arguing for 
oscillation within a frame, was that the subject scanned in some 
way over parts of the letter, usually the target letter, and 
then attempted to draw a line along the letter bars, which could 
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be seen as a final stage of hypothesis confirmation, usually 
following a basically feature analysis recognition phase. 
The judgements of feature analysis and hypothesis testing are 
not absolute, but made so that most are on the middle of the 
scale. The distribution of judgements does not differ significantly 
from a hypothetical distribution with none judged 1 and equal 
numbers judged 2-7. (p) 75%, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.) 
In absolute terms, only category 7 is unambiguously hypothesis 
testing and 7 out of 128 trials were put into this fully hypothesis 
testing category. Nevertheless, trials assessed high on hypothesis 
testing took less distance to recognition than those low on 
hypothesis testing. (Median test, p <1%.) The relationship of 
distance to hypothesis testing judgement is shown in Figure 5.4. 
Overall in the manual trials the common pattern was a general 
scribble over the area occupied by a letter, followed by a scan 
along its lines, perhaps a confirmation of a judgement already 
made, and hypothesis testing only in a weak sense. 
This pattern of action nevertheless leaves a trace which 
is similar to one using hypothesis testing at an earlier stage, 
in its weaker form of guessing where the bars of the letter will 
be and then moving along them. Both forms will be judged 
intermediate in hypothesis testing, because they cannot be 
discriminated from what is on the paper. 
No subjects used an edge following strategy, and few a 
bar-following strategy. A bar-following scan, moving the pen 
across the direction of the bar found so far, would appear to be 
an economical scan. Most scans were across or up and down, with 
a few in a diagonal arc which was, I suspect, comfortable to move 
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in. 
Considering distance to recognition for the whole frame, 
the machine scans required more scanning to render the target 
letter recognisable than did the manual scan. The order of 
machine scans (Figure 5.5) was E III , although the 
.differences were not significant. (Median test, p'710%.) The 
manual scan took about 60% of the machine distance to render the 
letter recognisable. 
The pattern is very different when the results are analysed 
as the distance per letter rather than for the whole frame. This 
was done by calculating the same statistics (as for the whole 
frame) for parts of the scan curve lying within a rectangle 
surrounding the letter. (Figure 5.6.) These values will be 
referred to as distance per letter, crossings per letter, etc. 
Plotting distance per letter, against scans, (Figure 5.7), 
the order is nearly reversed III Pte-. The change in relative 
position of the El , relative to the = III scans, between distance/ 
frame and distance/letter, is because the -0 covers a slightly 
smaller area than E III scans, and because by its nature it 
is less densely scanned at the edge, and so scanned less blank 
space outside the letters. 
The difference in the relative positions of the manual scan 
is because the subjects scanned letters and ignored blank spaces, 
while the machine scanned uniformly everywhere. 
Letters were assessed for legibility (Table 5.1). For 
manual scans 95% of target letters were legible and 58% of non- 
target letters, implying that subjects concentrated on target 
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B X 0 B X (] B X Q B X 
B = Target Letter 
X = Other Letters 
Q = Blank Spacers 
a 
Figure 5.7 
Distance per letter against scan type 
Each delineation of a letter was assessed as being 
1) readable- immediately 
2) deducible - with thought 
these two categories are combined as legible. 
3) illegible -- at all. 
Scan 
Target Letters Non-target Letters 
Readable Deducible Illegible Readable Deducible Illegible 
80 9 11 82 9 9 
Ill 59 20 21 66 8 26 
51 40 9 68 23 9 
La 83 12 5 35 23 45 
Percentages 
Table 5.1 
Legibility of letter'delineations 
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differently legible from non-target letters, whereas they were 
for manual scans. (x2 test p> 0.05 or p < 0.001.) No difference 
would be expected from uniform scans. 
The delineations of target letters were assessed for 
coverage and density. The median coverage of letters in all 
scans was 80%, and only 6% of manually scanned target letters 
were less than 50% covered, arguing that effectively the whole 
letter had to be visible for recognition. The median density of 
target letters on an arbitrary scale was 3 for E , 4 for III (and 
5 for 9 0- '? ), 3 was the lowest density at which the separation 
of scan lines is narrower than the letter bars. This is in 
agreement with the predictions of feature analysis. 
There is a very prominent difference between subjectst 
distances to recognition. (Median test x2 = 45.4, 16df.) This 
is still significant, though much reduced, if the two most 
hypothesis testing subjects were excluded. (x2 = 27.2, 14df.) 
In other words, two subjects were very different from the rest, 
in that they used hypothesis testing and were very efficient. 
Considering the number of letters per frame and distance 
per frame, the results are shown in Figure 5.8. The manual scans 
increase by about 200mn/letter, the = by 430mm/letter, the III 
by 290mm/letter, and the result of the C' is not apparently a 
straight line. The manual scan value is low, about half the 
median distance per letter for non-target letters, as would be 
expected for subjects scanning letters one by one until finding 
the target letter. 
The increases in machine scans are greater, and are 
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Letters per frame against distance 
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letters in each frame. Subjects' most popular manual scan type 
is vertical, which is the one here giving fewest confusions, 
possibly because the height of a letter is fixed for the whole 
alphabet while the width varies. The difference made by changing 
the number of letters per frame is small. 
The median of the average pen speed for each trial with 
manual scans (4.9 mm/sec) is between that for ° (6.3 mm/sec) 
and 5 (2.9 mm/sec). The curve of velocities against assessed 
hypothesis testing is shown in Figure 5.9. Subjects appeared to 
scan fast normally, then stop and look, which reduced their 
average pen speed. In manual trials, subjects nearly all scanned 
letters one by one, passing to another when they had identified 
the first. This impression comes from observation of their 
behaviour, and is corroborated by the distribution of legible 
and part-legible letters, and by the distributions of distance/ 
letter, where the distance for target letters is much greater 
for target letters than for other letters, and virtually nil for 
blank spaces. With this hypothesis, one would expect the 
distribution of distances per letter for non-target letters to 
be bi-modal - those where recognition has been attempted being 
as much scanned as target letters, and those where no recognition 
has been attempted looking like blanks. 
The result, shown in Figure 5.10, is compatible with a 
combination of values near zero added to a set with the same 
distribution as target letters, but is not unequivocally bi-modal. 
Conclusion 
Most of the evidence suggests that subjects use a feature 
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Distance per letter for target and non-target letters 
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First, only 7 trials out of 128 were unambiguously hypothesis 
testing. These were successful, which was expected, and it is 
surprising that hypothesis testing was so rarely used. Other 
trials were judged near hypothesis testing, but the absolute 
meaning of this must be found from other evidence. 
Second, the machine scans needed less distance per letter 
to make one letter recognisable. This is only likely if 
recognition is by feature analysis. 
Third, changing the scan method, the number of letters per 
frame, or the subject's adopted scan strategy does not change 
the distance to recognition by more than a factor of two. The 
only exception was among manual scripts, where those judged very 
high on hypothesis testing were less than half the overall median 
distance. Hypothesis testing engenders manual scans much more 
efficient than machine scans, and so hypothesis testing seems 
intuitively likely to lead to greater variability than feature 
analysis. 
Fourth, subjects scan essentially the whole letter, and the 
resulting script is legible to the experimenter. 
However, when scanning manually subjects concentrate on one 
letter at a time; this need not mean that their scanning is 
influenced by the form delineated, but is influenced by the 
existence of some successful scan lines on the page, which 
indicate the position of a letter. 
Manual scans took the most distance per target letter and 
the least distance overall, explicable only by the subject ignoring 
blank spaces. Also, the subject ignores some letters. The 
evidence for this is that target letters are much more likely to 
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be legible from the script than non-target letters, and many 
letters had no trace in the manual conditions. This never 
happened in machine trials. This is consistent with subjects 
scanning and recognising one letter at a time until they find the 
target. 
The subjects scanning is much more dense than it need be, as 
is shown by the greater density of manual delineations than 
machine ones. The original conception of feature analysis had 
a rule-governed scan giving a regular scan pattern. An alternative 
to this rule is to scan next to a line already revealed. This 
will avoid scanning in blank spaces, but is more likely to scan 
nearer the previous line than the width of a letter bar, because 
the correlation of parallel scan lines one letter bar width from 
each other is only moderate. These predictions are consistent 
with the observed behaviour of the subjects. The rule does not 
require partial recognition of the letter for its execution (and 
this is compatible with feature analysis) but does require 
feedback from the page. 
So, the evidence here is for feature analysis as the overall 
recognition method, but that subjects control their scanning to 
where there is already scanning, which would not be expected under 
pure feature analysis. 
64. 
Chapter 6 
CONSTRAINED MANUAL SCANS EXPERIMENT 
Introduction 
The previous experiment had shown that subjects used feature 
analysis, and that the most efficient way of delineating a letter 
was to scan it with a uniform machine scan. 
It is also possible that hypothesis testing failed to show 
itself before because the lines drawn by manual scanning are 
rarely straight and thus, for example, the blank parts of the 
scan convey no information, because the line across them cannot 
be mentally reconstructed. If straightness is an advantage then 
a scan system with human placement of straight lines would show 
hypothesis testing, and be the most efficient form of scan, as 
it could combine the reconstructability of straight lines with 
the human ability to place a line where there is something useful 
to be revealed, and avoid scanning blank spaces. 
Thus if we give the subject a control system that easily 
draws vertical and horizontal lines, which will enable him to 
reconstruct blank traces, he may be enabled to use hypothesis 
testing. 
If this equipment shows that subjects can use the two 
rectilinear joysticks to operate a hypothesis testing recognition 
scan, then the lack of hypothesis testing in the paradigm 
experiment must be an artefact from the flexibility of control 
by the single joystick. 
Also, in the paradigm experiment the parameters of the 
machine scans (separation of lines and turning points) were 
chosen arbitrarily. If these parameters are controlled by the 
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subject, this should give the most efficient form of scan, with 
the advantages both of regular scanning and of optimum placement 
of lines. This could happen with either feature analysis or 
hypothesis testing. Both these aims may conveniently be achieved 
by giving the subject a joystick with separate horizontal and 
vertical controls. 
Procedure 
To facilitate comparisons the task given was the same as for 
the previous experiment; to report the position of the target 
letter after the least possible movement. Those targets shown 
in Figures 5.1 and 5.2, whose target letter was "B" were used 
throughout. The procedure for the selection of targets and scan 
was the same as before, both randomised by card shuffling. 
Wherever a machine scan was called for by this shuffling, the 
subject was told to produce this scan pattern with his own 
spacing, using a pair of joysticks controlling the two dimensions 
of movement independently. In the TV(X) manual scan (symbol H ) 
he was asked to scan from side to side right across the picture, 
but at whatever height he wanted, and similarly for the TV(Y) 
manual scans (symbol : ). For the Square Spiral manual scan 
(symbol ) he was asked to move left, up, right, down, in that 
order, but for any distance he chose. The manual scan trials 
were conducted with the same instructions and the same joystick 
as in the paradigm experiment, interleaved with the constrained 
scans. 
Nine second year psychology students, age range 18-22, two 
male and seven female, served as subjects. None had served as 
subject for a previous experiment. They were paid 5/- for a 
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session of about one hour. 
Results 
The results are shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2. Considering 
distance overall, the values for H and T do not differ from 
and III (in the paradigm experiment). is greater than 
but not significantly. 
% , ) ' (median test 0.1) p Y 0.05) is possible greater than 
the manual trials of the paradigm experiment. This last, if true, 
is surprising, because the situation, apart from the surrounding 
experiments, is the same as that in the paradigm experiment. 
The delineations were assessed for feature analysis or 
hypothesis testing as in the paradigm experiment. This distribution 
was similar to the paradigm experiment. Those rated high for 
hypothesis testing took the same total distance to recognition as 
their analogues in paradigm experiment. Those rated low on 
hypothesis testing (high on feature analysis), took more distance 
(not significantly) to recognition than their analogues in the 
paradigm experiment. Thus all the increase in distance in 
manual scans comes from those subjects mainly using feature 
analysis. When the results are considered by distance/letter, 
the simulated machine scans all give results looking like manual 
scans, most dense on targets, medium on non-targets, and least 
on blank spaces. The distances for letters are about twice 
those for the paradigm experiment, in all cases. 
The scan densities are correspondingly higher, (median 5 for 
all scan conditions) than the paradigm experiment. 
No subjects used the rectilinear joysticks constructively 
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The fractions of target letters legible and their coverages, 
for all scan conditions, are similar to those for the paradigm 
experiment. 
Discussion 
Subjects gave no more indication in this experiment than in 
the paradigm experiment of using hypothesis testing, since no 
trial was rated fully hypothesis testing, and the other data 
(coverages, legibility, distances) are consistent with this. 
The subjects were not any more able to use hypothesis testing 
with the pair of joysticks rather than the single one, and so 
the absence of straight lines is not the cause of the absence of 
hypothesis testing in the paradigm experiment. 
There is no suggestion that human control of the spacings 
of a machine type scan is more efficient than the uniform spacing 
of the machine, since the simulated machine scans took longer 
than the machine scans in the paradigm experiment, s*gnif icantly 
so in distance/letter. 
One argument against the utility of these experiments is that 
the controls were difficult to use. However, if hypothesis testing 
is being used, the difficult scanning would be expected to bias 
the subject to scan less and think more, and thus find the target 
letter with little scanning. If feature analysis is being used, 
then the difficulty of scanning precisely should make the subject 
scan more between attempts to recognise, since the scanning 
distances did increase, feature analysis again seems to be 
indicated. 
Subjects operated the scans in the same way as manual trials, 
scanning letters one by one. They scanned as densely as manual 
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trials in the paradigm experiment on all trials in this 
experiment. This is consistent with the scanning rule advanced 
before - not to scan blank areas, and to scan next to a line 
already revealed. 
Chapter 7 
EXPERIMENT WITH ALL MANUAL SCANS 
Introduction 
In the previous experiment subjects took more distance to 
recognition in manual trials among constrained manual scans than 
they had one on manual trials among machine scans in the paradigm 
experiment. This result, although not statistically significant, 
suggests that the tasks surrounding the manual scan trials had an 
effect on the style and efficiency of subjects' performance. If 
so, it would be useful to look at purely manual scans, to find 
how subjects behave without examples or interspersions, and in 
particular, whether the subjects in the paradigm experiment were 
influenced by the example of machine scans to use regular uniform 
scans, and whether if no alternative is suggested subjects use 
hypothesis testing methods. 
The use of manual scan alone also allows subjects more trials 
in which to learn by experiment. Subjects behaviour at the end 
should be better adapted than their behaviour at the beginning, 
the rate of learning should vary with the scan type. A simple 
area-covering scan for feature analysis can be optimised in a few 
trials; a complex hypothesis testing scan is likely to need many 
more trials before it is perfected. Thus we expect subjects using 
feature analysis to learn in few, maybe 3, trials, and subjects 
using hypothesis testing to continue to improve over the whole 
session. 
Procedure 
The plan of the experiment was the same as that for the 
paradigm experiment except that all scans were manual. No 
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instruction was given about the scan type to be used. The 
targets used were those in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 (targets "Et' and 
"B"). Eleven second year psychology students, five male and six 
female, age range 18-21, served as subjects. None had served in 
previous experiments. They were paid 5/- for one session of 
about one hour. 
Results 
Considering total distance (Figure 7.1) there is essentially 
no difference in efficiency between this experiment and the manual 
trials of the paradigm experiment. The most apparent difference, 
between the two experiments, in trials assessed low hypothesis 
testing (high feature analysis), is not significant (median test 
p > 20%). 
Considering distance per letter, (Figure 7.2), there is 
again essentially no difference. 
The distribution of hypothesis testing scores is essentially 
flat, with few assessed 1 (pure feature analysis) and none 
assessed 7 (pure hypothesis testing). 
The letters were assessed for legibility. The results are 
shown in Table 7.1. Note that 93% of target letters were 
recognisable, whereas 55% of non-targets were recognisable. Thus 
again, subjects scanned letter by letter. 
The performances of the first five trials by each subject, 
his last five trials and middle trials were compared. (Figure 
7.3) There is significant improvement from the first five trials 
to the rest, (median test, p < 5%) but no noticeable change from 
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Target letters Non-target letters 
Assessed 
FA-HT Readable Deducible Illegible Readable Deducible Illegible 
1 (FA) 100 0 0 57 7 36 
2 87 8 5 42 16 42 
3 88 7 5 49 19 32 
4 74 26 0 37 18 45 
5 79 14 7 39 14 47 
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Discussion 
The similarity of results of this experiment and the 
manual trials of the paradigm experiment implies that the 
latter were essentially uncontaminated. Subjects are not 
induced to feature analyse by the machine scans interleaving 
the trials, but that they were confused by the multiple 
joysticks of the simulated machine scans, and that this confusion 
carried over to their use of a single joystick in the manual 
trials of the previous experiment. The subjects did not 
improve their scanning by experience, after the first five. 
This is what might be expected of feature analysis, but not 
of hypothesis testing, where improvements should be available 
for a long time. 
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Chapter 8 
EXPERIMENT WITH VARIABLE TARGET LETTERS 
Introduction 
In the introduction it was pointed out that hypothesis 
testing ought to be particularly efficient when the target 
letter is held constant, because an efficient scanning strategy 
to match this one letter can be evolved. Thus hypothesis testing 
would be more efficient with a constant target than when used to 
find different target letters. Feature analysis is little 
affected by the change of target letter, because the scan is 
continued for any letter until it is identifiable, which will 
be at a similar scan density for all letters. 
If hypothesis testing is being used, then there should be an 
effect when different target letters are used in different trials: 
if the subject is not using a strategy designed to match only one 
letter, it matters little what letter it is. 
Procedure 
The transparencies used were those in Figures 5.1 and 5.2, 
used in batches of five with the same number of letters per frame. 
The target letter was chosen from among those on the frame by 
throwing a dice. The subject was informed of the target letter 
for each frame before the presentation of that frame. The task 
and equipment was otherwise the same as the third experiment, 
using both manual and machine scans. 
Nine second year psychology students served as subjects, 
five male and four female, age range 19-22. None had served in 
previous experiments. They were paid 5/- for one session of 
about an hour. 
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Results 
The results of this experiment are very similar to the 
paradigm experiment, both considering distance overall (Figure 
8.1) and distance per letter (Figure 8.2). 
The _= scan is more efficient than the III , whereas in the 
paradigm experiment III was slightly more efficient, although the 
difference is not significant. This is reasonably explained, 
because both "E" and "B", the previous target letters, had 
characteristic signatures to a vertical scan (3 dashes) and 
were easily recognised by this. Other letters do not have such 
simple features laid out vertically, and so will not be so 
simply recognised by a vertical scan. The difference in total 
distance to recognition between high and low to hypothesis 
testing manual scores has now vanished. The distribution of 
hypothesis testing scores is no longer flat - more trials were 
assessed at the feature analysis end, and fewer at the hypothesis 
testing end. 
The letter legibility is as for the paradigm experiment, but 
with more non-target letters recognisable. 
Discussion 
The distances to recognition are the same as for the 
paradigm experiment. This implies feature analysis is the 
normal method of recognition, as under hypothesis testing a 
change of target would lead to an increase in distance to 
recognition because the strategy would have to be adapted for 
each new target. 
The changes which did occur, the shift of assessments of 
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efficiency of trials assessed high hypothesis testing, are as 
would be expected if the utility of hypothesis testing had been 
much reduced for the few subjects who used it. 
75. 
Chapter 9 
A: EXPERIMENT WITH IDENTIFICATION 
Introduction 
The paradigm experiment and its variants show that subjects 
rarely use hypothesis testing methods of pattern recognition. 
They were apparently scanning letters one by one, and 
identifying each by feature analysis. They did not appear to 
stop at a point where the letter was scanned enough to be clear 
that it was not the target, without knowing more precisely what 
it is; that is, they were answering "What letter is it?",, not 
"Is it B?". In this case they should need no extra scanning if 
their task is changed to identifying the letter explicitly. 
Subjects using hypothesis testing should increase their scanning 
when asked to identify the letter, because more hypotheses need 
to be produced and tested in identification, whereas matching 
only requires the original hypothesis which was given. Thus if 
subjects use feature analysis, there should be no change if they 
identify rather than match letters, whereas if they use hypothesis 
testing then there should be an increase in scanning for 
identification compared with that for matching. 
Procedure 
The transparencies used were those with three-letters-per- 
frame shown in Figure 9.1 and a new set consisting of a whole 
alphabet of single letters from the same size and typestyle, set 
in the middle of the frame. The subject's task was to recognise 
every item in the frame. 
Nine second year psychology students, two male and seven 
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in a previous experiment. They were paid 5/- for one session 
of about one hour. 
Transparencies were presented in two batches of five; a 
batch of three-letters per frame targets and a batch of five 
randomly selected single letters. The order of these batches was 
randomised. These two batches were presented using the same 
scans as before t , ) randomly ordered. 
sults 
The total distances to recognition are shown in Figure 9.2. 
The machine scan results are not significantly (p> 5%) different 
from the equivalent values for the paradigm experiment. The 
manual values for one letter per frame are less than those for 
the paradigm experiment, which is an unexpected direction; the 
difference is not significant. The manual values for three 
letters per frame are greater than those for the paradigm 
experiment (p <1%). (Subjects were asked to recognise all 
three letters in this experiment.) It is also quite compatible 
with being 3 times the value for one letter per frame in this 
experiment (median test on distances for one letter per frame, 
and distances for three letters per frame divided by 3, p> 75%). 
In the paradigm experiment, they only needed to recognise 1.6 
letters on average before reporting, which explains this increase 
in distance. 88% of the letters were immediately recognisable 
and 12% were deducible. None were illegible. This suggests that 
the subject and the experimenter as assessor of legibility are 
working on the same data, and have the same standards, because 
both find 100% of the letters legible. This is a higher proportion 
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experiment, where, with a frame of two letters, if one was 
recognised as not the target letter, this implied the other 
was the target letter without any scanning. This produced an 
illegible target letter, and lowers the proportion of recognisable 
target letters. 
The distribution of feature analysis-hypothesis testing did 
not differ significantly from that in the paradigm experiment. 
The distances to recognition for machine scans are not 
significantly (median test p'>10%) different from their 
corresponding values in the paradigm experiment. 
Discussion 
The similarity of distance to identification rather than 
matching shows that the different tasks in this and the paradigm 
experiment caused no change in subjects behaviour, for the 
increase in distance for three letters is predictable from subjects 
having to scan all three letters, as explained in the results. 
It was not that identifying was more difficult, just that there 
was more to do. The similarity with the paradigm experiment for 
both one and three letter frames with machine scans corroborate 
the results of the paradigm experiment. 
All these results confirm the paradigm experiment conclusion 
that subjects were always identifying letters by feature analysis. 
B: EXPERIMENTS WITH SHAPES 
Introduction 
More information about subjects recognition methods may be 
gained by using shapes instead of letters. 
Feature analysis demands dense enough scanning of the 
picture to clarify its form. The amount of scanning that 
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delineates a letter clearly would delineate a shape of the 
same height and width equally clearly. 
Hypothesis testing demands scanning to test hypotheses. 
With the limited set of letters as hypotheses, this means rather 
little scanning. With an unrestricted set, that of all shapes, 
the number of hypotheses tested before success, and the amount 
of scanning, could be large. 
Matching to a set of shapes is difficult, because it 
introduces the bias of an external list, in that it "costs" the 
subject effort to consult the list and thus biases him towards 
feature analysis. 
An alternative, which does not introduce this bias, is to 
have the subject identify simple nameable shapes without a list 
(eg, cross, diamond). 
Thus, using a set of shapes of about the same size as the 
letters, as targets to be identified if feature analysis is used, 
then the scan length should be the same as letters, and if 
hypothesis testing, then very much more. Identification of 
shapes, and the identification of letters, are tests of feature 
analysis or hypothesis testing which are independent of the 
experimenter's judgement of the delineations. 
Procedure 
This experiment was run concurrently with 9A, the shape 
trials after the letter trials. 
5 shapes were presented with the usual scans ( = , u I7 ' 
, 06 ) in random order, then 5 shapes with purely manual scans. 
The subject was told that the shapes could be described in 





shapes are shown in Figure 9.3. Subjects were asked to identify 
the shapes. 
Results 
The results for shapes, shown in Figure 9.4, are very close 
to those for single letters in Figure 9.1, and to those for 
letters matched in the paradigm experiment. The exception was 
the PI scan, where recognition of shapes took more scanning 
(twice as much) than for letters (median test, 5%<p <10%). 
The assessed feature analysis or hypothesis testing of 
shapes was biassed to the feature analysis end, compared with 
that for letters, (p < 10% K-S) and compared with a flat 
distribution (p < 1 % K-S). The scan densities were similar to 
those for letters in the letter identification trials. 
This implies that subjects could recognise the shapes easily 
as letters. 
Discussion 
Subjects identified the shapes as easily as the letters. 
Under feature analysis, the delineation will be recognisable 
when the scanning is dense enough, independent of the expectedness 
of the pattern. Under hypothesis testing an unexpected pattern 
should take more scanning than an expected one because the subject 
is likely to test and reject many more guesses. This experiment 
shows that varying the expectedness of the target does not 
change the amount of scanning needed, which is consistent with 





This study is based on the possibility of hypothesis testing. 
The evidence from the experiments is that subjects do not generally 
use this. If this is because it is impossible, then the study 
is pointless. A few trials were solved by hypothesis testing, 
but stronger evidence for the validity and usefulness can be 
produced if hypothesis testing can be used to recognise letters 
in a computer based simulation of the task. 
Simulating one recognition model alone is risky, in that 
the simulation may be more or less efficient than the original, 
because of the programming and the special properties of the 
machine. Comparing models allows us to separate the effects of 
the computer and the intrinsic properties of the model. 
For useful comparison the alternative model should be 
feature analysis, because it has been postulated as the 
theoretical antithesis to hypothesis testing and because the 
evidence from the experiments is that subjects used some form 
of feature analysis model. Simulation of potential feature 
analysis models therefore explores possible models underlying 
subjects' behaviour. The simplest form of this is stencil 
matching; this seems very crude. It will be shown to be inadequate 
for the task in this study because it is too sensitive to 
ignorance of the position and size of the letter. Therefore a 
more complex feature analysis model of recognition, based on 
horizontal slices of the delineation, is postulated as an 
estimate of what the subjects do. 
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Three models of letter recognition were simulated, using 
as input scanning analogues to that in the experiments. 
1. Two variants of a hypothesis testing model, aimed at 
deciding whether the letter was an "E", a "B", or 
something else, with as little scanning as possible. 
2. A stencil matching model. This is an unsophisticated 
program of which a visualisable analogue is putting a 
letter of the same size and position down over the 
delineation, and measuring how much of the delineation 
is outside this. The correct letter will have the 
smallest excess. 
3. A more sophisticated model, based on horizontal "slices", 
working on the relations of features. 
The hypothesis testing model drove the scanning itself, the 
other two models scanned by some simple rule, and then attempted 
to recognise the resulting delineation. 
It is not intended that these programs be very accurate 
letter recognisers in their own right. The input is given in a 
form that makes this unlikely. The delineation does not 
differentiate between blank areas and inscanned areas, and the 
sampling points must be closely spaced which means there may be 
many of them, implying a corresponding increase in processing 
time. 
It is intended that the programs-be models of potential 
human processes, and that where they parallel actual human 
processes they give similar results. 
Procedure 
Two systems co-existed, scanning and recognition. The 
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scanning system held simulations of the letters and scans, and 
output a delineation of the letter. This is analogous to the 
experimenter and his system. This part was common to all the 
simulations. 
The recognition programs worked only from the delineation. 
They were not passed knowledge of the size and position of the 
letters, nor, of course, which letter was being scanned. 
The programs are written on POP-2. (Burstall et al, 1968) 
The delineation was represented on a 100 * 100 field, 
although data was not quantized to whole units. 
The Data System 
Conventions 
A capitalized word refers to the computer program: 
a word in double brackets ((FILE)) refers to a section 
of program. 
a word in single brackets (WORD), or no brackets WORD, 
refers to a word in the program. 
((LETTERS)) 
Letters were represented by a function of a point which was 
true if that point was black. Letters were defined as a 
combination of functions representing rectangles (SQUARE), 
quadrilaterals (BAR), and "C" shapes (CEE). This is shown in 
Figure 10.1. The function could represent any letter of any 
size anywhere on (or off) the field. 
Representative letters are shown in Figure 10.2. 
((MOVES)) 
The letters were scanned by a basic function MOVE, which 
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interrogating the letter function at unit intervals, putting 
points found black into the delineation (POINTLIST), and 
keeping statistics. 
Four scan functions arranged this into scans simulating those 
used in the paradigm experiment. They were arranged so that when 
called they scanned for given distance, and stopped. They were 
XSCAN ( = ), YSCAN ( III ), HATCH ( C7 ) and SCRIBBLE, which moved 
from the present position to a random point outside the extremities 
of the letter. This was intended to represent a manual scan. 
The stencil matching and "slices" programs called a scan 
function, attempted recognition, and, if unsuccessful, scanned 
some more and repeated. The hypothesis testing program 
controlled the scan itself. 
((DISPLAY)) 
The delineation and the workings of the recognition program 
could be displayed. 
((GENERAL)) 
ATTEMPT allowed a whole alphabet to be tested with one 
instruction. 
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Hypothesis Testing Model 
The basis of the hypothesis testing method is that a guess 
is made about what the letter is, and a scan made to confirm or 
deny this. In the paradigm experiment the task was to find an 
"E" or "B" - the guess is given. In the simulation this implies 
that the letter is hypothesised to be an "E" or "B". The critical 
features of both are a straight leading edge and three horizontal 
bars. The differentiating features are the loops in the "B". 
Scans must be made to confirm these features, and to reveal any 
discrepancies from them. The model matches two letters, rather 
than identifying them out of 26. This simulation is an example 
of a hypothesis testing strategy. 
To start, the field is scanned coarsely until something is 
found. This is hypothesised to be an "E" or a "B", and tests 
which could falsify this hypothesis, are applied by scanning 
round parts of the figure in the expectation of finding particular 
things. If these-are not found then the letter is not "E" or "B". 
No attempt is made to find what else it is. Other hypotheses 
(target letters) would necessitate a different set of scans and 
expectations. 
The actual scans used are best seen from diagrams, Figures 
10.3, 10.4. They test all the features that should be there, 
and terminate if something contradictory is found. The features 
looked for are: 
1. Straight left edge 
2. Straight bottom edge 
3. Three horizontal bars 
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46 - 48 Love 1/5 height horizontally 
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49 - 50 Step back into the bar. 
50 - 51 Rove left to an edge. 
51 - 52 Move back into the letter. If 52 is the leftmost 
point discovered, the edge is not straight. 
52 -54 Move right to edge, then step back in. 
54 -55 Move back to the original 'vertical track and up. 
This should cross two bars. 
55 - 57 Step back into the bar. If this is higher than 45, 
then the top edge is not straight. 
58 Move to the end of the letter. 
59 Move back to the vertical track, 1/5 of letter 
height down. Move out to test for loop of "B". 
Figure 10.4 
Operation of EGIG2 
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Thus, if features 1-4 are found, it is an "E" or "B". These can 
be differentiated by searching for the enclosing bar on the right 
hand edge of "B". 
This scan has the properties required of hypothesis testing 
- that the scan is controlled on the basis of the information 
already revealed. The scans are terminated exactly at edges, 
moved fractions of the letter height, and abandoned when the 
letter is shown not to be a target. 
Human subjects may very well not stop where the computer 
fails, but change their hypothesis and continue. This is 
redundant within the paradigm experiment, but useful in the 
identification experiment. 
Results 
EGREG1 did not reliably differentiate "E" from "Z". The 
results given are for EGREG2. The system was set to work on 
four alphabets, differing in size and position, and made two 
errors. 
The distances to recognition were small, one tenth those 
for the "slices" recognition system, with a median distance to 
recognition of 3 letter heights, equivalent to 100 mm in 
distance per letter for the human experiments - about the same 
as human manual scan performance on blank areas, which were 
apparently scanned only enough to reject them. Six (out of 
128) targets manually scanned in the paradigm experiment took 
less distance per letter than this to recognise, and some of 
these may have been recognised by exclusion, by identifying 
all the other letters in the frame. 
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Table 10.1 
Results of hypothesis testing model, with varying size and 
position of letter. 
EGREG2 
XLO * YLO * SIZE Errors in one 
alphabet 
20 20 61 
5 5 60 B reported as E 
10 10 88 B missed 
20 20 77 
Part alphabets of six other sizes (64 letters in all) were 
also run, and recognised correctly. 
* Coordinates of position. 
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Feature Analysis Models 
The task in this simulation is, as in the paradigm 
experiment, to recognise a delineation of a letter. 
If feature analysis is being used, scanning is not 
indicative of the recognition process, and only serves to 
introduce a variable amount of information to the recogniser. 
The feature analysis models operate after the image has 
been scanned; they convert the delineation into an internal 
code which is matched against a stored representation. The 
abstractness of this representation ranges here from low in the 
stencil matching model, to medium in the slices model. As the 
abstractness of the representation increases its generality 
increases, and the amount of work needed to match it to the 
internal representation decreases, while the amount of work 
needed to generate the representation from the delineation 
increases. 
The stencil matching model 
(STENCIL) 
A supervisory function (STENTEST), went through the 
alphabet, setting each letter up (LETTER), scanning it a small 
amount (SCAN), with any of the four simulated scans, and 
applying the stencil matching function (STENCIL) to the 
delineation. 
The stencil matching function first found the size and 
position of the letter (LIMITS). The size is the maximum 
vertical separation of points in the delineation (HEIGHT). 
It then went through the alphabet, setting up letter 
functions of that size and position (LETTER), and finding the 
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number of points in the delineation (POINTLIST), which were not 
in that letter (ERRORS). 
If the letter was not recognised then it was scanned some 
more, and (STENCIL) reapplied to the new delineation. If the 
letter had been recognised, or if the letter had not been 
recognised after a lot of scanning then the attempt was stopped, 
and the next letter started. 
Results 
The results of this process are bad. The machine recognised 
only three letters out of eleven presented (at least two were 
presented with each machine scan), taking about half an hour of 
computer time per trial. This is not an adequate simulation of 
subjects' behaviour. 
The difficulty was that the estimate of size and position 
was usually wrong. The trials were successful when the estimate 
of size was within 1% of its correct value, which only occurred 
with random scanning (SCRIBBLE). 
Thus this stencil matching model is very sensitive to wrong 
information about size and position. It is not a good method to 
use for recognition from scanning as scanning rarely gives good 
information about the extremities. It also cannot discriminate 
between letters differing only by an addition ("E" and 
and "O"); because it counts points outside the letter. 
The "slices" Model 
Stencil matching was inadequate; other recognition 
mechanisms must be sought. 
To be a simulation of human recognition the process should 
have the following properties; it must recognise delineations of 
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letters by feature analysis. It should produce the same results 
as human recognition of machine scans. (The large amount of 
scanning in manual trials is probably due to the deficiencies 
of humans as scan generators, not as recognisers.) It should 
need most, but not all of the letter for recognition, which 
excludes some variants of non-relational feature analysis. It 
should be biassed to the rectilinear - diagonal scans took more 
scanning. This is not so of simple stencil matching, for 
instance - it should only need moderate scan densities, rather 
than the extreme densities that would be needed for micro-feature 
analysis. 
More generally, it should be a normal letter recognition 
mechanism which extends to this specialised scanning task. If 
the system can also be implemented as an efficient machine 
recogniser, so much the better. 
The "slices" model that is simulated is one that meets these 
criteria, but is not unique in this. 
Background 
The mechanism simulated is of a vertical line of detectors 
scanning along the line of print. When all the detectors signal 
white they are at a space between letters, (or between words, 
which is not the problem under consideration). Then, from the 
order of reporting black the shape of the leading edge of the 
letter can be found; if "A" shaped, the bottom detector will 
signal black first, with detectors above it signalling later. 
Similarly, the shape of the trailing edge can be found. In 
between, the letter can be specified by whether the detectors 
meet long elements, horizontal bars, or a number of short elements, 
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vertical bars (normally one line width, although some lines will 
be crossed obliquely). 
While the concept of the simulation is a line of photodiodes 
scanning a piece of paper being moved underneath, it is not 
essential that the mechanism be sequential. The same system 
can operate with spatially distributed detectors acting in 
parallel, and 'to the left of' acting instead of 'before'. Thus, 
where in the sequential case all the detectors indicating white 
at one time implied a gap between letters, in the parallel case 
one row of detectors across the print line, all indicating white 
implies a letter gap, and a row of white-black boundary detectors 
indicating positively, each above and to the left of the next, 
indicates a "V" leading edge. Thus the discussion will be in the 
form of a sequential model, but, with the appropriate changes and 
a huge amount more equipment, it is equally appropriate to a 
parallel acting spatially distributed model. 
The data required for the final matching are relative 
positions of parts of the letter, rather than absolute positions 
within the letter; for example, an "E" has three lines above 
each other, not lines at specified heights. This means that the 
process is relatively insensitive to changes in typestyle, and 
can easily be adapted to different heights, widths and positions 
of letters. 
Procedure 
((SLICES), (DICT), (GENERAL)) 
In this, as in the stencil matching simulation, the letter 
was simulated and scanned (ATTEMPT). The recognition program 
(INSPECT) was then applied to the delineation. If the letter was 
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not recognised it was scanned some more and recognition was 
re-attempted, unless an upper limit of scanning was exceeded, 
when the process was stopped. 
The workings of the recognition program are shown in Figure 
10.5. The top and bottom parts of the leading and trailing edges 
were analysed separately. The edge was "I" if all the leading 
points lay within a small distance of each other, "A" if they all 
lay above and to the right of each other, "V" correspondingly 
left and "S" otherwise. 'I', 'A', 'V' and 'S' reasonably enough 
gave leading and trailing edges of the type denominated by 
themselves. These edge symbols and the list of line lengths 
shown in the figure made up the analysed description. 
The entries in the dictionary, (DICT) in the same form as 
the analysed description, were set by the programmer. The 
description and the dictionary entry had to match exactly for 
recognition - no alternative entry scheme was used. The maximum 
allowed scan distance, the scan distance between recognition 
attempts, the height and placement of the letters, the number of 
horizontal bands and the spacings of the scans were all set to 
reasonable values. Two parameters required tuning - the distance 
between points which corresponded to a gap, and the length of a 
line that was "long". 
The system was set to recognise every letter of six 
alphabets, with various sizes and scans. These are shown with 
the results in Table 10.1. 
Results 
The results are shown in Figure 10.6 and Table 10.2. The 
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The process of recognition is ;- 
1) Scan to give a list of black points (POINTLIST) 
2) Find the extreme top, bottom right and left points (LIMITS) 
3) Split the height of the letter into 9 horizontal bands 
and combine points lying within a band to points lying al 
along a line ( FILLSLIC.CS) 
4) Combine neighbouring points along a line to give line 
segments. (ENCODE) 
5) Count the line segments in each line. It one is long 
put "L", not the number. (ENCODE) 
6) Form a list of these values, and delete items until no 
adjacent values are equal (LINEFIND) 
7) Find the shapes of the leading and trailing edges (EDGESORT) 
8) Combine all this information, and look it up among entries 
of the same form in the dictionary (INSPECT). 
9) If a letter is recognised, stop; oth(:rwise repeat from 1). 
Figure 10.5 
Operation of ((SLICES)) 
Symbol Scan Size Position Errors per alphabet 
XSCAN 60 Central 3 
XSCAN 80 C l entra 3 
XSCAi`r 60 Lower Left I 
1II YSCAN 60 Central 6 
HATCH 60 Central I 
?z. SCRIBBLE 60 Central 17 
Table 10.1 
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matching model and the hypothesis testing model. The accuracy 
is moderate in this form. This is a consequence of the 
simplicity of the program. At a cost of greater complexity, 
and thus loss of conceptual clarity, it could be improved. 
Human recognisers made some, if fewer, errors. The system 
adapts easily to various sizes and positions of letters. Its 
response to the different scans is similar to that of humans. 
In all that it is successful. It is less successful in 
requiring twice as much scanning as people, though this is nearer 
than any other model achieved, and is due as much to inadequate 
programming as to conceptual error. It is a fair parallel of 
human recognition of letters in this task. 
Discussion 
The three recognition systems gave the results that might 
have been expected on theoretical grounds. The hypothesis testing 
model matched letters to "E" or "B" very efficiently, with some 
errors. The stencil matching model failed when it made an 
inaccurate estimate of the size of a letter. The slices model 
worked quite well, but not as well as humans fed on machine scan. 
Thus it has been shown that hypothesis testing is possible, 
and very efficient, but not used by the subjects. Even those 
trials as true hypothesis testing were not solved as efficiently 
as by the hypothesis testing simulation. The difficulty of 
recognition by a stencil matching process implies that the task 
of recognising by scanning is much more difficult than simple 
recognition of letters. This makes the efficiency of the hypothesis 
testing model more remarkable. 
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Both the slices and the stencil matching recognition models 
have the characteristic of feature analysis that the recognition 
system either identifies the letter or reports it "unrecognisable". 
A feature analysis system gives no guidance to what information 
would assist recognition of something judged unrecognisable. 
Note the internal representations of the letters in these 
models. The feature analysis models have representations which 
are geometric. The hypothesis testing representation is a set 
of conditions which must be true. 
This distinction is convenient but not necessary. The 
hypothesis testing model can be arranged to deduce conditions 
and discriminations from stored shape information; sets of 
conditions of existence or non-existence of features are possible 
and natural repre&entations for feature analysis. 
The slices model produces distances to recognition relatively 
near those for human recognition of machine scans, and a similar 
ordering of efficiency of scans. This is a satisfactory result 
in a process designed to be an analogue of human processes, so 
it is a possible model of human letter recognition. 
Other feature analysis models than slices could be equally 
efficient. Two of these are: 
1. A model which analyses the delineation into a matrix of 
cells (say 5 x 7) and then analyses this as a set of points. 
2. A set of probabilistic feature detectors working at various 
points in the delineation. Note that because this is 
feature analysis, the data about what features are obscure 
is not available to guide further scanning. This is similar 
to the analysis of leading and trailing edges in the slices 
model. 
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There is no a priori reason to think either of these models 
more efficient in recognition from delineations than the slices 
model. 
These recognition models are virtually useless as machine 
recognisers in their present form. Even the hypothesis testing 
model took about three minutes to match a "B" against each letter 
of the alphabet, and the other models are slower. Most of this 
time was spent scanning the letter, and handling the list of 
points, which was often 1000 long. 
As processes which could be mechanised to recognise normal 
print, rather than these scanned delineations, the utility of 
the systems is neatly reversed. The decisions that have to be 
made for stencil matching can be made in parallel, and the 
process can be mechanised to recognise letters in 10 micro 
seconds, if they are well defined and in the right place. The 
slices process would probably take longer to recognise one letter, 
but, at a cost in complexity, could be made self-adapting to 
different type-styles and sizes because most of the decisions it 
makes are relative, rather than absolute. The hypothesis testing 
model only matches letters, but could be extended to identify 
them. It intrinsically recognises by sequential processing, 
which makes it slow for simple recognition tasks. Its merit is 
that it needs less information (on average) for each decision, 
and so it is useful where information is expensive. One example 
of this kind of situation is in the recognition of nuclear 
particle tracks from bubble chamber photographs. There is so 
much information in a picture that it cannot all be taken into 
computer memory, and selective scanning must be used. One way 
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of doing this is to hypothesise that a bright point is the 
start of a particle track, and scan along that track. Doing 
this for all bright points found by sparse scanning or human 
assistance means that all the tracks will be scanned, and that 
the blank areas will only be sparsely sampled, and not 
represented in the output data. (Brown, 1969) 
This discussion has focussed on the potential of the 
three models for general letter recognition, However, the 
simulation focussed on the recognition of scanned delineations. 
For these, the hypothesis testing model shows how efficient 
hypothesis testing can be. The slices model shows one possible 
model of what people actually do, and the failure of the stencil- 
matching model points this up by showing one feature analysis 
process that does not work. 
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Errors 
Subjects made errors in their identification in all the 
experiments. The total numbers were: 
Experiment Number of errors 
Paradigm experiment 16 
Constrained manual scans 7 
All manual scans 9 
Variable targets 14 
When an erroneous judgement had been made, the trial was 
allowed to continue to a successful judgement, if appropriate, 
ie, in the three, four and five letter frames, and then 
included in the results. Others were discarded. No pattern 
in the errors was discernable. 
The paucity of errors is surprising. Subjects were not 
told to hold to one confidence level, and those that inquired 
were told to choose one convenient to themselves, but to keep 
it constant. 
Some subjects could not identify the targets. These trials 




The conclusion of the study is clear - people do not use 
hypothesis testing, even though it is much more efficient for 
this task. This is borne out by every experiment. Subjects 
do not use the scan to test hypotheses, but scan the whole 
letter or shape enough to make it recognisable by feature analysis. 
The basic form of the experiment shows this; various artefacts 
are ruled out by secondary experiments. 
The paradigm experiment showed that few subjects were rated 
as using hypothesis testing. This rating is subjective, and 
objective support is necessary to make the conclusion secure. 
This is given by the machine scans, which took less distance than 
manual scans to render a letter legible in all the experiments. 
This efficiency is only predictable if the subject does not use 
hypothesis testing when scanning manually. More powerful 
evidence is that shapes were recognised as easily as letters, 
arguing that the familiarity of the picture had no effect on its 
recognition, and that identifying letters rather than matching 
them took no more scanning. 
The reason that subjects used feature analysis is not that 
they were not able to control the joystick well enough to draw 
rectilinear lines, which might make for easier hypothesis testing, 
because when they were given a control system that made drawing 
rectilinear much easier than curved ones, in the Constrained 
Manual Scans Experiment, they did not benefit from it. Subjects 
use of feature analysis was not affected by the example of the 
machine scans; when no machine scans were seen by naive subjects 
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their manual scanning was very similar to those subjects who 
saw manual scanning. 
The constrained manual scan trials also show that increasing 
the difficulty of scanning, and thus its presumed cost, did not 
reduce the amount used, in contradiction to expectations. This 
indicates that increasing the cost of scanning over this range 
does not increase hypothesis testing, although greater increases 
might. 
The explanation may be that the cost of thinking has also 
been raised; the subject must attend to the joystick, and not 
to optimising the scan path. This results in more scanning, and 
an even lower probability of hypothesis testing. 
The manual scanning of letters is consistent with a scan 
mechanism that scans the field at random (no order was found in 
the recognition sequence of three letters), and then places a 
line alongside a line already found black. This rule would lead 
to lines parallel to one another and close together, which were 
found. The scan lines from manual trials are closer together 
than need be, as evidenced by the wider spacing of machine scans 
at recognition. 
Also, the subjects in this experiment appeared to need 
enough scanning to make the connections between the scan lines 
interpretable by a simple rule - that nearest ends join together 
to form the edge of the letter. This only works if neighbouring 
scan lines are closer than the width of most parts of the picture. 
Thus this rule gives a scan density determined by the picture 
presented, and little affected by the recognition processes of 
the subject (the line joining process is seen as pre-processing). 
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Thus the subjects 
1. scanned the field coarsely to find a black patch, 
2. scanned near that black patch by parallelling an existing 
line until it became an identifiable letter, 
3. stopped or repeated to find another letter. 
This process was simulated in the slices model, and shown 
to agree moderately well with the human data. 
The experiment was not designed to investigate feature 
analysis, but nevertheless some facts about the system are 
revealed. Letters were recognisable when they were 80% scanned, 
in general. Very few were less than 60% scanned, and complete 
scanning, meaning that no white gaps were left in black parts 
of the letter, was not necessary. The system requires a complete, 
but coarse view of the whole letter, without needing details of 
the corners or other micro-features. This is likely also to be 
the form of the internal representation. This is reasonable, as 
letters are commercially displayed as a 7 * S array of dots. 
One other indicative phenomenon is that a diagonal scan is 
less efficient than a rectilinear scan. This must be because 
the information in diagonal scan lines is contradictory to the 
information in the letter, which is thus revealed to be stored 
in rectilinear form. This is similar to the Fraser spiral and 
letters. (Robinson, 1972) 
This data agrees with other models of letter recognition 
based on psychological evidence. 
Neisser (1967) worked with a list-searching paradigm, where 
subjects had to find a target letter among a list. He found 
that after some practice, subjects took about the same time per 
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line for a variety of line-widths, and number of potential 
target letters. It was more difficult to find target letters 
among letters of similar shape than different shapes. He 
interprets this as the subject analysing each fixation by 
feature detectors, and, through training, being sensitive only 
to those features specifying target letters. This process is 
simulated in "Pandemonium", an archetypal feature analytic 
system. 
However, for the more complex problem of recognising 
handwriting, he advances the notion of analysis by synthesis - 
archetypal hypothesis testing. 
Gibson (1969) looked at the confusability of capital letters 
with children and adults, and showed that the confusions are 
compatible with a mechanism that detects features ("graphemes") 
in the letters, such as vertical lines, intersections of lines 
and symmetry. Letters differing in few features are more likely 
to be confused than those differing in many features. This is 
a more complex feature analytic process than pandemonium, and 
is a strong indication of the form of the internal representation. 
Sternberg (1967) writes about two operations in character 
recognition, which correspond to the abstracting and comparing 
phases of feature analysis described before. He deduced from 
their reaction time in classifying digits as targets or non- 
targets, that subjects created an internal representation of 
the stimulus digit and then serially compared this with the 
representations of the target set. The effect of degrading the 
stimulus image is almost solely on the conversion of the image 
to internal representation. The effect of putting more digits 
in the target class is almost solely on the comparison of 
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representations. 
Some reasons for the lack of hypothesis testing in this 
task may be refuted. 
1. The subject did not have enough time to employ a complex 
cognitive strategy. 
The trials took more than a minute, in general, and this 
should be long enough. If a longer time is necessary 
and sufficient then it seems unlikely to be fast enough 
for the real world. 
2. These subjects were too stupid to use hypothesis 
testing. 
The subjects were students, in general, who were 
intelligent and flexible. It seems unlikely that 
others would succeed where these fail. However, it 
would be interesting to extend this work to young 
children, who are learning to recognise letters and 
simple shapes, and see if they use hypothesis testing. 
If so, it would support the theory that hypothesis 
testing is used to recognise novel patterns, and feature 
analysis for common ones. 
3. Letters are exceptional, and always recognised by 
feature analysis. 
It is also necessary to argue that the results from 
shapes are artefactual, as these were recognised less 
by hypothesis testing than letters. 
4. The processca necessary for hypothesis testing was fully 
occupied by scanning. 
However, machine scanning needs no effort from the 
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subject, and produced no more partially scanned target 
letters than manual scan. They were more efficient 
than manual scans in distance per letter, but this was 
because the scan was more evenly spaced, not because 
fragments of a letter were adequare for decision. Also, 
operate a "scan then look" strategy, which means the 
processor is potentially available for hypothesis testing 
in the "look" phases. 
5. The hypothesis can only be tested against the internal 
representation of the picture, and intermediate hypotheses 
are not available to drive the scan. 
This would certainly explain the results, and would be true 
if the internal representation was based on Fourier Transform. 
Hypothesis testing, under these conditions, is equivalent to 
feature analysis. A related possibility is that scanning 
with the hand cannot be controlled, but that scanning with 
the eyes could be. A Judas Eye driven by eye movements 
would test this possibility. 
6. Hypothesis testing is not available. 
The existence of a few trials with definite hypothesis testing 
shows that humans can use it. Rosenberg (1971) set up a 
hypothesis testing number recognition program, working with 
analogues of biological line detector cells and a syntactic 
description of the pattern. This worked accurately. The 
skeletal hypothesis testing simulation of this study worked 
with less scanning and greater accuracy than either of the 
feature analysis models. Both of these computer models, 
and the human data, imply that hypothesis testing was possible. 
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Alternatively, hypothesis testing might not be available 
because the task was too simple, and that hypothesis testing 
is normally used to refine an original percept produced by 
feature analysis. Thus the blue Mini carrying a brass bedstead 
can be considered as the conjunction of many concepts, each 
with a relatively small range, such as blue (of anything), 
Mini (of cars). This organisation which could be feature 
analysed, and synthesised into a percept, is appealing, but it 
needs to be stretched to explain why the mechanism cannot match 
a letter in a complex display. 
Thus hypothesis testing is either not used for such simple 
tasks (6), or in a form that does not reveal itself (5). 
Many experiments in recognition measure the ease of 
recognition of a pattern by the amount of degradation the image 
can withstand while remaining recognisable. Techniques of doing 
this include tachistoscopes, image quantisation (Arps et al, 1969), 
deletion of the image (Gollin, 1965; Spitz & Borland, 1971; 
Williams, 1972). The line scanning technique adds another 
element to this armoury. However it seems dubiously usable as 
a general technique, and points up an objection in other models. 
The difficulty is that the part of the image that is given must 
be seen in its correct context - that the relation of parts of 
the image is as important as the parts themselves. 
The argument is that deleting segments of a picture removes 
not only the information in the deleted segments, but also 
information about the connectivity of the remainder. 
Two objections to the moving pen technique exist. This 
study has shown that hypothesis testing is not used for 
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recognition of simple shapes, and the technique is not well 
adapted to the delineation of more complex shapes which might 
entail hypothesis testing. A Judas Eye driven by eye 
movements is the most promising technique for this. 
Further, the moving pen technique is only revealing if 
hypothesis testing is operative; it does not distinguish 
between models of feature analysis. 
In conclusion, these experiments were designed to 
investigate the hypothesis testing model of pattern recognition. 
Although hypothesis testing was efficient in the rare cases 
where the subject used it, it was not generally used. This may 
be because of the simplicity of the task, because the hypothesis 
cannot be used to operate a hand-controlled scan, or because 
hypothesis testing does not exist. Given that the task was 
designed to be best solved by hypothesis testing, that it is 
found so rarely is surprising if hypothesis testing is a normal 
mechanism of human pattern recognition. 
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Distance of point (A, B) from (C, D). 
Perpendicular distance of point (X1,X1) 
from a line through (X2, Y2) & (X3, Y3), 
This is positive on the right of the 
line and negative on the left. 
This is true if (X, Y) is within a 
circle of radius RAD and centre 
(XCENTRE, YCENfRE). 
True if (X, Y) is within a rectangle. 
- YH1 
XLO 





True if (X, Y) is between two circle-s 
with a corimon centre :.nd to the left 
of a line. 
True if (X, Y) is within the 
quadrilateral with corners (X1, Y1) 
.. (X4, Y4 ) . 
Saves writing (X-XS), (Y-YS) each time. 
(XS, YS) is start position (bottom 
left corner). 
Definition of A, 
based on a height 
of 50. 
Similarly for the other 25 letters. 
{LLTI Er(S I C 23.)5 2/ `) 1:I 
FU,JCTI ) ! S) A; AkA; F11); 
FU'ICTIi)v1 I)IST A C D; 
I- U JCT I [)N D 1 X1 Y1 X2 Y2 X3 Y3; 
((Y1-Y,') (X1-X3)-(Yt-Y3):*(X1-X2))/OIST(X1,Yl,X?,Y2); 
U JCT I')N C I (CLF Y X;;r-N FEE YCtNTRE RAD; 
OI'7I(x,Y,X(,'-J^Y,_JTlr")<AD); EJJ; 
F J JC f l )" S'!'JAr,E X Y X -iI XLJ Y-II YLD; 
IF (x> 2 )) A 1 (X<<it) A'vU (Y>YLJ) ANU (Y<YHI) 
1i TrJ, (L E_ I AL.7: :l_Jc ; END; 
EUJCTI1J CE"r X Y XCJ YC N RADHI RAL)LD X1 Yi X2 Y2; 
IF CIL r-(A,Y,XC= Y;;t1,ADHI) AND 
T(JI YX7 JYCF AJ- J A'JJ 
(XI .Y1,X2,Y),k,Y)<<)) 
J T $I - i- L-`iF F AL`,= CL JSt ; END; 
I 'J JCT I J / Ata X Y X1 Y1 X? Y2 X3 Y3 X4 Y4; 
IF` OO(rf,'(1,<?,Y2Y)>r)) AND 
(;) r( X2, YX>,Y3Y)>0) AND 
(1J(X,YS,/1,Y4,X,Y)>0) AND .,t,tl,;,Y)>J) 
I (=,N T ?(lc LL SE FALS= Ct JSE ; END; 
VA ?S aJ ' I3")0 COO X000 t0U F00 GO0 HOO 100 JOO KOO LO0 
I 1 )') 01) PUn )13) O0 SUU T00 JOJ VOU woo XU0 Y00 700; 
Xy; r ( X-XS ) , (f-YS ) J; . `IACRF=SLJL CS; END; 
E.?,ri(iY,r;,,),rJ,'(r,2,),JrJ,IU U) JR 3Al(XY0,20,30) JR 
'7 JAR (YY, J ->AUO ; 
E.)UAP:(XY," '53,500) DR 
(XY, 1, 31,12,5, ),SJ,5,U) JR 
cr-'7( xY, 1 15,15,7,0, 50,5, U) J'>F300; 
LC N(XY,25,25,25,16 '35,0,.3:,50)J->COO; 
LS)UA --' E(XY,U3,0,5`1,0) JR 
XY, 16, (s, 0 , t3, 0) J->D00; 
LSJUAE (XY,U,0,5u,0) JR 
() )AP (XY,,3s,8,t 
:Q,JARE(XY,$s,r3,`JO,J?) U, 
; DARE ( YY,,3,3, t3, 2, 20) J->E00 
LSJUARL (XY,R,0,50,0) UR 
) 
JA'0(xY,3fiOR 
> O IA (xY, >3, 5, 73, 23) J->F00; 
d0 
o1 L;,-F (XY,51(>,4U,0 0 
0, 3 )A-d (tY , 19 , 32, 1 9 ) J->o00; 
63 
b1 LS )UART(XY,R,0JR 
05 Y,40,3?,')0,0) OR 
66 JAfY>I 100; 
61 
0 LS )Uaf:= (xY, 3, 0,'30, 0) J-> (U0; 
6y 
/3 LC'=r_(. Y,1`5,15,1-3,7,4(1,15 ,0,15) OR 
7 1 Y , 3J, 22, 50, 15)) J - > J 0 0 ; 
7> 
L3(0A" (XY305 i)0) 0R 
71 1AXY,C,3 20 ,`tt, 0,8,25) JR 




7) L:3JUY''I(x:YU,S5, 0,O) JR 
dJ j) )A `'. ({Y, 3+), +3, 0) 1->L00; 
61 
3) LS;tJ (X'', C,51)) J;, 
of )),(l,3,.55) OR 
6 1 5,3n,00) OR 
0) ))A'51(?Y,`)u,4?, 0,0)J-X-100 
d 
d7 LS)'JA (XY,F3,O) JR 
60 t(XY,50,332,0,6,.35 0.2 
b IAJ(-(YYJ,32, J->;v0O, 
'1 J 
91 1._=(xY,?5,25-) ,25,170,0,60,50)1->300; 
93 L3JA(l_(XY0JR 
'74 Y573 Y 
l6 LJt_t( L7,t)O,3,60,A) OR 
97 (A1(XY, 4UU>00; 
v3 
9) C31J, f;Y, 1,), 33,3) OR 
101 _(xY,1 35,1 ,7, 1 0,15,0) OR 
101 (Y, to, 75, 30 
1 t) 
lu LL Y t5, 35, 1 `, 7, J, 0, 30, 50) JR 
1J, (;E (XY,11515,1,.300,0)I->S00; 
105 
tun CS JUAPf:(XY,34,0,50,42) JR 
137 ')lA t"(XY1,13,5U,O)J->T00; 
1u i 
1) [; E(y'Y,15,15,1`,7,30,j5,O 15) OR 
11) :)1Aq 'Ky18,1],50,1`.>) Jet 
1 11 `))A<[(vY,30,2?, 5>U00; 
11 
113 20,20,20,0) OR Cy',it(YY5(1 10,50 
11`1 
, , 
20,20,3U,3t1)J->VOO; Ac( Y 
11.3 
, 
116 `30,10,a0,20,0,1U,0) LJAR(XY,0 JR 
111 
, 





LETTER ( letter , start position, size) 
gives a function (say BFN), where BFN 
(X, Y) is true if X, Y is black in that 
letter. 
Rejects the point if it is outside 
the area of the letter. This speeds 
things up. 
Adjusts the letter to the required 
size. 
Adjusts the letter to the required 
start. 
144. SHOWL Prints the whole letter, to allow 
its shape to be seen. 
158. SHOWALL PRINTS all 26 letters. 
113 SA2(XY ',"1,35r 4 0 0 ) Orb 
119 '3A(XY,?1)r )0,50, 1,' Jr(Jr )Ll,0)1->N00; 
120 
121 [.3nr2(XY10r 0,6`),00) JR 
122 3A (XYr2'-)0,10,Or(1,0)1->X00 
123 
j2} 1. 3A R (XY,U,°,'J,10, a0,?d0 20,15) OR 
12 tA(XY1(120,1 J,30,60, 0) DR 
126 (J )A:<F(XY,?4, 16r S0, J) J->Y00; 
127 
123 LS)l1A'2=(XY12,0r5(Jr42) OR 
129 )JA'2r Y, 1 , 3, R 0) OR 
16,1 sA2(ICY,?'-), 0,35, 0 ,10,0,0,0)1->Z00; 
161 
162 FU JCTIO`1 LETTER L XS YS SIZE; 
1,53 LLA'r1H3,)A X Y XS YS; 
164 1F S'1VARRf_(irYXS +2+a<>fY.SIZ=1.2 <>CXS-2YS +5+)<>E%,SIZEI<>LYS- ) 
16; Ii I=(_S FALSE xI L; 
166 1 1<> 
167 ( ' 1 P L I S F ( ( L , 1 . C I I A R , 1 1 2 ' ) ; 0, 0r 3.CJ\1SA')-tD.VAt-IF ), 
168 L A ' 1 i D A F S. IS`JJ 13F'R THN S*SI7_/50 ELSE S; CLOSE; 
139 FJD;);)<> 
1.41 E.T iE'J TE ELSE Ai SE CL0E: EVD ; GJ01; 1; POPVAL; 
141 (,XS, YS >;) ; FN1); 
142 
143 
144 FU !CTIn:; SJOJL (40; 
145 "A lS X Y '1 R3F N; 
145 LTT 't)^!;.,1k')(VOrl),5,5,49)->RFN; 
147 )A'Y(AY(C0 70 0 ), LA'I-31)A I J 
143 I= LiF ( I J) THEN NO LL Sr_IF (1//10; .:RASE)_O OR 
149 1=)=0 Td N 10 CLSF 16; COSE; E11D; 
157 1NI r ,S J SU2C)->'1; 
151 o4.CJC I' 0'JT; 60->Y; 0->X 
122 LY: 
13 ' ( 7 r Y ) . ' i r T 
174 +L->''; IF X<71 THFV SOLO LY; CLOSE; 
1 5 Y-1->Y;J->X; 1.NL; IF Y THE`J GJTJ LY; CLOSE; 
126 1'J); 
157 
1s3 - ; J ICTI S r I I,)ALI. N; 
1)9 







Sets up starting conditions. 
The basic scanning function. It scans 
from the present position to (X, Y). 
At unit intervals it samples the letter; if black, that point is added to 
POINTLIST, It also counts writing 
distance DISTB and CROSSINGS. 
Moves to a random point. 






This makes sure the point scanned to 
is outside the boundaries of thte letter, 
which has been found by a recognition 
attempt. If this is not done, too much 
of the scanning happens in the middle 
of the letter, and the periphery is 
badly defined. 
TV(X) simulation. STEP is the 
separation lines, N is the number of 
lines to be scanned. 
TV(Y) simulation. 
Square spiral simulation. 
INGOING is true if the spiral is 
contracting, false otherwise. 
L;1UVE~51 C 23.2`_) 27 5 75] 
1 
A',S )('J .),4 Y'J0 FUPSL I S T P01 NfL 1ST DISI- A'NC D I S T g CROSSINGS 
3 X 11,14 Y1°i I J X1IAX Y`1AX 
4 
j> FLJJCTION RFSFT;5fl ->KN(3 W; 50->YNOW; 
6 SLIST; C]->I4TLIST; 
7 )->DISTA JCF; 0-»IS1 {; 0->CROSSINGS; 
.'3LSLT; 
10 
11 FUvCTIOU M,jVE X Y 
11 VA ZS 0 `,'IFF' XSTF::, YST_P 13 -34AS 
13 FJ(X0Y,JO)->AS; OISF(X,Y,XNO,;J,YVJrJ)->D ; 
14 IF D > F ; r XITI'IT;)F->ST'P; 
15 (X-XNf:J) /n->XSTi (" -Y 10id) /D->YSTE'; 
16 JISTANCE+D->UISTANC'c-; 
17 Ll: 
13 X'J )W +X; Ft_P->X0Y 110,4+YS I E>YNOW; 
l`) )F(X%!JJY'JOW)->3; 
IF R=P,1'AS THL'i [---'_SF C tOSSINaS+)->C!JSSINGS; 
2t C(X'J J-(XS TL:PY6TCP2%]E1) SI- IST >FNOSLIST 
22 CL )S; 
23 if 3 THC J J ISTF +1->;)IST3;L% XND4,YIDW ]::POINTL IST->POITLIST 
21 L)SF ; 
2') ->`O,!AS; STFf'-1-5STCP; 
5 1F STEW T!JFF J GOTD Ll; CLOE; 
27 L'JD; 
23 
2) CtlA`JOP ACt<I.LIARAgY.;:G'1PILE; 
30 4321->j A,JSFFi) 
61. 
32 F U JCT I:)'I RA'N-)tI0'/= 
S3 ()'/-VE ('?A'J,)PLAL (1. 00) PAA1) LAL 100)) -ND; 
34 
33 1O,)->Y:1I N; 100->YMI'J; 
35 J->X'^AX; b->Y:NIAY; 
S7 FJ`)CT I "i`J Srrl I ,f' _[ 
300 VACS X Y 
S) L1: 1 Ju.RA'J!)IzEAL->K; 100.RA'JJ3EAL->Y; 
4i1 IF 5111l'' (,Y,X'1My,X"I":,Y1AX,Y 1I',) Trl N VITO L1 (-,LOSE; 
41 iOVE(X,Y); 
42 IF O TI 'J HOTO Li; CLOSE END; 
3 F J R,,T I') x)CAN STEP J; 
4 L1:0->x'l )',J; Yr11. -ST':F)->Y'`JO4; 
I1: Y:N')AJ<0 THEN Y(J;)4+lt)L'->YNJW; CLOSE; 
45 lOVE(io YJ)0 ); N-t->\1; 
4/ IF N TIJLH (00T0 l_CLOSE; 
4,1 t_ 
4) 
5) F') JCT IOU Y SCAN STEP N; 
?1 L1: I,u->Y0 044; XIO,J-STFP->XNO 
5? IF X,'Jr1J-<0 THEN XNO/'+1L)0->XN1)W; CLOSE; 
1OVE(XJO:J,0); N-1-> J; 
54 1 F N T 1 1 (;0T0 CLOSE; END; 
')'5 VANS IN;;r)IJG ; 1->I'Ir,J11 
6 FUACTION HATCH STL- P CYCLES; 
57 IF XN00<')0 THEN 1(lp-XNO+J->XNOW; CLOSE; 
L1: Y 10'1.1; 
3vJF(X`J t i, i J)-YNJW); 
10 /E ([Ii -X 1J YfI )W); 
01 (X'1).,L0u-YN'W); 
,")vr_lU't-X !J , ,YN!J'W 
03 IF 11'j )J J(; I'llFN X^:i)1.:-STr_P ELSiE XN04+STFP;CLOSE->XNOW; 
b4 L3: IF X'J,)'le!>1 t)0 T IF J ',)OU - XN01.i->XJJ.J; 1->INGOING; CLOSE; 
e5 L-2: If X''O,1<51 T-,E) 100- XN)1.1->XV0,,1;0->ING,OING; CLOSE; 
o 6 i;U(:HAI'JUl'; C,IAROJI->(,JCHAqOJT; XNOW.PR; ->CU',',HAgOUT; 




3. SLICEPR Displays the slices and edges. The original data is local to a function 
inside INSPECT, so it is recomputed 
here. 
16. DEPOSE Prints to the delineation 
CHAROUT Prints on the teletype, 
CUCHAROUT on the line printer. 
30. Set up a letter. 
33. Scan it and try to recognise it. 
34. IF not recognised, and not over 
distance, try again. 
36 - Print the data. 
38. 
39, 40. Go on to next letter. 
[,)I'-))'LAY I [ .26 21 5 751 
(1 JC I f J'! S I(;t PR; 
VA S ?t.; 
LICr ".'>f=I")t.Irl='; LIiIITS 
r'LISI(dOI'ITLISI,FILLSLILP(%S-ICE JJ%) ); 
1, L I (7 L . FF?t7VAL . DATAL is f FV »L 
APPLIST(,,l_,t. R;)A 5;?.t1L; S.CO_U`1NISE.PRSTRING;END; ); 
,i. )L; 
Ar'-'LIgfL,LANfA S;1.iL; S.EN 0DF.R 
LI?'FI v1 DraFF>F Ur2Vr2 Ri;>Gi-_'3 REV.Pr r 
F J JCT [ JA Or=FUSE; 
VA ?S 'J X Y 'J f ; 
.LI`IITS; 
,4A'4YA?2>'AY([(', l30 0 ')01,LAj-AA I J; IF (I//10;.EP',SE)=0 
UN (J//1'),;ASE)=0 THL1 60 ELSE 16 CLOSE; END;,INITC, SUL3SCRC)->M; 
j41->N; 
L) [ N1 Tiic;I NN-1->'I; I ITOF((Y`1I`+I HEIGHI/SLICENO)/2)->P; 
0->X; L(Y1PIF X T-IrN X-1->X; 2' ->'1(X,;)); CLOSE; 
GL )'5 ; 
P'LI5T(E'flI IILISI,I5; S.DEST.DFST.EASfE->Y->X; 
>,->r (I 1TOF(x/2),IIJr(Y/2)); E\0;); 
A"LI>1('!; i5LIST, LAM13)A S; S.D="SI.')FST.F.NASL-->Y->X 
5 [T,)f (/2), I'4 IJr(Y/2} 
:)J-> Y; ->X; 64.UC-4 A- DJI; 
Lt 
(K,Y).1JCNAHOUT 
+1->X; IF X=<50 IH__N JTU L1; CLO3=; 
->{; 1. 1L; IF Y T,] -:,l IO _1; CLOSE; 
T4'`JC - PRSTRIJ',a; t)ISTAN F.P 1.NL; 
';!{III !, DISTANC= .P?SIRING; DISTR PR; I.NL 




Supervisory functions for "slices" model 
A supervisory function, superseded. 
22. DUMP Prints L to dise. 
26. ATTEMPT Sets up and attempts to recognise 
each letter. 
The normal supervisory function 
for the "slices" model. 
i ,J-1t1L J C 23. ?6 27 5 751 
1 
3 VA 6 TITLE SCAV; 
4 
h UICTI0N TiY; 
6 ,33->N 
1 LP. 
0 ( t) J34 U(ri,1)->P; 
9 LETTFR(2,3,3,73)->0FN; 
t r) . E?r=SFT; 
11. P >;1.NL 
,( SA1N(1,10U 
.li . D P;)S'=; 




I3 T0 L 
2) 
I.1 
U 1 C T I )'J U J'1P L; 
;Jt;H<<9UT; 0 AIN->CJLA-? OUT;1.'JL; 
L.'k; 2.'-)P; ->CU'r1A20 JT; ENO; 
F U IC T I')r AT TE"PT F I gSTL'T S ,AN TITLE XLO YLO SIZE; 
V 1'S J P 0 
( I ?STJ_r-T-> I; 
I.i'1: 1_1.CH; R0liT 
3XLJ,YLSI7E)->BF"N 
5 T 
LP 3: .SAP UN FLIRT. JN 'ECT->0; 13.CHAgOUT; 




. ;;A.1 . F jPAI , XLI7, YL'), S I LL/ J . DJ 1l 
'if1->'J; 
IF N>5>3 THE\1 EXIT; JOTO LPI; E D; 
DICT 
The dictionary for the slices recognition mechanism. 
The layout is 
Letter name, shape of leading (left) edge top, bottom, 
shape of trailing edge top, bottom arrangement of slices 
starting from the top . 
The shapes of the edges can be 
A 
V like themselves, leading or trailing. 
I 
S Odd. 
1:7ICTJ C 23.26 27 75] 
1 
7 VATS DICT; 
3 L 
4 LA A A A A Cl 2 L 2 3] 
., L,3 I I S S CL 2 L 2 L ]] 
LC A V V A CL 2 1 2 L JJ 
7 LD I I A V CL 2 L]] 
3 LE I I S S LL 1. L 1 L]] 
L F I I 5 V CL 1 L 111 
1 0 C ' , A V V A C L 2 1 2 L ]] 
11 Ld I I I I 12 L 2]] 
[ I I I i I C1]1 
15 LJ I S I V C1 2 L J] 
11 LK I I S A C 2 1 2]] 
13 LL I I I A C1 L 1] 
17 IM I I I I C2 4 3 ]] 
17 L J I I 1 I 12 3 2 ]1 
1') L 1 A V A V F L 2 L J] 
1 CP I I 5 V CL 2 L 11] 
21 Lid A V A S CL 2 L J1 
21 L c I I S L L 2 L 2 ]] 
L S S S S FL 2 L 7 L ]] 
13 CT V I V I L L 1 ]] 
z4 LJ I V I V 12 L J] 
LV V V 7 V L 2 1 ]] 
1i U V V V V C3 2 11 
LX V t ,,' A L2 L 1 L 2]] 
1.13 LY V V V V L2 1 11 




The second feature recognition system 
6. 
9. LIMITLOOK 
SLICENO is the number of slices into which 
the letter is divided. 
MINL is the minimum % of a letter width 
that consitutes a long line. 
MINGAP is the maximum gap between points 
as % of letter width, which can be 
ignored. 
S is a point that is a list X, Y 
This increases the limits of the 
latter to include S. 
18. LIMITS Finds the size and position of the 
letter revealed. 
27. SET SLICES Sets up storage for the slices. 
31. FILL SLICES Puts a point into its correct slice. 
39. APPINPAIRS Applies FN to each successive pair 




Produces a list of the first N items 
in LIST. 
Finds the biggest and smallest values 
in list L. 
Finds the ends of each slice, and 
puts them in EDGEF (front edge) and 
EDGEI3 (back edge). 
[SLICE I 
C 23.26 27 `i 75] 
t 
VA=1S AX, XMIN YNAX Y`1I4 i+,-:1GHT WIDTH S L SLICI_ S L I C F N 0 
UJKN ] N 11,JL MI il,;Al1 EDGEF EOuE3 NOU3HTS ONPS IDL I ST; 
Y->SL I CT= J0; 
7 ,i1->d INl ; >->MIN';AP 
3 
U4CIIO',l LI11ITLOOK S; 
1 0 ,t A ?S X Y 
11 REST . ')E_ST . ERAS=->Y->X; 
17 IF X>x1' X THLII X->X'lAX; CLOSE; 
1,S F X<Xil I J 1 iICNI X`>01 I 'J; CLOSE; 
11 IF Y>Y'1;X THIN Y->YMAX; CLOSE; 
I Y<YNI d THFNJ Y->Y`iI 1; CLOSE; 
15 e '1) 
17 
13 rU ICTIO'J LIMITS; 
1 J-;> X"'AX; 0->Yi IAX;. 
tu0->YMI N; 
lL 7LI" T(t'lSLIST,LI 1ITL00K); 
22 Al''LIST(P )I 1TLIST,LI,,lITL0UK); 
1S '1AX-y"1IN->IIFIFIT; I HFICHT<1 TH I - >HEIGHT; C LOSE; 
24 ,t,1 \X - X'I I ->41 DTH; I F ID F H<1 THEN 1->W I DTH; CLOSE; 
23 t= 1 ); 
25 ? U JCTIOv S L T S L ICES 'J;SUiSCR(/ INI T(V)Y0)->SLICE; 
3 L : C J->'L I CE (;J) I F N THEN ;OTO L; CLOSE; 
1_) rN1) 
,S ) 
SL fU ICTIU'J FILLSLI 3 1 ; V A R S X Y H 
,ILT Tri'.AS-->Y->X; 
SS 1 JTOF(N (Y-Yi,1IH)/HFIEHT)->H; 
54 J+I->; IF H>IH T-iF'J rJ->H; CLOSE; 
S"5 X::SLIc; (H)->SLICE(3); 
S6 rN ); 
.S7 
33 
3'0 FUJCTTD'NN APPINPI,RS L FN; 
41 VAr2S S 
iI LL; L.iD 
4? IF L.NNIULL THFN 1 EXIT; 
45 IF FN(S,L.H)) THEN ,orO LL; ELSE 0 CLOSE; END; 
44 
45 FUJCTTO:J FIRST H LIST; 
4; VA?S l_; NIL->L; 
47 I.O')PIF N THEN LIST.DEST->LIST; ::L->L; N-1->N; CLOSE; 
43 L . REV; JD; 
49 
50 il'JCTIOi LI'1SFFK L; 
5t VA,zS XHl I J XMMAX; I U0J>X 1I 
5 APNLI ST(L, LAMRDA S; IF S>X1AX THEJ S->XMAX; CLOSE; 
53 IF S<xNIIrJ THEN S->XNIN; CLOSE; E.ND;) 
XMAX, X`1IN; L-rI , 
5 -; 
5 6 UACTI")'N LINNFIND 
'7 VATS N; SLICLN0->N; ("]->F1) GEF; C]->EDGFD; 
62. EDGESORT 
82. COLUMNISE 
Finds the shape of the edge. 
EDGE is a list of the ends of each 
slice. 
Puts the points within a slice into 
their position in a strip of length 
10 across the width of a letter. 
91. POSTGAP Checks for short or long bars, 
95. ENCODE 
112. LINEFIND 
LIST is a list of points in a slice, 
and the result is the type of lines 
in the slice, either the number of 
short segments or "L" for long segment. 
1. If too many small line segments 
are found, ( 4) this increases 
MINGAP until they go away. 
2. This removes one of identical 
neighbours from the list of sector 
types until each item is different 
from its neighbours. 
mr, Pl1°lAY1P 'yP' 91m n R' ..vn4 4u" . P, e, Afta. 
!> 8 LOOP IF N THEN N. SLICE.LIMSEEK;N-1->N; 
59 ::EDGEF->E[)GEF; ::EUGEB->ED3E8; CLOSE; 
60 END; 
61 
6? FUNCTION EDGESORT EDGE; 
63 VANS TOP BOTTOM HALFHEIGHT; - 
64 FUNCTION STRAIGHT EDGE; 
65 VARS XMIN XMAX; EDGELIMSEEK->X`lIN->XMAX; 
66 IF (XMAX-XMIN)=<HEIGHT/50 THEN ].ELSE 0 CLOSE; 
67 END; 
63 IF EDGE_.STRAIGHT THEN EXIT;. 
69 INTOF((SLICENO-1)/2)->HALFHEIGHT; 
/0 FIRST(HALFHEIGHT,EDGE)->TOP; 
7 IF TOP STRAIGHT THEN " " 1 . I 
72 ELSEIF APPINPAIRS(TOP,NONOP=<) THEN "V" 
73 ELSEIF APPINPAIRS(TOP,NONOP>_) THEN "A" 
74 ELSE "S" CLOSE; 
75 FIRST(HALFHEIGHT,EDGE.REV).REV >BOTTOM; 
76 IF BOTTO,`t.STRAIGr1T THEN "I" 
77 LLSEIF.APPINPAIRS(ROTTOM,NONOP=<) T-lEN "V" 
78 ELSEIF APPINPAIRS(D0TTOM,NON0P>=) THEN "A" 
/9 EL;E "S" CLOSE; 
60 ENO; 
81 
d2 FUNCTION COLUMNISE LIST; 
83 VARS COAST COLUMN N; 
81 SUHSCRC(%I14ITC(101)Z)->COLJMN; 
85 100/(IF WIDTH>HEIGAT THEN WIDTH ELSE ,IEI(.,HT CLOSE;)->CONST; 
66 101.->N . 
87 LOOPIF N THEN' 0->COLUMN(N);N-1->N; CLOSE; 
































IF ONES>=MINL T-IFN "L" ELSE "S" CLJSE; ::PLIST->PLIST; 
0->ONES; 0->NOUGHTS; END; 
I UJCTION ENCODE LIST; 





IF COLUMN(IN)=0 THEN 1+NODUHTS->NOUGHTS; 
ELSE 1ONFS->ONES; CLOSE; 
IF COLUMN((J)=0 AND COLUMN(Nr1)=1 THAI 
IF ONES THEN 
IF NOUGHTS>=MINGAP THEN POSTGAP; 
FLSE NOUGHTS+ONES->ONES; CLOSE; CLOSE;O->NOUGHTS; CLOSE; 
IF N<100 THEN N+1->N; GOTO L3; CLOSE; 
IF ONES THEN .POSTGAP; CLOS=;O->T; 
APPLIST(PLIST, LAMBDA S; IF S="L" T-IEN 1->T; CLOSE; END;); 
IF T THEN "L".ELSE PLIST.LENGT'H; CLJSE; END; 
FUACTION LINEFIND L; 
VARS R () KM KMM f.]->R;t1INGAP->KMM; 
L4:MAPLIST(L,EN('OI)E)->D; MINGAD->KM; 
APPLIST(IJ,LAHBDA'S; IF S.ISNUMSER A\JD S>4 THEN 
MINGAP45->MINGAa; CLOSE; END;); 
IF KM=t1INGAP THEN ELSE GOTO L4; CLOSE; 
N 
123. COMPARE True if the two dictionary-entry_type 







The recognising function 
LIST is usually POINTLIST. 
LIMITS Find the apparent size & position of 
the letter. 
Set up the slices, and put each 
point into the right one. 
Find the back and front edges. 
Make a dictionary entry, name 
"UNKNOWN", from the data from pointlist. 
Compare this with each dictionary 

























IF S=Q.HHO THEN ELSE S::R->R; CLOSE; 
IF Q.TL.NULL THEN ((Q.HD)::Q); ELSE GOTO Lo; CLOSE; 
END 
FUNCTION COMPARE DICT1 DICT2; 
DICT1.TL.RF.V->DICT1,` DICT2.TL.REV-5UICT2; 
IF EOUAL(DICT1.HD 0ICT2.H0) AND EQJAL(DICT1.TL. DICT2.TL) 
THEN 1 ELSE 0 CLOSE; END; 





1% "UNKNOWN",EDGEF. REV.EDGESORT, 
MAPLIST( EDGES-REV, LA-It3DA S;111.-S;END;).E_DGESORT, 
1,SLICE.FR07_VAL.DATALIST.LINE;*IND %]->UNKNOWN; 
C/ ( APPLIST(DICT, LAMRDA S; IF CJM)A-RE(S,UNKNOWN) THEN 





14 - MOVEUP, -DOWN, 
18 -LEFT, -RIGHT 
Scans from present position in a 
given direction until the edge of 
the picture is met or a boundary 
crossed. 13W is 1 for black, 0 for 
white. The truth values of the 
function are back to front to make 
later programming neater. 
MOVEFN returns true if 
1. It starts in the other 
colour from 13W 
2. It goes off the picture, 
ie, it fails 
false if 
1. It starts in the right 
colour and then crosses a 
boundary, ie, it works. 
are MOVEFN in these directions. 
20. STARTSCAN Moves until something black is found. 









The picture is hit on its left hand 
edge. 
Move into the letter 1 unit. 
Scan to the top, return to within 
the letter. 
Scan to the bottom. 
This establishes the height. If the 
front is not straight, this gives an 
odd answer, causing rejection later. 
Scan across under the letter. 
If something is there, reject. 
Up 1 unit should be in the letter. 
Count three bars up. If not, reject. 
Back down (to the upper loop of a "B"). 
Check "E" or "B" by looking for a 
right-hand bar. 



















The picture is again hit on its left 
hand edge. 
Move one unit into the letter. 
Move up to the top; step back in. 
Move to the bottom; step back in. 
Find the height. 
Move right height 1/5 (inside the bar). 
Move up two bars. If not two bars FAIL. 
Move back into the middle bar; keep 
note of X position. 
Move left, and if outside the original 
line, fail. 
Move right to the end, then back to 
middle. 
Move up two bars. If not two bars, fail, 
Fail if the top is not flat, if 57 is 
higher than 45. 
Move back into the bar. 
Move right to the end. 
Move back to the middle and 1/5 height 
down. 
Test for right-hand bar of "B". 
70 - GREGTEST Applied EGREGI or EGREG2 to the whole 
83. alphabet, and prints the results. 
[GHEGORYJ [ 23.26 27 5 75] 
FUNCTION MOVEFN BW XINC YINC X-II YHI; 
VARS B; 
IF BFN(XNOW,YNOW)=BW THEN ELSE 1; EXIT; 
LP: 
MOVE (XNO'w+X INC, YNO'W+Y I NC) ; 
IF (XHI-XNOW)*XINC<0 THEN i; EXIT; 
IF (YHI-YN0W)*YINC<0 THEN 1; EXIT;- 
EiFN (XNOW, Y JOW) ->R ; - 
IF B=BW TIIEN ELSE 0; EXIT; 
GOTO LP; END-; 







IF 0.MOVERIGHT THEN YNDW-7->YNOW; 





1 . .%IOVFUP .ERASE; MOVE. (XNUW, Y,OW-1) ; 
YNOW->YMAX; 
1.IIOVEDOWN.ERASE; YNOW->YMIN; YMAX-YMIN->HFIGHT; 
IF MDVEFN(0,1,0,XN04+(HEIGHTx(1/5)),0) THEN ELSE [1]; EXIT; 
MOVE (XNO'W, YNU'W+1) ; 
IF 1.MOVEUP OR O.MOVEJP OR. 1..MOVFUP OR O.MOVEUP OR 1.MOVEUP 
THEN [2]; EXIT; 
i1OVE(Xr`JOW,YNOW-(HEI3HT:(2/10)));- 









IF 1.MOVE(JP OR O.MOVE:JP OR 1,MOVEUP THEN [1]; EXIT; 
MO'VE(XNOW,YNOW-1); XNOW->XK; 
1.HOVELEFT.FRASE; IF XNOW+1<XMIN THEN E21;EXIT:; 
i`OVE(XNOW+1,YNOW); 
IF 1_.MOVERIGHT THEN [3]; EXIT; 
i1OVE(XK,YNOW); 
IF 1-MOVE-UP OR 0.MOVEJP OR i.MOVEUP THEN [4]; EX'IT..; 
IF YNOW-1>YMAX T;-IEN [5]; k"XIT; 
MOVE(XNOW,YNUW-1); 
58 IF 1.MOVERIGHT THEN f.6); EXIT; 
59 MOVE(XK,YNOW-(HFIGH-f*(2/1U))); 




64 VARS TESTSON GREGFN; 
65 1->TESTSON; EGREG1->GREGFN; 
66 
67 FUNCTION LINPR L; 
68 APPLIST(L,LAMBDA S; 1.NL; S.PR; END;);E.ND; 
69 
70 FUNCTION GRFGTEST XLO YLO SI E L ; 




75 CUCHAROUT; CIIAROUT->CUCHAROJT; 
.76. ALPH.CH.AROUT; 2.SP;.RESET; 
77 .G:IEGFN; ->RESULT; RFSIJLT.PR; ->CUC=JAROUT; 
79 C% ALPH,1.COIJSWO3DRESULT,Xt_O,YLO,SIZE,CEGREGORY),DISTANCE, 
/9 JISTB,CROSSINGS%].PR; 1.NL; 
f30 IF TESTSON THEN .DEPOSF;F'OINTLIST.R=V.LIN?R; 
81 CLOSE; 





5. STENCIL Recognising function. 
8. LIMITS Finds the position, height and width 
9, 10, Go through the alphabet, setting up 
each letter to test against the 
delineation. 
12, 13. Count the points in the delineation 
14, 15. 
POINTLIST, outside the test letter. 
If the errors are less than a small 
fraction of the total points, add 
this letter to result. 
16, 17. Print what has been done. 





Set up a letter. 
Type out that letter. 
Scan it, try to recognise it. 
If distance is not too great & 
nothing ha. been recognised g,3 
back & scan some more, otherwise 
print the result. 
31. Go on to next letter. 
CSIENCII.I C 24.53 28 4 751 
VATS ERRORS ERR 17 RACT RESULT TESTSOIJ; 
i->T[SrSON; 5/100->Er1RFRACr; 




APPLIST(C' A 11 C D E F G H I J K L M NO P. O R S T IJ. V W X Y Z], 
LAMBDA S; LETTER(S,XMIN,YMI.N,HE.IGHT)->rESTFN; 
I1->ERRORS ; S 
NPPLIST WO I14TLIST ,LAM3DA 0; 
IF TESTFN(O.HD,).TL.HD) THEN ELSE ERRORS+1->ERRORS; CLOSE;END;); 
IF EilRORS/POINTLIST.LENGTH<ERRFRACT 
THEN S::RESULT->R.:SJLr; CLOSE'; 
IF TESTSOFJ THEN 1.`1L; APPLIST(C% S,ERRORS,POINTLIST.LENGTH, , 
XMIN,YMIN,HEIGHr%1,LA`1BDA S; S.PR; =ND;); CLOSE; 
END; 
1.NL; RESULT.PR; END; 
FU`JCT?ON STENTEST XLO '(LO SIZE SCAN; 
VARS A; 
S3->A 
LP: LETTER(CONSW'3RD(A,1),XLJ,YL O,SILE)->BFN; 
A.000HAROUT; 1.NL;.RESE1 ; 
L2: SCAN; STENCIL; 
IF DISTANCE<10000 THEN ELSE 
1 ` RESULT .!NULL THEN GO fO L2; CLOSE; CLOSE; 
RESULT.PR; 






The data comes from the experiment as a paper tape with 
characters X, Y, Z repeated until the end of trial is signalled 
by a length of blank tape. X & Y are 8-bit position coordinates, 
Z is 0 (white) or 16 (black). This first pass through the data 
calculates statistics, applies some tests, and prints a drawing 
of the trial. 
C JA _..1 r 1 2.47 ?h JIINF 19711 
1 










f Cf MP-'r,PNF"N; rC IPFAIIJrJFIISTIC I;!IFF6PI1JUNKSHOWJ1CnLUMNSIC,JTPSTI 
r JRAmD1C IIIFNMAT1rjRUN JI->L1 ; 
11 .r;'); 
JRAND 
If a string of points are sample of a random walk taken 
at equal time intervals, then the sum of distances between 
points = 2 x the sum of distances between alternate points. 
This set attempted to assess proximity to random walk for the 
scan. 
(S20LX(N), S20LY(N)) is the previous point with a sequence 
number divisible by 2 N. ST20DIST(N) is the sum of distances 
between such points. 
4. RANDSET sets this up. 
17. RWALKQ loads each point. 
28. PRAND prints the result. 
. , ®,. er Way .a d9, ., . ,., , d-. . . 
CJRA\JOI C 12.43 28 IU,\IE 19711 
1. 
2 VARS S?01.X, S201 Y ST20DIST : 
3 
4 FUNCTION RANnSFT: 
SURSrR(%INIT(2n)%)->S20LX;, 
5 S1)QSCR (%T N I T (2n')%) ->S2nLY; 
7 S1JSCR(%TNIT(?n)°%)->ST?onIST: 
VARS N; 1->N: 
I P: 
10 12A->S2OI_X(N); 123->S2OLY(N' ): 0->ST?IOIST(N): 
1. 1 IF N<20 THFiq N+1.->N; Gf)TO (. P: ('LOSE; 
1? E N') 
13 
1.4 rUNCT I.ON D I STOE A 'R r n 
15 S:J4T((A-r) (A-r)+( -n) (R-.n )) : END; 
6 1 
17 FUNCTION RWAI Kr); 
1P VAPS POWER EXP2; 1->POWER; 1->FXP.2: 
19 
2n IF (TIMF//FXP2:.FRASF;) =0 THEN ' 
21 r) I STOF (01 X, O1 Y, S201_X ( POWER) , S?OLY (POWI_R) ) 
22 +ST2011IST(POWFR)->ST20I)IST(POti1ER) : 
23 01 X->S2IILX (POWER) : n1Y->5201_Y (Pn'WFR) ; 4 POWER+1->POWFR: FXP2*2->FXP2; 
2' GOTO 1.0: CLOSE; 
26 ENn; 
27 
28 F!1NCTION PRAND: 
29 VARS 
3T) 3.NL: 'RANDOM WALK TFST'.PR; 
31 FOR Y, STEP(2,1,20) no 
32 IF ST20OTST(X)=0 TLEN EXIT: 
33 'O`.PP:(X-?).PP;'/`.PR: (X-1).°R; 3.SP: 




DENMAT is a matrix of densities, to find which areas are most 
densely scanned. 
8. SETDENMAT sets up the matrix. 
12. DENSET loads it. 
20. PRDENMAT prints it. 
C10EVI AT1 C 1.2.42 2R .JUNE 1.971. 
YAPS DENNIAT (BASF YRASE; XTO YIO MATCOARSF 
3 MATHEI(;HT MATW[nTH; 
4 
5 15->YRASF; 15->YRASE; 15->MATCPARSF; 
11->MATHFIfHT; 11->MArw.InTH; 
7 
9 f-(JNCTInti SETnENMAI: 
9 NEWARRAY(C%O,MATTtIn1H,0,MATHFI(,HT%1,LAMRflA I J 9Nfl 
10 ->DENMAT.: END; 
i1. 
12 `I-UNICT ION DENSET; 
1.3 N 
14 IF XI0,/0 OI1 YIn>MATWTUTH THEN EXIT: 
15 INTOF((Q1Y-YRASE)/MATCOARSF)->Y[O; 




20 FU\'CTION PROFNMAT; 
21. \1 ARS PT Y Y ; 
22 DRINTRI.(%5,0%)->PT; 
23 3.NL: 'DENSITY MATRIX'.PFZ 2.N!( ; 
24 7.SP: . 
22? FOR X, STFP((1,1,MATWIDTH) no 
25 XRASF+X *MAT('OARSE:.Pr: REPEAT: 2.NIL; 
27 FOR Y, STEP(0,1.,MATHFIrHT) DO 
29 YRASE+Y*MAT('OARSE:.r)T: 1 .SP: 
29 F-)R X, STFP(0,1.,'1ATWIDTH) Dn 
30 DENMAT(X,Y).PT:RFPFAT; 2.NL; REPEAT; 





A page is held as an array of points, 69 x 69, and is a display 
of the scan. 
9. DISPLAY prints a general array. 
41. DISPAGE prints this one. 
43. LPAGE loads a new point into the page. 
CJUNXSHOW I r 12 .43 '?8 JUNF 19711 
VARS FUNCTION ( f N 1 T'I NEWYARRAY.. ) : 
VAPS PSPFCN! PSPEr4 PAGE 
.%*' ->PSPFC4; 
' ' ARrOFFnH I JKLMN:OPORs rUVWXY7 r 1; 1 r ` `->PSPE(:N: 
63->SURSrRr,(32,PSpECN): 
32->SURS(`RC (1 , PSPE('N) ; 
r(JNCT I ON DISPLAY FN PSPEC I Nr,. Pl_ I ST ; 
VARS Q x, Y XO x1 YO Y1; 
RLIST.NEXT.NFXT,NEXT.NFXT,FRASF; ->Y1->Yn->)(1->Xn: 
FUNCTION PRAY; 
1.NL i SP; Xn->x: 
IF: IF' I NC>? THEN 1 -SP CLOSE: 
X.INTOF//ln; FRASE; .rur,HAROUT;X+INr->x; 
IV X=<X1 THEN GOTO IF CLOSE: 
FNn: 
I F PSPEC=UN1)FF THEN PSPE(:Nk->PSPEC CLOSE; 
NL(2); . 
r%YO,Yl%1.PR; 45.SP; C%X1,Yt%3.PR; PRAX: 
yt - >v; 
l y: YO->Y; NI_(1) : Y. 1NTUF//10; .ERASE; .-r'IJrHAROUT; 




I F I NC>2 THEN 1 , SP . CI.OSE ; 
INC+Y->X: IF X=<'Xl TFIEN GOTO LX CLOSE; 
Y.INTOF//10; FRASF; .r(J('HAR(UT; 
Y-IN('->Y; IF Y>=YO THEN GOTO LY CLOSE; 
,°RAX;1.N1_; 
r%XO,Y1)%1.PR; '15.SP; C%X1,Y0°%),PR; 
3.NL; 
PNn; 
VARS FIINCTION (,SIIR2, INIT2,nISPAGE ) ; 
STRIPFNS("P1C",0,2)->SIIR2->INIIT2; 
n[SPI.AY(%,PSPFC4,1,CO 69 6 69], %)->nISPNGE; 
nnJNCT I ON I_PAGE : 
MARS X Y 7; 
O1.NFXT.NEYT.ERASE:INNTnF(/3)->Y; IMMTOF(/a)->Y; 
IF X<6 OR Y<6 OR X>69 OR Y>69 THEN EXIT; 
PAnE(X,Y)->Z; 
IF 7=(11Wn+1) OR 7=3 THEN EXIT; 
IF 7=0 THEN (Bw0+t) FLSE 3 ;(:LOSE; ->PAGF(X,Y): 
FNn; 
JTEST 
NOTEST is true for normal running, false 
for testing, whrn the program 
prints intermediate values as it 
runs e 
13. HEADER prints headings. 
N 
CJT_ST] C 12.43 28 JUNE 1971] 
2 NAPS NOTFST; 
. FUNCTION TFST; 
4 IF NnTFST THFN EXIT; 
5 ;r,OL(15,02):COL(25,n3); 
5 rol (35,ANNGI E);rol (42,('ROSS);C01.(47,", 
7 PRTNTRI.((DIST+(1n0n;*fISTK)),(),n):?,SP; 
9 ORINTRI.((DISTI;+(1000.ri)TSTRK)): 




13 rti'JCT I ON HEADER; 
14 COI (5, "01 ") ; COL (15' "1)2") ; COL (25 , "03") 







11. HISSHOW prints out a histogram. 




transfers a histogram. 
loads histograms. 
HISTANG is ox direction of movement. 
HISDIST is of rate of movement. 
resets a histogram. 
CJHISTI C t2.42 2A JUNE 19711 
? VARS MAP' cHAI? 7 I ENGTH1 HYOX ARRAY 
.3 FUNCTION ( PI?O HiSTANG 11ISTANG1 HESDfST HISDISTI 
4 76->MARKCHAR: 
5 FU'NICT I ON RtJNTHPO F : 
7 n-7: 










































FUNCTinN HiSSIRnw ARRAY LENGTH1 SCALE: 
'!AP's M: -inon->M; 
Pi21NTRI.(% 3,11 %')->PRO; 
2.NL: 
RUNTNIin(IAMRDA S: c/SCALE->Z.APR AY;FND;); 
RUNTHRO ( I AMRi)A S : 1 F S>M THEN S->M ; CLnSF; EN;) 
IF M51.5 THEN 15/`1 FI.SF t : CLOSE; ->OX; 
RUNTHRn( I_AMPD, S; S*UY->Z.ARI?AY:END: ); 15->M; 
M.1NT0F->M; .1L: 
1,NLM/OX).PPO: 
RUNTHRf(I_AMRDA S: IF S>M THEN MARKCHAR EI.SF 1h:CLOSE; 
. CIICHA<<01IT : t . SP; END: ) . 
IF M THEN M-1->M; (OTO JL; CIOSE:NL(1);4.SP; 
; a1I"THRn(I AMIRnA S: 7//1n; .FRASE:.000HA,OUT;l.SP;WlD:):t.Nl.;4,SP 
RUNTHRO(LAMRPA T: 7//10;->M; IF =0 TNFN M.rLCHAROUT FL9E t.SP; 
CLOSE; 1.SP; END; 
END; 





FUNCT I nN TRANSIa I S' ARRAY AR2 I EN'G,rHi ; 
RUNTHRO( LAMBDA S; Z.AR2+S->7.AR2;0->/.ARRAY:EN'D:): 
FNn; 
FUNCTION LHI5T: 
i NT0F (ANr,Li= *4) ->HY ; 
HISTANr,(HY)+1->HY.HISTANC,; 
iNTOF(OD)->HY; 
iF.HV>25 THEN EXIT: 
HY.HiS111(3 T +1->HY.HISI)IST; 
TiMF//1nn; .FRASf=; IF =0 THEN' 
TRANSH1ST(IIISTANr,,'AISTANr,1,25) 
rRANSHiS(HISOIST ,HiSnIST 1.,25 
CLf)SE; 
PNn 
51 FUNCTION WASH ARRAY; 
52 RUNTHRO( LAMRi)A S; 0->7.ARRAY;_END 
53 ENf); 
JREAD 
1. DISTK POP-2 numbers are only 14 bits, and 
thus scanning thousands of small 
numbers is unreliable. 
Mere distance is represented by DIST, 
(< 1000) and DISTK, thousands of units, 
8. BLANK TRUE if a character is either 0 
(BW = 0) or 16 (BW = 1 ). These are 
the only values the brightness can 
have. 
12. START reads in blank type. 
TIN reads one character from the buffer 
(in JBUFFER). 
20. READS reads in one point. 
Q4X stores the X value of the fourth 
point back. 
BW is the black/white value at the 
point. 
ANGLE is the direction of scan now. 
DIST is distance. 
DISTB is writin) distance. 
CROSS is crossings. 
1JR_A9] C 12.41 2P JONIE 1971.] 
i 
I 
VARS DIST nISTK TIME CROSS ANGLE RWO 9W1 DISTR DISTRK N' PI RUN- 
A RIINFNn 01 02 06 DY nY 01) 
OX O1X 0'X 03X 01X 05X OY 01Y O2Y 03Y 04Y n5Y .TIMI; 
1 2'->01 X : 128->n1Y; 
x128 1981->01; 0->N'0->RW1; 3.14159 ->PI; C12> 12,4 1->n;n 
1 2'A->02'X : 1 2 R.->02Y : 1 28->03X : 12R->03Y ; 12R->O4 X : 128->04 Y ;, 
FUNCTION BLANK; 
->A: 
IF A=0 OR A=16 THEN TRUE ELSF FALSE; CLOSE: pin; 
FU'dCTION START; 
It 
IF TIN.PLANV THEN N+t->N; GOTO I_1; CLOSF; I? 
IF TIN.QLANK .NOT THEN GDTO L2; CLOSE: ENI); 
r INNVTRIG1.l IRRARY.rOMPILF.; 
FUNCTION READ3: 
'TARS ; n->N; LO: 
.TIN-)OX: .TIN->nY:L17: .TIN->II; 
IF U.RI_AI`IK.NOT THEN N+1.->N: r.OTO L17;' rLOSF; 
IF N THFN 'Sr.kAMI:LPD. r)LANKS='.PR;N.PR; 1.^IL:CLOSE: 
IF 0X.PI.ANK ANn nY.BLAiJK THEN IF RUN THEN n->RUN:rfT0 10: r.LO5 
RETURN ELSE 1 ->RIIN : CI USE ; 
04Y->0cX:03x->n4Y;n2X->03X: ()1Y->02X: ox->niY; 
n4Y->05Y:03Y->n4Y;02Y->03Y: n1Y->02Y: OY->OlY; BL4->PW1; 
IF I1=0 THEN n FLSE 1: rLOSF; ->RWn; 
(01X - 02X)->DY; (O1Y - 02Y)->OY: 
IF DY_O THEN P1/2 ELSE-ARCTAN(OY/DY):CI.09r->ANrLF; 
IF ANGI_E<O THEN ANnLF + PI ->ANGLE; CLOSr; 
I F ANGLF=O AND DY<n THEN ANIGI. E+.P I ->ANGLE: rt_OSE; 
IF DY<n THEN ANGI F+PI->ANGI_E: . CI_()SE; 
SORT((nXDX)+.(I)Y*DY))->Dn; 
nD+DIST->DIST; 
IF DIST>1000 THEN n1STK+1->DISTK: GIST-1.n00->DIST: CtOQE: 
IF RWO THEN I)D+DTSTi3->DIStR; Cl OSE; 
n1Y->01.WD: 01Y->Q1.TL.HD; 
IF DTSTR>1nQn THEN DISTBK+1.->I)ISTRK; I)ISTP-lnOn->DISTR: CLOSE; 
TIME+1->TIME: 




The paper tape reader is not well adapted to reading 3 
characters and stopping many times. This reads in characters 
in batches of 300. 
7. BLOAD reads in 300 characters. 
15. TIN produces characters one by one 
for other processes, reloading 
the buffer when necessary. 
COLUMNS 
8. Character 17 
12. COL (N, Z) 
is new line. 
prints Z starting at column N. 
CCOLU'INS1 C 12.' 28 JIINF 1971.1 
1 VAPS LPCOL; 1->LPCOL: 
7 rHAPOUTT->COW: 
3 'POPME`;S FOR LP8n ->r.OW`.PP; 1.NL; 
4 'AFTER ERROR, P I r,->CUCHAROUT ' . PR; 
5 
5 FUNCTION PIG:. 
7 VARS X ; I PrOI +1 ->L0Cr;L : ->X; 
IF X-17 THFN 1->I PCOI ;('Lr)SF; X.CrIW; FNl; 
9 
10 P I r;->CUCHAROUT ; 
IT 
1_?. FI.)NC T I r1N CnL N 7; 
13 vAPS Q: - 1 I 
15 (N-LPCOL) - > N ; I F 0<0 THEN 1 , NL : GOTO I_ 













Set up initial conditions. 
Run through the tape. 
Processes one trial. 
Read in 3 characters (X, Y, Brightness), 
(In JREAD ) 
Load into a page (In JUNKSHOW) 
Print them out if testing (NOTEST = 0). 
(In JTEST) 
Load histograms (In JHIST) 
Test for random walk (In JRAND) 
Load densit'' matrix (In JDZ.IMAT) 
23. DATAOUT Print out results. 
57. JRUN Carry on to next trial. 





VARS W NAME= RLPTnUT 
c"UNCT I ON ( MICHAEL DA rAOIJT ) 
FUNCTION MAMMON; 
6 INITCONn; 
7 n->OIST; 0->PIST'K; 0->OISTR; 0=>nISTQK: 
n->CROSS: n->.ANGLE: n->TIME-;1.->RUN:PIr,->r,UrHAItO(IT; 
to 
NEWANYARPAY(r6 60 , 691,1_AMBr)A A B: n; E"JD:,iNIT2,SlJP7_)->PAGF; 
FUNCTION F2:.TPEAD:->'W; W.PR: W; ENI): 
11 .RANf1SFT: SFTnENMAT: 
1? n->N: 
1..3 .START: 
14 IF NOTFST THFN F.ISE_ .HFAnER;F2 -> TIN;CLOSE; 
1 6 
.MICHAEL: 'ENf); 
FUNCTION M I CHAFL :' 
7 1. 
1R .fRP:An3: LPArF: TEST; .I_HIST;.RWALKn; TENSFT: 




,cIj 'CT I ON DATAOIIT : 
IF TIME (B THEN FXTT: 
h4 . CIICHAROt)T : 
PAr,E.DISPA(,E; . .. 
3. NIL: .GFOMO'IT; 
2.NIL. 
rOl (10,'nISTAN. rE'): r0l_(25,DISTK).;",'.PR: nIS'r.PR; 
r.0l_(10,'TIME '):COL(2S,(TIMF/10));1.5?; ,,Er.oNDS'.PR; 
C01_ (10, ' rROSS I NGS ') ; (.01. (25 , CROSS) ; 
r.01.(10,RITIN( niSTA'CE`) :COL(35,OIST RKpR: r)ICz TR.PR: 
COL(10,'nISTANrE PFR CROSSING`); 
r0l(35,((DIST+(1nOn#nISTK))/CROSS)); 
r, 01.(10,'AVFRAriE1 Or:ITY');C01_(35,(c(01ST+(1p00*nISTv) 1n)/TIuI) 
1 . SP ; 'UN! TS PER SErONI) ` . PR : 
RLDTo1JT->CIICHAR011 r : 




CROSS. PR : 1 . NL : 













FIINCT I ONJ .JRUN : 




This is a second pass through the data to find the data 
for the cells surrounding the letter. The pictures produced 
by the first pass are checked, and a tape prepared, giving 
the subject, the scan type, the transparency (and the target), 
and deviations from the normal position of the letters. 
This is processed by this pass to give the cell data. 
r JC-I_LALI ] r' 12.4 28 H) NE 1971.] 
1 
2 VARS JL (ENFN; 
3 
4 FUNCTION GO; 
i 
5 APDLIST(,JL, I.AMFI)4 S: r% Sa].GENFN; END;); END: 
5 , 
7 FFORI I_IPR ARY,COMP ILP- 
- .JRFAI) IGFOM JRIJFrEpt JHIST COLIJ NS GRAPHOF' JCELLS1 










's N, Y' 
JBUFFER1 
Again a buffer from the tape punch is required. 
9. BBLQAD loads a buffer. 




loads a list of buffers with a 
whole trial, this gives the length 
of the trial (TIMEST) to be checked 
against the other data. 
reads out of the list of buffers 
(LISNOW) 
loads a trial, checks its length, 
processes it, and repeats. (RECL 
holds the list of other data.) 
CJU ER17 r 12.41 28 J)I'JP 19711 
N 
'PT IN->T°IN' PP; - , 
VARS L I SNOW NOWOM SURLS I N I Ti 8 RI-NOW RLNIIM(- I .[ SRIIFF T I MEST 
PPOS Bo3n0 TPIN; 
ST9 I QFr,IS ("2l1FFFR 1 " , ) , $) ->SURLN-> i U I T[_R; 
n->L I SNOl.1 ; C 1->L I SRUFF : 
IN1TL8(3n0)->RR3n0: n->PPOS; 
9 FIINCTInN RRLOAn; 
l11 VARS N: -W-'>N, 
11. I.R: . TPIN->SI1HI 8('N,BR3nO); N-i->N; 
12 IF N THEN GOTO I,3: CLOSE; 












































IT: IF EPOS THFN SUBI8(RPOS,!kR30n): RPOS-1->PPOS: 
ELSE RRLOAD; GOTO'I T: CLOSE; 
rNn 
FUNCTION RIINI.OAD: 
%/ARS CIIRSTI AA A: 
f 1->1_ 1 SRUFF ; 0->RLNtJMB : 
I_7: IF TRIrAP.PLANv THEN (,r)TO 1.7: C'LnSE; 
I S: INJT! 8(3n0)->CIIRSTR;30n->NnwQN: 
I_P: TIIFAD ->A; IF A. PLANK THEY 1+RLN[!MF->RI_NIIMQ; ELSE n ->FII N IIMQ;C" 
jr 14LNUMB>6 THEN PEv(CONS(CtJRSTR,L 10,I311FF) )->LISPU!'F: 
LISPOFF.LENGTH*10n-NOWON/3;->TIMEST: EXIT: 
A->S1,lF3t 8 (NOWON, CURSTP) ; NOWOMM-1 ->NnwfN : 
IF NOWON THEN C;OTO LP; CLOSE: 
CURSTR::I I SRUFF->L-1 SRUFF : GOTO I S; 
END; 
FUNCTION TIN; 
I F L I SN!OH THEN S 1 1 8 1 - ' S N O W SNOW : 
PLSF IF I.ISBIIFF.NUI_L THEN .RUNLOAO: CLOSF; 
ion->L I SNOW; L I SRUFF . NFX T->L I SR[JFF->CIJ RSTR : 
.TIN: CLOSE 
r-,%j n; 
vA9S SAVFI_ DIM RLIST TIMESTER TTMESTVAR; 
f 1->SAVEI'; 0->T I MESTFR ; 10->T I MFSTVA 
FIJ\ICTInN CHECKMAME: - 





RFCL. TI ->RFCI ; 
r,0TO L.7; 
ELSE CIIAR01!T->CU(:HAROIJT; 1.W.; 
REr,L.HO.nATAI IST.PR; 1.NL; 








takes the next item from a list, 
even a negative number. 
makes a record of the data and puts it into a list (RECL). 
25. RECLEDIT Edits RECL. 
31. RECLREAD reads in RECL. 





















rOMMPNT TO RFAn IN THE TAPF TO A RFCnRD; 
VARS REr1 RNA11F R r I ME RCROSS PTARr,ET RD 1ST POT STO RSCAN CON-04 
vFIITI. RF_rLFDIT RrRAME RXSHIFT RYSHTFT RSURSHIFr; 
r 1->REC!_; 
F11NCT ION RU77 -L ; - 
1HD->7(): 
IF Z0:"-" THEN L.TI_->L: (L.Hn*(-t)); ELSE 70; CLOSP; 
I .TL. ENn. . 
c UNCTION RIN: 
RErO:'1)FNc("DATA4",15n,C 0 0 0 0 n n n 1) (1 n O1) i 
->4SIIgtiHTFT->RYSHP7T->RXSHIFT->RS04N->:?TARnET->R17RAMF->RCROSS-> 
RT f MF-->Rf I ST'S->Rn I ST->RNAME-->I?I. STr)4->CONSDa 
1.0 
I_ I STRFAn . R077 . 01.IZ7 . fltJ77 . RU77 . PU77_ . F1117 7 . R')77 9I177 .0U77. 81177 P(177 
CONSD l::f1FCl_->k1 
r;OTO L0; 
. RFCLFD I T : RECL->KEPTI_ ; 
ENO; 
25 'U`!CT I ON RE-CL.En I T ; 
25 APPLIST (RFCI_, 1.A,'.13)IA S; IF FrUAL(S.RNAME.[PETER MITrHFI.L1) AND 
27 - S.RTARGET:"FRCK" THEN 5->S.PXSHIFT ; 3->S.RYSHIrT;CLOSE: 1=Nn;); 
=Nn; 
30 r5JcTATS81.11COMP; 
31 ctJNCT 1 nN RFCI_f FAn TNAMF; 
3? rPTIN1<>TNA ME; .PD?MESS ->0IN; 
3 3 r)-I \1.INCH-AR I T F M . FNTOL I ST->PROGL I.S r; 
3 4 . R ! ! : RErL . REV->REdL; . VARTARF 
35 ENn 
35 . 






The incoming data has a word "EGN". This converts it to 
a strip 'E G N', which corresponds to the letter positions. 
51. VARTARE converts word to strip. 




3 1 Fr)R 1. L I RRARY . rOMP I LF ; 
5 
VAPS RECI_ PTNAME 
PM DON KPN OPFFl nHFF3 P P1 82 P I_ r, FR EH F I ET EF J1113 CPF R 
7 V I AR JSPP RSS I VRUMA Pilo NRSON7R NOCFR 









































NnRWD W 0 K RO PP Rn RU RW 
P1 E2 F H COnE J!(7FC DFDPH E,IMFO KORTE LPCTE ; 
f OTIN SF-R I.ES FOl1R MK3A)->PTI\I'-IAF : PTN'AAF:-->PTNAMF ; 
FUNCTION RFCtIN; 
f)->PECL; 
f J:1 PTIN]<>' PTNAMF; .POPMPSS->DATIN; 
OATIN.lNr..HAr2ITFM.FNTnLIST->PROILIST; 
1.0: 





F -,> E 1 
E 










: ' F 7 
' ZFA >71;A; 
E G N'->F1,N 
MX E'-:MYE: 
'M EVR' ->MFVft; 
'ROSE '->ROSF; 
'F RCK'->FRC;K; 












H F >PH 
El '->F--I; 
F T '->ET; 
' ,1 Isf3 ' ->.IUR ; 
CRF '->rqF; 
' RAM '->RRM; 
DRN '->r)RNi; 





' q!: S I `->USS I : 






VARS tip nR WR OR RF FF HF TE IE; 
r;O->l IR : RD- »R ; PQ-»R ; f30->OR ; QW->WR 
FR->RF.:EF->FF;FH->HE;t=T->IE;E.T->TF; 
FUNCTION 'ARTARE: 
APL'LIST(PErL, I.AMR0A S:.S.TAPGFT.VALOF->H; 
OSE : ->a 
I F HE THEN I F S . Dd12>5 . UR4 THEN F1 EL.SF ' F2 : Cl OSE : EI.SE N; Cl 
T; 
54 IF H=R THEN IF S.DP4>S.L)03 THEN 01. ELSF R2 ClOSE: ->S.r.APr,1T; CLO9 
55 FNn;); FND: 
JCELLS2 
6. LINEUP sets the cell boundaries at their 
normal positions plus any correction: 
read in. 
RXSHIFT & RYSHIFT move the whole 
matrix. 
RSUBSHIFT contains a list of 
instructions to move individual 
letter boundaries. This was usually 
necessary for "W" & "M". 
CJC=_LS21 C 12.41 2K JUNE 19711 
1 
2 VARS X111 XI)2 xn3 xna X05 xlli X112 XU3 xU4 X05- 
3 vol YD? VI) YIl3 Yn4 Yn5 YI)i vi12 Y113 Y114 Y115 
4 
5 
5 FUNCTION L I NFUP; 
7 \ARS A 71 72: 
95+S.RYSlIFf->n; 
9 n->XUJ1 : fJ->xU4 ; r)->Xn3 : 
to 36+S.RXSHIr'T->n; Q->x(13;r)->xn2:o->X115; 
11 47+S.RVSHIFT->n; n->XU2: n->XU5; 
t;, 1 ,3+S.. Rx-S' I F T->n; O->YD1 ; Q-> xll4 
1.3 16+S.RYSHIFT ->n; r)->Yn4:Q->YD5; 
76+S.RYS141F ->YD3; 
1^ 14+s.RvSHPF'T->n; n->Y114>YUS;r)->Yfl1:Q->Yfl7; 
15 42+S.RYSHIFT->YU3; 
t7 >2+S.RYSHIFT->n; n->YU1:c)->YU2; 
t o S. RS(IBSH I F T->O : 
1" L8: 
?0 f F O. NI)LI_ THEN EMIT ; 
21 1n.PU7Z.f31177->D->72->7t: 












returns true if Z ` i's 
rectangle defined by 
w hin 
are rectan 
.v Y Y2. 





L sets UP a data 
. cells structure forthe 
C,1CELLS31 C- 12,41 2R JUNE 1.971.1 
FUNCTION-WITHIN 7X ZY Yl X2 Y1 Y2 : 
IF 7X>X1 AND 7X.=<X? AND 7Y>Y1 AND 7Y=< Y2 THFN TI'UE SI..SF FALSE: 
CL'1SF FNn; . , 
ND p inn N Mr, I NT I NT'N: WARS CFI.I S CCNC nESTr, ('ELL IND. 
5. INIi->CELLS;SURSCR(% CFLI.S "i)-' CEI_l_;RFr.ORDFNS(SllrF_r Lc,S,Cn n 




r,0NC0 .0O,O,WITNIN(%Xn3-r3,XU3*3,Yni*3, Yllli*Ii%) 
rU' C0,n,n,0,WI-TNI'(%X)4:3,Xt14,-3,Yn4*a,.YI4- 3130X 
c0k!Cc0,n.0,.0.141THI^;(%X05:3,X05 3,YP5Y3,Y1.15::.3%))->S.CI=LI ;F-Nn; 
JCELLS4 




CELLNOW is the present cell. 
CELLMAT is a matrix of transitions. 
TRANSLIST is a list of how long the 
scan stayed in each cell. 
resets CELLMAT & TRANSLIST. 
prints TRANSLIST. 
rJCEL L S 4 1 
r- I 
f. 12.42 lR JUNE 1971] 
1 - - 
2 \APS FN7 CFI I_WAS CI-LI_MAT CFLI._NOW 
3 CD I ST CD I STFi I M F TRANSL IST.; 
4 0->CEL_LWAS; 
5 FUNCTION S11RfAT; 







LJ: N1-r,El-L.INFN-->FN7; IF FN7(r)1X,ggtY) TH1=-N GOT() LL; 
ELSE N-1 ->N; I F N THEN r.,OTO L.J; CLOSE CLOSE_ ; 
I.L: 
N->CFLINOW ; 
1 IF EO(CEl LNOW,(E1_LWAS) NOT THEN 
15 CELLMAT(CEl LWAS,rEI L'NOw>+1->CFLL('AT(r, 1_LwAS,CFI.LN04' 
5' IF ('TI"MF-GrIME)> 3 THEN 
1 I % ( F l - T I O 
r 
n o n n l S T V , > - C O I S T , ( n I S T Q + 1 0 n U D 
-CD I STO, CROSS-CROSS %] :: TRANSL I ST-> r9ANNSI IST : 
13 TIME - >CTIME; (DIST+10110*nISTK)->CfIST: 1)ISTE3}1n00*nI!zTr;K)->CnIST 



























IF CF LI_NfW =0 THEN F`(I I:CFLI_NOW .CFI_ L.. IN!1)+n0->r,EI-LNO.W.v..CFI L.IMMf): 
I F RWO=1 THEN CFLI NOW . CELT- . I NfR+0n->CFLI NOW .CFLI_ , I NPH : CI OSF : 
rEl LNOW.CELL_. INT+1->("ELLNOW.CELL. INT; 
I F RWU=131. 1 rHEN! ELSE CPLL NOW . CFI_L . I NC f 1->CFLI.N)n',%'. CELL . I NC; CLOSE. 
r.FI_LN0W->CF_LI-'WAS: 
F'UNCT I ON CFI-I TPANMS ; - 
n->CnIST: n->CnISTR; 0->CCHOSS; n->CTIME: NII ->TRA',NSUIST; 
MF_WARRAY(C%( =1 ), ,5, ( -1), 5 LAMRDA I J ; 
I F I <O THEN .1 : ELI--)r--IF J<0 THEN. 1 ; EI_Sf_ 0 ; rl_ORF_ ; ENO : ) 
->CE1,LMAT; 
I-Nn; 
FUNCTION TRANSPR: - 
P I C->CUCHAR011T ; '4 . CIICHAROI.JT ; 
S.RNAMF.PR : 6.`:P: 5.PFPAME.PR; 6.SP; S.RTARGPT.P'R; 6.SP; 
S.PSCA^!.PR 2.1\1I 
'CFLI. `.PR ;Col. (14TIM'ECOL (25DIST );(OI- (350.1STr{ 
'r'0I (46,'CRfS(; `);1 .NL: 
AF'PLTST('TRANSLIST, LA`1RDA 0; 
0. HID , PP1r\!TRL(3,0).; 
IF ().Hr)=0 THEN 5.SP; E1 SF 2.SP: 
47 2.S.P; CLOSE; 
4R APPLIST.(0..TI_, PRINTRL(%8,1%)) 
49 1-.NIL; 






5. LHISTI CTOCNO is the distance between 
corners. 
20. INITSHOW LBEGIN is a list of the scan until 
an edge is found. 
:UNJ 
:NIJth1<-NIU01.::L% ALU'Xlt} %J 
! l I XE1 : MGUN<-U Nahl T=OMF1 .11 
:1IAq N3H1 .LON'M80N 31 
MOriS1 I N i NU 1 1 Nf .i 
:V8 1<-CLSv Sb L]LO9T OLJCU.9l tiLJLWt 523J 
!NIURU1<-LJ :MOUN<-L 
: Vo1 N 1 OJfl m8ON SbVA 
! U N 1 
6N21UJ<-SeiNVOJ 
:ASO IJ:CNJ1)IJ<-U :jUiJ<-u 
: JSU1J : JkV1S1 H' ONJUlJ<-Z+:)i4V1S I H * ONJU1J 
HSO1J :ONJUIJ<-5K N_iHi 59<UNJUIJ 31 
:ONJOIJ<-(C/UN:)OIJ)3U.Ni N3HI JO1J 31 
RS `1H N9HI SdANdOJ=TN8t:) 31 
QSO'1J ! ONAO1)<-U : JU1J<-T 9513 NAH1 IhU=OMU 31 
!UNJOlJ<-uU ONJU1J 
: LLSIH1 NOIlJN(iJ 
: LH1JNa 1<-51 
!UNJOIJ<-U :JUIJ<-O:TN80J<-U 
TN2iuJ INOb3.ON3UiJ J013 OVA 
C tL.6L YN(lI 0'T i 7 LAS I ;:Ji ] 
14. GABRIEL sets starting conditions. 





' G QN3 1flUIVU 
G : 3SO 10 !U1 O!OJ N3ril N116 31 t, 
iv(ifls :iS1Hl' :WQ-IY .2uV,tl' 
u I cc 






r1SVMIS IUS IHHSVMJNviSIH :MON< - T :fvIU i<-vd I l St)NdOJ<-() 
: ifiSJNV<-U : uNjN 11c-u ZT 
:NO3+v1-1<-U:11I1S<-U :HIS1(1<-U :iHISlu<-O:>i1S1US 1(I<-U:IS IQ<-u 11 
.: SsOd3<-u .01 
- U L N y0J<-U : UN:iOJ.')<-u JO1 O< -.0 : M ' I 
(IO8VIiJIl3<-JId L 
1 : t)ci _3hvWb' 
lllOdVh3()3<-iflodvH:1 
S -1-iI2iF3VEl i lk NOIIJI 
4 
v 
S SS dSIQ SbVI 
T 
C[!_6T. 3N('I t1Z 1U' <,T J L>41 _ ( 
JCELLS7 
4. DATOUT Prints results. 
0 
p 
f ,1CELLS71 C 1?,41 28 ,'IU'NIE 19711 
IFOR 1.[.IRR ARY,COMPILP ;VAPS P5; 
PR I NTRI_ (%7 , 1%) ->P5 : . 
FUNCTION DA foUT; . 
VARS OX FNX; 
P I (->CIICLtAROIJT ; 
IF,TTME<' THEN EXIT; 
S . R T T MF / T 1 MIF.->0;; 
IF OX>1.1 OR OX<n,9 THEN CHAPOIIT->CU(7HAROUT; 
S.DATALIST.PR; 1.NL: TIME.PR; 
PIG->CU('HAfROUT ; 1 . NIL : 
SUSPECTED F-RPONEQUS`.PR; CLOSE: 
Pr)POATF. PR.; . 
r, K(1,SRNAMFCOL 25,S.RFRAME170E40,S,RTARr,FTr,OI.g5S.RSCAN 
7.\IL, 
COI(10nISTAN r,E):COL (25,.nPr(n.ISTK*1rn0+DTST ): 
r01.(10,, nISTO');1,c)I.(,)5,0);P5DISTP+100n-nISTRK); 
C01(10,'TIME`COL(2c; ,n);P5(TIMF/1.0);1,.Sp; 'SFCONDS'.PIP ; 
COI (10,'rROSSINr,sCOI_(?5,0);p5(CROSS); 
. GI=QMOIJT : ,5 . NL ; . 
COl. (4 0, ' RURCFLI. S ) : . 
.FOP X,STPP(1,1,5) no CQL(22+11*X,X);RFPEAT; 
FUniCTION AA7: C01.(75,() ); FOR X,STFP(1,1_,q) n0 X.CEI_L.FNX,Pc;; 
REPEAT: FNn; 
COL(h,'DTSTANCF`);TNn->FNX; AAZ: 
C01_(5,'DISTR') : INI)2->FNX:.AA7; 




F011 V,STFP(1,1,5) no Y.CEIL.DAT.ALTST.PR; 1.MIL; RF13FAT; 
r% I L I I ND 1X1 . PR; 1 . ^IL : 
F%TIMr,C`)OSS,flTST+10n0, DISTK,DTSTg+1nQn*nISTPK.%1,PR; I .NL: 
Q I r,->CII('HAROUT : 3 . VL ; 
' NIIMRER OF TRANS I T T ONIS PR; 1.. NIL: 
71.S1,; 'FROM' PR: 1.NL; 
FOP Y, STEP(-1,1,5) Ilk) 'TO`.PR: 
FOR Y, STEP(-1,1,5) DO 
P9INT4L(CF=LI_MAT(X,Y),8,0) ; 
RPPFAT; 1.NI; REPEAT; 
64.000HAROIJT; 
IT<SuOW(If IS1TST ,25, 1); 
r'"OI_(6,'nISTANCFS PFR 1/1n SECOND;5.NL; 
I-ISSHOW(HISTANr,75,1); 
rOI_( ;COI_(16," "); COL(2R,'->); COL(4n,1COL(A,'A>a!GI.ES, 
.TPANSPR: 
64 . C(JCHAROIIT ; 
FNF); 
JGEOM 
8. GEOM calculates various features of the 
scan* 
1. STILL if moved less than 4.5 
units in the last 1/2 second. 
2. ANGLE is the current direction. 
3. CORNER if it doubles back on 
itself. 
21. GEOMOUT prints this. 
C 12.'I2 2FF ,IIJNJ E 10711 
VA RS PAVSX PAV SY ST l t 'L ANG1 AN(;2 DL X DI _Y ANr;,SUM 4,3 An A5. P1_n 
I I NIEON L I NFLf NrTH nAMG L I NENO CORNERS DVF RT fHOR 1 7 : 
VI NICTI(iN INIITCnNr);. 
128->PAVSX: 128->PAV' Y:O->`STILI ;0->AN(r;1; 0->I INIFfN:0->r)H()RI7: 
n->LINFI.FNrFH;n->LINFVf; n ->CORNERS; 0->ANGSUM;n->D\rEPT:END: 
FUNCTION GFOM; 
DAV5Y-01Y->[)LX: PAV5Y-01Y->DLY: 
IF DI X.DI X 4DLY fLY <20 THEN STILL+1-->STILL_; GOTO LT: CLOSF; 
AN,r,LF; ANG2;A3:A4;->A5->A4->A3->ANG2; 
ANr;I-F-A3->I)ANG : DANr,+ANr,SIIM->ANJ GS IIM; 
IF APS ((-2)*n1Y+r)2Y+;*n3X-n4Y-n5X)>2Q OR 
4RS((-2)*51.Y+0>y+3-()-Y-r)4Y-O-:)Y)>29 THEN ('0PNFRC+1->CORNIFRS:CI-0Sj:: 
I. T 
1) ,r1rPAV5Y+n.?*n1Y->PAVSX: n,PtPhv5y+g2;trJ1.Y->P4v5N' 






COL(1O,'TIME STII L'):COL(35,0):P1O( STILL/10); 
I .SP:'"SECONDS".PP;F,SP: STILT *10n/TIME;.F'R:' ?' PP; 
OF TIMF`.PR; 
r, int_(1.5,'AVFRAGE t ENIGTH');COL(35,0);Pl.n((nIST+1,n0n tiISTK)/IF CORNERS THE 
RS Ft-SE 1 CLOSE 
.COI. (1 0 CLOCKW I SP MOVEMENT ) : COL.( 35 , n) ; P1 0 ( ANGSl1M/ ( 2-,P I)) ; 1 . SP C I RCI_FS 
10,'CORNFR`-,0);Pl0(CORNERS ): 
r,nt.. (1 0 , '14OR 1 70MTAL M1)VFMI-NT ) ; r,Ot. (a5, 0 ).; of n (fHnR 1 7 )'; 
Pln(I)Hr)RI7rlno /.(nIST+1.00na-nISTK));'% OF DISTANCE' ,PP; 
COt (10,'VERTICAL MnVF:'1F.NT'); COL(35,n);D\/ERT,Pl0; 

















GRAPHOF (POINTLIST) prints a display of what has been 
scanned. 
Numbers the points in sequence. 
Find the extent of the display. 
Set a suitable scale. 
64 cucharout sets a new page. 
Character 26 is +t*++, This sets a 
line of stars. 
Start horizontal line. 
Catch any points which are on that 
line. 
Start point. 
Catch any points at that point. 
Print the sequence number of the 
last point found. 
11.17 1 r t 9 . 4 28 JH`JP 19711 
FUNICT I ON GRAPH(71F L T.ST; 
1/ARS Ni. YMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX f)IFF Ik!K Lt 1.2 1_3 
1 - 'N1 ; r ]->I 1 
APPLIST(IIST,LAMRDA Y;N1//10:.ERASE:::x->X;N1+1-N1.; 
X::L1->l_1 ; ENII: ): L1.->LIST; 
-t00n0->XMAX: -10000->YMAX: 100nn->XM1N; 1fOfi0->YMIN: 
APDLIST(I IST, I_AMgnA L: 
I F L . TL_ : Hn<XM I N THEM I_ . TL . HU->XM I NJ ; CLnSF : 
IF I.,.TLHD>YMAX THEN I..TLHfl->XMAY; CI 
1 F L TL_ T I . ITD<YM I N THEN L . T I . TL . H I NN ; 1C1. 0!.:F : 
1F L_.TL.TI_.HII>YMAX THEN L:TL .TL .Hf->YM:+X: r.,LnSf=;FNn 
IF ( XMAX-XMIN)>(Y"JAX-YMIN) THEN (XMAX-XMIN) FISF (YMAY-YMIN) 
(,LOSE; ->DIFF'; 
IF WIFE"<(,0 TI-4-N1 1 ; 
FLcFIF nIFF<12n T H P N 2; 
ELSE I F D 1 FF<30n T -TPN 5 : 
r- SFIF 1)TFF,<(, on TH 1=U 10 ; 
ELSE 1)IFF/50': CLfSF; ->INK; 
l ' M T N - ( 2 k I N K ) - > ' Y M I N: YMIN-(2x1NIK)>YMINJ : 
X:.1IN4 (4*INK)->XMAY; YMIN+(64-*lNK.)->YMAX: 
64 . C1!CHAPOIIT 2. NL : 
YMIN.P9;1 . SP:YHAY.DR:4?. SP XMAY.PR ;1.SP;YMAX,PP ;1 .NIL.. 
INCPEMENITS. X=`. PR; INK.PR:2.SP; Y=`. PR: (1.5(,6.*INKPR:1.N1_;, 
64->11 
I_ T O P : 
26 . CUCH,AROHT : I F Ni THEN, GOTO L TOP ; CLnSF ; 
'CARS NY MY :i8-ANY; LIST->L3; 1NIL ; 26.CUCH'RnUT; 
I Y 
r]->L1: r]->L2; n-,NY; 
AP°I_TST(I 3, .AMAnA L: IF L.TI_TL .Hf>NY! IN'K-:1.666)+YMIN) TFIPN 
L::LI->I1: ELSE L::I2->I2: CL.OSE; ENID:): 
I X. 
APPLIST(I 1, LAMgnA L: IF L_TI..HD>((NY INK)+XMTNI) THEM 
IF L.TI_.IA D-<(((NY+1)*INK)+XM1N) THEN 
I_.ID+1->Nt;C10SE: CLOSEND:). 
IF NI THEN, (N1-1) rUCHAROUT; EI SC '1 .SP: CLOSE; 
NX+1->NX: IF Nx<64 TI-IE\I COTO Lx; ELSE 26.CIICHAPOIIT: CLfSF; 
I.NL; 26000HAROtIT: ' 
NNY-1->NY: IF NY THF'J GI)Tn LY; CLOSE; 
f,4->Ni1:L«: 2..000HAR()UT; IF .N1 THF_NJ N11-1->Nt: r,OTO LL;; CI.OS.E 
; 1.NIL 
YMINPP;1.SP:YMINI.PR:45.,SP;XMAX.PR: 1..SP;YMIN.. PR;1.NL; 
ENn; 
:a 
